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Abstract 

 

Our daily activities consume significant quantities of environmentally critical resources.  Reduced 

consumption of resources is needed to bring human environmental impacts back within the limits of 

Earth’s capacity to support natural systems, and to manage the threat of climate change.  Accelerating 

cleanliness practices in daily life lead to ever-greater water and energy consumption, and this 

consumption is hidden in routine (Gram-Hanssen, 2007).  Household cleaning routines consume water, 

energy and chemicals, yet these inconspicuous practices are often overlooked in approaches to 

sustainability, compared to visible, status-driven consumption (Shove, 2011; Shove & Warde, 2002; 

Warde, 2011).   

To explore the inconspicuous consumption of resources embedded in cleanliness, this thesis interrogates 

the use phase of fashion, garment maintenance and laundering.  Current laundry practice is explored by 

surveying people on the street, from literature and online forums.  Against the backdrop of common 

laundry routines, an intervention into collective conventions of practice was conducted by engaging 

thirty-one people to wear the same pair of jeans for at least five days a week over a three month period 

without washing them.  Their experience, the alternative practises that they created and the community 

and sense making around shifting practices towards pro-environmental outcomes all provide new insights 

into interrupting inconspicuous consumption.  Presenting collective conventions of cleanliness that are in-

line with environmental goals may provide the key to enabling sustainable ways of living.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 OVERVIEW 

This research focuses on the way clothes are used with the aim of making fashion systems more 

sustainable.  Consumption is an increasingly central consideration in sustainability initiatives: reduced 

consumption is required to bring human impact back within the Earth’s capacity to support life 

systems.  The maintenance of clothing has the most significant environmental impact of all the 

phases in a fashion lifecycle, consuming water, energy and chemicals, yet laundering is based on 

cultural mores, rather than hygienic requirements.  The gap between basic sanitation and current 

cleanliness practices offers opportunities to save environmentally critical resources.  Laundry routines 

are inconspicuous, removed from the visibility and status usually considered by consumption theory, 

even though mundane routines are responsible for a ‘vast majority’ of resource consumption (Gram-

Hanssen, 2007, p. 16).  Theories of social practice provide a framework from which to consider the 

performance of daily routines and associated resources consumption, thus supporting sustainability 

goals by showing how changes in social practices have the potential to save environmentally critical 

resources.  This empirical action-research enrolled a cohort of jean users in a program of ‘not 

washing’ to document the emergence of meaning around alternative, pro-environmental practices.  

New insights on collective conventions and routine illuminated by this study provide unique ideas 

around enabling pro-environmental daily practices.  

 

The researcher 

The research was conducted in Melbourne, Australia.  The researcher is embedded in the area 

considered in this research, with a bachelor of fashion merchandising and a focus on sustainable 

fashion.  Regular writing on issues in the fashion industry for a variety of popular media publications 

during the period of the research, has kept the development of the research grounded in current 

fashion and sustainability discourse.  The initial design and marketing approach to the subject area 

evolved to encompass theories of sustainable consumption and social practices, even though the 

research had no prior experience of sociology.  Realising that the results could prove useful in 

understandings of collective conventions that lead to inconspicuous consumption, literature and 

discussion on social practice theory have helped to frame the research.  

 

The research imperative 

This research addresses the hitherto neglected use phase in a fashion lifecycle.  Sustainable fashion 

literature shows that research is starting to proliferate in materials, supply chain, consumption and 

disposal, but there is insufficient empirical research on the way garments are used.  Furthermore 

research conducted into garment use is typically carried out from a design perspective with a limited 

view of how people interact with garments in daily life.  Clothing Life Cycle Analyses (LCAs) show that 
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the use phase has the most significant environmental impact, giving further impetus for research into 

the way people use clothes.  Design strategies provide an intervention into shaping how clothes are 

used, however this research suggests collective conventions are paramount in shaping social 

practices: the way things are used depends on people, routines and the cultural environment.  The 

findings of this research contribute to the international literature of sustainable consumption, 

showing the potential for significant conservation of water and energy through small changes in daily 

routines.  

 

1. 2 RESEARCH PROPOSITION AND OBJECTIVES 

This research proposes that the potential for saving resources involved in laundry routines provides a 

considerable opportunity for making garment use more sustainable.   

Conducting empirical research into the way jeans are used provides insights into collective 

conventions the performance of cleanliness practices, and inconspicuous consumption.  

The objective of the research is to discover ways of reducing the resource intensity of garment use 

from a social perspective.  The research investigates alternative practices and the emergent social 

discourses and collective conventions that surround different ways of doing, in the context of 

sustainable consumption.   

 

1. 3 APPROACH TO THE RESEARCH 

The research intervened into the laundry practice of a group of jean wearers from Melbourne who 

wore the same pair of jeans for at least five days a week over three months without washing them.  

The experience of these participants illuminates the way that a group creates meaning to accompany 

alternative practices towards sustainability, and ways that inconspicuous consumption can be 

disrupted.  

Data was also gathered from literature, internet discussion forums and surveying everyday people on 

their jean wearing and maintenance.  The data was sorted into themes, providing a progressively 

wide-angle view of the way people form practices; individualistic to collective conventions.  
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1. 4 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 

This thesis connects fashion use, sustainable consumption and social practices to explore changing 

everyday actions to produce positive environmental outcomes.  The research is contextualised 

against a backdrop of sustainable design, production and consumption, fashion use, cleanliness and 

frameworks for transiting towards environmental sustainability.  Results from the empirical research, 

intervening in laundry routines, are arranged into three discussion chapters on experience, practice 

and cultural constructs, seeking to uncover the way meaning is made around acting more sustainably, 

and the way that practices develop and interact in culture.  The discussions suggest that collective 

conventions have utmost influence on actions, implying that intervening in social discourse has high 

potential to enable pro-environmental default practices.   

The context for this study is set out in chapter two by referring to the wider discourse on 

sustainability and examining the environmental impacts of fashion, and trajectories of cleanliness.  

Fashion use is an area with little published debate, even though Life Cycle Analyses (LCAs) show the 

use phase as having the highest environmental impact.  Ways to influence garment use are 

considered, including case-studies of designed interventions and fashion products that aim to 

influence use.  The examples demonstrate that product design, while delivering significant eco-

efficiencies, is ineffective when not combined with a consideration of the social context in which an 

artefact is used.  Social practice theory is explored as a research framework, considering actions as a 

function of collective conventions.  Inconspicuous consumption, through habitual use of resources 

hidden in mundane routines, is revealed as an area that needs further investigation.  Interventions 

are interrogated for their practice changing potential.  This foundation chapter reflects the 

progression of thought during the research process; originating with an understanding of sustainable 

fashion, discovering the gap of fashion use, then exploring ways to understand the way people use 

clothes and how to improve this environmentally.  

The research was designed to investigate common clothing maintenance practices and to gather data 

on the outcomes of intervening in laundry routines.  An interpretive approach was chosen to best 

elicit the experience and meaning created around alternative practices.  Laundry practices are 

investigated in this research by a range of methods including observing internet forums, surveying 

people on the street and immersing participants in a non-washing experience and then interviewing 

them.  Chapter three considers the validity of the chosen approaches in the context of understanding 

laundry practices.  

Chapter four presents the experience of reduced laundering: physical, olfactory and emotional.  The 

emotional experience of not washing proved insightful into peripheral indeterminable connotations 

of clothing cleanliness including comfort, familiarity, paranoia, boredom and anti-establishment.  This 

chapter shows the way that washing and not washing is experienced with interesting insights into 

reasons and meanings that diverge from expected washing motivations.  

Discussion of practice in chapter five firstly documents current laundry practice, then goes on to 

explore alternative, resource conscious practices, and some of the motivations that surround 

laundering.  A consideration of laundry practice illuminates some of the reasons to wash including 
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physical, habitual and social, and some reasons not to wash including convenience, longevity and 

conserving memories.  Chapter five then explores some of the barriers and opportunities in changing 

practice and finally laundry practices’ sphere of influence.  

Cleanliness practices operate within a social context.  Chapter six aims to make clear some of the 

imprecise, spontaneous way discourses emerge, and their influence on social practices.  The way 

people view cleanliness, its characteristics and connotations sets the basis for further exploration in 

the way sense is made of cleanliness.  Social cleanliness behaviour illustrates the way people perceive 

constraints around public representation of personal visible cleanliness and detectable odour.  

Individuals feel monitored by social standards, motivating them towards undefinable standards.  Self 

auditing against perceived accepted courses of action emerges as an ambiguous but possibly vital 

motivation for personal cleaning.  While these discussions illuminate some of the ways that 

perceptions of collective conventions interact with practice, the area remains undefined; the only 

certainty is that social discourses play a major role in shaping social practices.  

This thesis reaffirms the plethora of resources consumed in the small actions of daily routines, such as 

laundry.  In investigating ways of intervening in routines, the prevalence of collective conventions in 

shaping practices becomes apparent.  Further research into discourses of cleanliness may prove 

pivotal in shifting social requirements and their associated practices towards sustainability.  
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Chapter 2  

Context of the research 

Sustainability, fashion, cleanliness, social practices and inconspicuous consumption 
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2 CONTEXT OF RESEARCH 

 

2. 1 OVERVIEW 

Resource consumption is an increasingly important consideration for sustainability.  To meet the 

research aim of making fashion systems more sustainable by reducing the resource intensity of 

garment use, a consideration of prior and relevant literature provides a foundation from which to 

build original investigations.  To this end, a brief historical development of sustainability discourse is 

mapped below, and several key areas of research are discussed, including fashion.  Sustainable 

fashion is found to be a growing area that needs research input; specifically that the way people use 

garments is underrepresented.  Life Cycle Analyses (LCAs) that show the use phase of fashion has the 

greatest environmental impact, reinforcing the need for further research.  Garment maintenance 

derives from cleanliness ideals, rather than scientific sanitation standards; bacteria levels on 

unwashed clothes do not threaten human health.  The historical development of cleanliness is thus 

considered below, following changing cleanliness conventions, to see how they have reached the 

state of hyper-cleaning prevalent in developed societies.  This is followed by an exploration of some 

designers and brands who have tried to influence garment maintenance using various strategies, 

however it becomes obvious that people ultimately decide how a garment will be used.  To explore 

this, cases of previous technological, design approaches to reduce resource intensity of garment use 

are evaluated, revealing that collective conventions and cultural context have utmost influence in the 

performance of laundry, suggesting a need for more people centred research into garments 

maintenance in everyday life. Tracing the sustainable consumption, fashion and cleanliness dialogue 

points to the need for understanding collective conventions, routine and the performance of laundry 

in the context of daily life.  Social practice theory and emerging work on routine and inconspicuous 

consumption provide useful frameworks for exploring resource intensity of garment maintenance and 

are discussed in the concluding section of this contextualising chapter.  This research began as an 

investigation of sustainable fashion and through the exploration of literature became more 

concerned with collective conventions and consumption in everyday life, which is reflected in the 

structure of this chapter: sustainability, sustainable fashion, garment use, cleanliness, and finally 

social practices. 

 

2. 2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUSTAINABILITY DIALOGUE  

Discourse on environmental degradation has been growing since the 1960’s as a response to key 

research and publications such as Silent Spring (Carson, 1962), Limits to Growth (Meadows, 

Meadows, Randers, & Behrens, 1972), Gaia (Lovelock, 1979) and the formation of the United Nations 

Environmental Program (UNEP).  The discourse has engaged public debate on resource limits and 

brought attention to environmental changes due to increased chemical use, toxic waste, pollution, 
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resource depletion and climate change.  Silent Spring by Rachel Carson focused on the environmental 

effects of pesticide use.  In 1972 the Club of Rome, an influential global research think tank, published 

Limits to Growth articulating the concept of increasing population and consumption existing in 

tension with finite resources (Meadows et al., 1972).  The formation of UNEP in 1972 aimed to 

provide leadership and encourage partnership in caring for the environment by “inspiring, informing, 

and enabling nations and peoples to improve their quality of life without compromising the resources 

and the ecosystems on which that quality of life would ultimately depend” ("United Nations 

Environmental Program," 2010).  Lovelock, is credited with changing the boundaries of the discourse 

about human and eco-system interactions by introducing the concept of Gaia, which describes the 

world (including inanimate matter) as a single organism (Lovelock, 1979).  In recognition of the geo-

political problems of environmental conservation and economic development the Bruntland 

commission was formed in 1983, defining the emerging concept of sustainability as “meeting the 

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 

needs” ("Our Common Future," 1987).  Sustainability was contextualised for industry in terms of a 

‘triple bottom line’ social, financial and economic, all three needing to be accounted for in sustainable 

business models (Elkington, 1997).  Sustainability in the business world is often encompassed in the 

wider concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).  Since the initial Bruntland definition, concepts 

of sustainability have developed simultaneously in different directions, useful in differing contexts. 

Sustainability requires minimum conditions to ensure the earth continues to maintain life and living 

systems in the future.  This encompasses all aspects of human activity, from the extraction of natural 

resources, production of goods and services, consumption and use and the disposal of waste.  Human 

activity is responsible for the degradation of earth’s natural systems, through a range of impacts: 

habitat destruction, pollution, over consumption of resources and ‘climate change’, for example 

(Flannery, 2005; Garnaut; Lovelock, 2009 ; Reisinger & Pachauri, 2007).  These impacts create an 

uncertain economic, environmental and social future (Meadows et al., 1972).  This literature 

constitutes the understanding of sustainability used to frame this thesis.  

Whilst there continues to be debate about the veracity of climate change in popular media, scientists 

are in agreement it is both inevitable and rapidly progressive.  Yet, as with many sustainable 

imperatives the warnings of climate scientists have been slow to translate to real world action.  

Politically, short term decision making, ‘I will if you will’ mentality, and lack of leadership from 

developed nations has slowed progress towards reaching any binding agreements that might achieve 

the kind of progress necessary to mitigate the risk of climate change.  There are international 

precedents for effecting environmental world goals, like global action on ozone depletion restricting 

CFC use.  Replication of this successful initiative in dealing with Climate Change has been hard to 

achieve, with the Kyoto Protocol taking years to ratify and then the stumbling world summits of the 

UN Climate Changes conferences.  Developing nations whose financial potential could be diminished 

by agreeing to environmental action argue, understandably, that climate change problems are the 

developed worlds’ responsibility.   

Resources that are considered essential for sustaining quality of life for humanity include water, 

energy, food, mobility and housing (UNEP, 2010).  Clothing and fashion, qua intimate architecture, 

parallel to housing, involves complex interactions between bio-physical needs and cultural 

expression.  As a significant human activity, the role of clothing demands consideration in sustainable 

consumption discourse.  Research into ways of living that use only energy, water and other natural 
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resources in line with their rate of renewability aids environmental sustainability: strategies to live 

well with less energy, water and other resources provide a valuable contribution to sustainable 

consumption discourse.   

 

2. 3 SUSTAINABLE DESIGN 

Clothing, while pertaining to cultural and emotional satisfaction, derives from the material world of 

manufactured product.  There is an ever-expanding range of approaches to manage the 

environmental impact of products, resulting from ongoing research in sustainability.  Approaches can 

be loosely categorised into product, process and system change (Meadows, 1999).  Design is a logical 

stage to consider the issue of sustainability, as 50-90% of social, environmental and economic costs 

have already been made inevitable at the design stage (Brezet & Van Hemel, 1997; Gertsakis, Lewis, 

& Ryan, 1997; Lewis & Gertsakis, 2001).  Considering product and process at the design phase can 

reduce inputs and outputs of all the stages of life including materials, manufacturing, distribution, use 

and disposal (Hawken, Lovins, & Lovins, 1999).  Product innovation offers wide ranging environmental 

improvements, from new technologies, materials and processes.  However, these are generally 

focused on incremental improvements and, whilst important, are inadequate to deal with escalating 

population and consumption growth (Jackson, 2009).  Systems change takes a broader approach, 

seeking to shift the fundamental way a system operates in order to achieve maximum environmental 

benefit.  New systems strategies include product service systems, satisfying human needs in less 

resource intensive ways (Crul, Diehl, & Ryan, 2009),  and distributed systems: small locally relevant 

needs satisfaction (Crul et al., 2009; Manzini, 2010; Ryan, 2008).  While design strategies can target 

everything from product to the system, generally the easiest design efficiencies can be gained from 

product redesign while the greatest environmental gains can be made at the systems level redesign 

(Brezet & Van Hemel, 1997).  To transition a whole system towards sustainability there must be an 

understanding of intervention points (Meadows, 1999) and the social context (Shove & Walker, 

2010).   

Initial design efforts towards sustainability were largely directed at production efficiencies; now the 

role of governance, consumption and social practices are acknowledged as increasingly important in 

shaping the environmental performance of products.  “Environmental regulation and eco-innovation 

have increased resource efficiency through a relative decoupling of resource use, emissions and 

waste generation from economic growth in some areas.  However, absolute decoupling remains a 

challenge, especially for households.  This indicates scope not only to improve production processes 

further, but also to alter consumption patterns to reduce environmental pressures” (Martin & 

Henrichs, 2010, p. 10).   

Sustainable design can be informed by Life Cycle Analysis (LCA), a tool used to evaluate a products’ 

environmental impacts throughout materials, extraction, production, transportation, use and disposal 

phases; stages traditionally explored across product categories only in terms of economic efficiencies.  

In examining the environmental effects of every stage in a product’s life cycle, areas of greatest 

impact become evident, and strategic actions to reduce a products’ overall impact are possible; for 

example if the greatest impact comes from disposal a designer can choose biodegradable materials.   
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Fashion products have been considered in LCAs, although the variety of materials and production 

methods mean that life cycles of fashion products are hard to trace (Hethorn & Ulasewicz, 2008).  An 

additional limitation of LCAs is the assumption of standardised, or averaged, use: in reality garment 

maintenance changes from user to user, altering its environmental impact.  Some LCAs of fashion 

products will be presented in section 2.6 Environmental impact of fashion use, with further discussion 

on the areas in which fashion designers have the opportunity for greatest environmental benefits.  

Sustainable consumption is commonly considered in sustainability discourse, usually with a focus on 

conspicuous practices, like purchasing consumer goods, however there is growing need to address 

inconspicuous consumption as an area of intensive resource use.  Issues of inconspicuous resource 

consumption in everyday life “...are boringly normal, invisible and enmeshed in a network of related 

practices and habits.  Despite these qualities, such features change, often rapidly, with instant and 

wide-ranging environmental consequences” (Shove & Warde, 2002, p. 246).  Inconspicuous 

consumption will be explored further in section 2.11.  Understanding inconspicuous consumption in 

daily life can provide insights beyond sustainable design; into the way communities form and 

propagate practices, and reveals principles in shaping pro-environmental practices to save significant 

environmental resources.  

 

2. 4 THE SUSTAINABLE FASHION IMPERATIVE 

Clothing is implicated in many of the challenges facing sustainable production and consumption: 

materials are environmentally taxing; toxic chemicals are employed in garment production; garment 

life is artificially short with correspondingly high material flows; and disposal is often not considered, 

resulting in masses of textile waste.  Clothing and fashion are interrelated; clothing pertains to 

functionality, warmth, protection; fashion to cultural expression.  Fashion has become embroiled in 

the (over) consumption of clothing through new cultural needs of self expression linked with both 

belonging and status.  Clothing producers have leveraged emotional and cultural needs to accelerate 

consumerism: through design strategies like “planned obsolescence” (Forty, 1986); the function of 

‘fashion’ fuels the excessive need for change, and the continual replacement of garments (Hethorn & 

Ulasewicz, 2008) leading to the rise of textiles in landfill (Allwood, Larson, Malvido de Rodrigues, & 

Bocken, 2006; Caulfield, 2009).  Marketing plays a hand in this behaviour; utilising techniques that 

link products, like clothes, to non material needs, where consumption of fashion is a way to signal 

wealth, identity and social status (Berger, 1972; Fletcher, 2008; Max-Neef, 1992).  These challenges 

have been the focus of a variety of publications that consider overarching environmental impacts of 

fashion and provide some case studies of best practice designers (Blackburn, 2009; Fletcher, 2008; 

Gwilt & Rissanen, 2011; Hethorn & Ulasewicz, 2008; Meerendonk et al., 2009; Siegle, 2011).  

Although current fashion systems are unsustainable, clothing is firmly entrenched in everyday life, 

and compels environmental consideration in the journey towards sustainability.  
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2. 5 THE SUSTAINABLE FASHION DIALOGUE  

Problematic practices in fashion production have escalated since the 1950’s, including poor labour 

standards, resource intensive fibres and an exponential increase in volume (Forty, 1986; Hethorn & 

Ulasewicz, 2008).  These issues were central to the sustainable fashion movement in the early 1990’s 

(Hethorn & Ulasewicz, 2008).  The first incarnation of sustainable fashion was characterised by 

natural colours, hemp and organic cotton (Sathe & Crooke, 2010).  There was also interest in 

improving materials and dyeing processes, and cotton farming (Riddlestone, Deasi, Evans, & Skyring, 

1994).  According to Heidi McCloskey, Director of Communications at Organic Exchange, organic 

fashion was more of a “flash trend” in the 1990’s, quoted in (Sathe & Crooke, 2010).  Issues of 

branding, consumption, marketing, the production process and unethical supply chain practices 

became the focus of public discussion when human rights abuses surfaced in the late 1990’s, and 

consumer groups pressured major brands to implement ethical labour standards.  The ensuing 

consumer demands resulted in companies beginning to focus more seriously on social sustainability 

(Klein, 2000).  Efforts for social sustainability were followed by a consideration of the environmental 

impacts of clothing production; some of the most influential sustainable fashion initiatives are noted 

in the following.  In the United Kingdom the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 

(DEFRA) publish reports on the Fashion and Textile industry including key statistics on resource 

consumption, emissions of green house gases, solid and hazardous waste, air and water pollution, soil 

degradation and biodiversity (DEFRA, 2007).  Forum for the Future, a UK non-profit organisation that 

works with business and government towards sustainability, are influential in considering the 

environmental impact of fashion supply chains, publishing regular reports on the fashion industry that 

include a holistic view of materials, production, transport, use and disposal (Bennie, Gazibara, & 

Murray, 2010; Draper, Murray, & Weissbrod, 2007).  Some of the influential reports in sustainable 

fashion are funded by clothing retailers and have been criticised as being biased, showing the funders 

in a flattering light and giving overly positive scenarios.  The contributions that come from 

government and non-government organizations generally provide a moderated view of sustainable 

fashion, for example (Allwood et al., 2006; Crompton & Kasser, 2009; Green, 2008).  Trustworthy 

sustainable fashion discourse is also being contributed to by a variety of research projects in 

universities from London College of Fashion1, Design Skolen Kolding2, University of the Arts London 

Chelsea3, Parsons The New School for Design4, Aalto University5 and Massey University6

Black, 

2008

.  Books 

aimed at general audiences build on the research presented in the sustainable fashion reports (

; Blanchard, 2007; Brown, 2010; Gwilt & Rissanen, 2011; Lee, 2007; Minney, 2011; Siegle, 2011).  

These contributions approach sustainable fashion in myriad ways; bringing popular interest to ideas 

                                                                 
1 http://www. sustainable-fashion. com/ 

2 http://www. designskolenkolding. dk/fileadmin/publikationer/DK_Lab_Sustainfashion_singl_lille. pdf 

3 http://www. chelsea. arts. ac. uk/ccwgraduateschool/projectscollaborationsnetworks/ 
textilesenvironmentdesignted/ 

4 http://fashion. parsons. edu/2010/03/30/towards-sustainable-fashion/ 

5 http://design. aalto. fi/en/research/groups/sd/ 

6 http://www. massey. ac. nz/massey/learning/colleges/college-creative-arts/people/faculty/school-of-
design/institute-of-design-for-industry-and-environment/holly-mcquillan. cfm 
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of sustainable fashion, influencing the wider environmental discussion, and sustainability movement.  

The effects of the dialogue on the fashion system has been a wide dissemination of a multitude of 

sustainable ideas; considering the environmental impact of clothes is becoming more common in 

consumerist fashion culture.  Without going into detail on each project it is sufficed to say that the 

many institutions considering and responding to sustainability challenges and opportunities in 

garment production and consumption have resulted in a wide variety of approaches and projects.  

Many of the initiatives consider all areas of the fashion life cycle, like Fletcher 2008 and Allwood, et 

al. 2006, but there is general inclination towards physical, tangible aspects like materials, design and 

production eg. Sathe and Cooke, Black and Siegle.  There remains a gap in the literature; 

inconspicuous consumption during fashion use, is not addressed from a social angle.  As the use 

phase of garments is both responsible for the most significant environmental impact, and governed 

by users, it requires a socially oriented exploration of why people use clothes in particular ways to 

gain some insight on enabling low impact alternatives. 

 

2. 6 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF FASHION USE 

The way people use clothes has a significant environmental impact, consuming water, energy and 

chemicals.  There is mounting consensus that laundering is responsible for the majority of 

environmental impacts over the life cycle of a garment (Allwood et al., 2006; Franklin Associates, 

1993; Fletcher, 2008; Laitala, Klepp, & Boks, 2012; FranklinLaursen et al., 2007; Lewis & Gertsakis, 

2001; Rigby, 2010).  Resource intensity of garment maintenance arises from water used in washing, 

energy needed to power machines and chemicals used to remove soils and stains. Klepp and Laitala 

state that “Maintenance is often the most energy-demanding stage during clothing’s’ lifecycle” 

(Laitala et al., 2012, p. 228) and Fletcher concurs “As much as 82% of energy use and 66% of solid 

waste and over half of the emissions to air (83% carbon dioxide) are amassed during washing and 

drying”  (Fletcher, 2008, p. 78).  Laundering is also responsible for a large portion of domestic water 

consumption, 21% in the USA and 12% in the UK (Shove, 2003a, p. 117).  In greater depth, Rigby, a 

researcher at London College of Fashion considered six different garment LCAs, and found five of the 

garment LCAs had the highest consumption of energy during the use phase (Rigby, 2010, p. 4).  LCAs 

are fraught as they are unable to produce an ‘average user’, thus estimates are based on expansive 

and uncontrollable factors resulting in scenarios as diverse as the people who perform garment 

maintenance.  Accordingly Rigby’s comparative aggregation of LCAs is prone to variation of human 

factors, one person may use a water saving machine, one may line dry and yet another may use eco-

detergent, presenting wide variety in environmental impact, however her meticulous documenting of 

LCA impacts clearly demonstrates that the environmental impact of fashion use is the highest of all 

phases in its lifecycle.   

Human variation in care is influenced by physical aspects like garment type, fibres and purpose; 

considerations useful for designers. Though physicality of clothing has influence on the way it will be 

maintained, if a garment does not have visible dirt or perceptible odour it is likely to be washed 

regardless, due to structural factors that shape user habit and routine, a point explored further in 

section 2.9 transitioning towards sustainability.  Not only the environmental impact of laundry, but 
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also the limited understanding of how and why people maintain clothes in certain ways, irrespective 

of physical design aspects, provides impetus for this thesis to focus on the use phase of fashion.  

 

2. 7 FASHION, CLOTHING USE AND CLEANLINESS 

Understanding garment maintenance is contingent on an understanding of the physical and cultural 

relationships between clothing, cleanliness and dirt.  Tracing the trajectory of cleanliness offers 

insights into the way current attitudes towards laundering have developed, and how it may evolve 

into the future.  Garment maintenance is influenced by accepted conventions of cleanliness; as such 

understanding cleanliness is critical in unpacking the environmental impact associated with fashion 

use.  Concepts and practices of cleanliness have changed across time and culture and are implicated 

in notions of moral and social hierarchies.  Standards of cleanliness are not based on health and 

science, but rather on cultural conventions.  With garment maintenance established as the phase of 

greatest resource consumption in fashion’s life cycle, this section explores some of the wider 

perceptions of cleanliness, revealing some implications for the energy and water required for 

adherence.   

 

Historical trajectory of cleanliness 

Garment maintenance is informed by cultural discourses of cleanliness; an exploration of which 

provides insight into laundry expectations.  Cultural discourses of cleanliness have varied considerably 

throughout history: the current convention of daily washing has only emerged since the late 1800’s 

(Ashenburg, 2007; Douglas, 1999; Shove, 2003a; Vigarello, 1988).  The developments of bathing and 

personal grooming have evolved through three phases: social activity, avoidance and now routine 

(Ashenburg, 2007; Vigarello, 1988).  The bath before the Middles Ages was a pleasurable activity with 

a social focus, not primarily for keeping clean.  Bathing fell from popularity in Europe during the 

1600’s: bodies were perceived as permeable and susceptible to ‘miasmas’ (Vigarello, 1988).  Bathing 

re-emerged from this period as a social nicety reserved for the upper classes.  During the past two 

hundred years it has become a private activity in modern bathrooms supported by advances in 

plumbing and medical knowledge of hygiene, to the present where “[w]eekly cleaning regimes have 

escalated to daily routines”  (Shove, 2003a, p. 76).  Such a high incidence of washing is unnecessary 

for physical wellbeing, and wastes water and energy; however it is entrenched in contemporary social 

order and therefore hard to reverse.   

The first records of bathing are from public bathhouses, concerning relaxation, socialisation and 

conducting business (Ashenburg, 2007; Vigarello, 1988).  The Roman baths are prime examples of this 

early bathing mentality, places to network, to indulge, part of an aristocratic lifestyle.  Bathing as a 

public practice was integral to cultured life in many ancient civilisations including the Turkish Baths, 

Japanese Onsen, Scandinavian Saunas and the Aztec Temazcal.  
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European cleanliness changed in the Middle Ages, when etiquette only demanded that the face and 

hands should be presented cleanly.  Bathing and immersing the body in water was suspected of 

opening pores and exposing the body to harmful external influences and miasmas.  Vermin and skin 

sores were seen as coming from within the body, unconnected to surface cleanliness (Vigarello, 

1988).  The suspicion of bathing was also strengthened by Christian philosophy linking self-denial with 

spiritual advancement; many of the Saints during this period went without luxuries such as bathing 

(Ashenburg, 2007).  Baths were sometimes used for medical purposes, often in conjunction with 

bleeding, enemas and purging, and were followed by days in protection from the elements to avert 

the weakening affects of the bath (Shove, 2003a).  As Europeans of The Middle Ages were not 

engaged in regular cleaning, there was a higher incidence, and tolerance, of bodily odours.  

Ashenburg cites diaries and letters where authors described their yearly bath, and literature where 

authors were incredulous of baths taken by friends or relatives (Ashenburg, 2007, Ch 6).  The 

permeable construct of bodies became the dominant discourse, washing and immersion in water was 

regarded as highly dubious.  

Nearing the end of the 18th century, cleaning became a matter of social standing, again associated 

with rank and class.  Cold baths were seen as strengthening and character building, and both warm 

and cold baths prescribed as part of a healthy lifestyle (Ashenburg, 2007).  Using a persons’ state of 

cleanliness in order to denote social class became more overt; in 1948 William Makepeace Thackeray 

coined the term the "great unwashed” to describe the lower, working classes (Ashenburg, 2007, p. 

170).  For those seeking social distinction clothing became a platform to display one’s cleanliness.  

“Elaborate ruffs, collars and cuffs maximized opportunities for an increasingly conspicuous exhibition 

of inner cleanliness” (Shove, 2003a, p. 124).  Cleanliness was used to denote approval, a mark of 

social distinction.   

Hygiene entered mainstream consciousness at the start of the 19th Century, as scientific standards of 

cleanliness were established.  Soap was included in bathing practices to remove and dissolve body 

dirt and washing hands became linked to disease avoidance.  Florence Nightingale, a prominent 

English nurse and writer, promoted the concept of keeping hospitals clean as a means to decrease 

mortality during the 1860’s.  Nightingale concentrated on sanitation, after her experience in the 

Crimean war where deaths from disease and infection outnumbered those on the battlefield.  Her 

regime included cleaning all surfaces including walls and floors, laundering all textile matter and 

keeping patients clean (Nightingale, 1863).  Nightingale’s views had far reaching influence evidenced 

by three reprints of her “Notes on Hospitals” (Nightingale, 1863).  Her methods were also presented 

by Oppert, a Fellow of the London Society of Physicians (Oppert, 1883).  Dr Blackwell, an American 

physician and writer, stated "sanitation is the supreme goal of medicine” after observing Nightingale 

in the 1860’s (Ashenburg, 2007, p. 208).  While Nightingale’s ideas around Germ Theory were 

influential they took until the start of the 19th Century to become widely accepted.  These 

developments shifted cleanliness from a status symbol to a requisite of health.  

Advertising and marketing had an increasing role in shaping everyday cleaning practice.  During the 

20th Century advertising and marketing were employed by the American government to promote 

washing amongst the population (Ashenburg, 2007).  Soap manufacturers were quick to pick up on 

the trend and formed The Cleanliness Institute with the aim of convincing consumers to wash more, 

and buy more products.  Advertisers exploited a new fear of the possibility of offending without being 
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aware of it: using terms such as halitosis for bad breath, also categorising other body smells to 

promote self auditing and recruit participation in escalating cleaning regimes (Ashenburg, 2007, p. 

226).  “[Soap manufacturers] exploited the fear of social ostracism and romantic failure associated 

with a dreaded new disease, ‘BO’ or body odour” (Davison, 2008, p. 46).  By the 1950’s regular 

washing was ingrained in everyday life, however the new cleanliness was not universally adopted, 

and drew ridicule from anthropologist Horace Miner who published "Body Ritual among Nacirema” as 

a parody detailing “excessive” bathing rituals in 1950’s America (Miner, 1956).  Currently American 

people wash everyday (Wilkes, 2005), Australians and New Zealanders 0.9 times per day (Kenway et 

al., 2008).  Issues around oversubscription to cleaning are investigated further, in alternative 

cleanliness discourses below.  

The intensification of cleanliness expectations is reflected in garment maintenance.  “People are 

washing and drying loads of clothes more frequently than ever before and in the process consuming 

copious quantities of energy and water” (Shove, 2003a, p. 117).  In Australia  “an estimated 25 per 

cent of domestic water is consumed by an automatic machine to meet social demands for clean 

clothes” (Allon & Sofoulis, 2006, p. 50).  Regular cleaning practices, encouraged by marketing, have 

resulted in a culture that consumes environmentally critical resources to satisfy social cleanliness 

requirements.  Social standards of cleanliness have changed vastly during history, and with it 

associated resource consumption.  “Expectations and practices change, at different rates, in differing 

directions, with consequences for the consumption of environmentally critical resources like energy 

and water” (Shove, 2003a, p. 16).  There appear to be deeper social and cultural motivations that 

dictate public presentation of personal countenance.   

 

Dirt and the definition of social class 

Cleanliness and its antithesis, dirt, are implicated in the construction of social hierarchy.  Ger & 

Yenicioglu argue that cleanliness and dirt have historical importance in establishing, and maintaining 

or shifting boundaries between the “savage and the civilized, peasant and bourgeois, and the lower 

and the upper classes” during the development of industrialisation (Ger & Yenicioglu, 2004).  To them 

cleanliness and dirtiness are vital factors in identity formation, class differentiation, and international 

social structures.  European sensibilities towards personal grooming made the distinction between 

social classes (Ashenburg, 2007 Ch 6).  Access to bathing facilities was limited, resulting in a 

cleanliness divide reflecting economic divisions.  Social rank was evident from the clean, or otherwise, 

appearance of an individual, as a visible sign of access to expensive plumbing and bathing facilities, 

and removal from physical labour.  “It goes without saying that no apparel can be considered elegant, 

or even decent, if it shows the effect of manual labor on the part of the wearer, in the way of soil or 

wear. The pleasing effect of neat and spotless garments is chiefly, if not altogether, due to their 

carrying the suggestion of leisure-exemption from personal contact with industrial processes of any 

kind” (Veblen, 1899, p. 104).  In 1849 Thackeray noted class distinctions based on cleanliness; young 

affluent children were taught to think that lower classes smell (Ashenburg, 2007, p. 170).  Orwell was 

a child of such an upbringing, noted for his “eccentric” commitment to cleanliness, employing 

plumbers to install custom bathrooms in his London residencies and building makeshift cold showers 

on the beach at Bath (Ashenburg, 2007 Ch 6).  Even more recently dirt is seen as a construct for 
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“sexual, religious and aesthetic distinction” (Diller, 1999, p. 41).  Terms like ‘the great unwashed’ 

were applied, regardless of the appearance of dirtiness or smell, illustrating the constructivist 

understanding of dirt and further entrenching the link between cleanliness and class.   

Equating cleanliness with social rank drew critique from the socialist movement, which was seeking to 

move towards a classless society.  Orwell, found it hard to put aside his ingrained preconceptions of 

cleanliness to be an equal with his working class “comrades” (W. I. Miller, 1997).  Orwell’s experience 

of disgust was pronounced while cohabiting with ‘paupers.’  Researching for his book “The Road to 

Wigan Pier” his writing shows his repulsion at the ‘abysmal’ conditions in which the lower middle 

classes live (W. I. Miller, 1997).  His middle class sensibilities were affronted by the lower standards of 

personal grooming, food preparation, and bedding vermin, and his constant disgust lead him to 

examine his socialist principles.  Although advocating for a classless society, he was unable to accept 

lower standards of cleanliness (Orwell, 1937, p. 127).  This did not stop Orwell criticising fellow 

socialist sympathiser Dickens for expressing disgust towards the lower classes: “His [Dickens] 

descriptions of the London slums are always full of undisguised repulsion...  In rather the same way 

the modern doctrinaire Socialist contemptuously writes off a large block of the population as 

‘lumpenproletariat’” (Orwell, 1940).  The tension between the ingrained perception of the dirty lower 

class and the ideal of eliminating social hierarchies was called into question by Orwell as part of the 

Anglo movement towards an egalitarian society, and the removal of class dividers like cleanliness.   

Linking cleanliness to class is also true in Asian societies, most noticeably in Hindu caste relations.  

The upper castes are distinguished by an innate belief in their inherent cleanliness, symbolising status 

and advanced spirituality.  These class distinctions are so severe that association or touching between 

castes is forbidden as the dirty may contaminate the clean castes (Ger & Yenicioglu, 2004).  

American social distinction is again linked with cleanliness, but taking it to extreme heights as part of 

the new ‘New World’ identity.  There are a myriad of reasons underlying America’s unprecedented 

stance on cleanliness (Ashenburg, 2007).  As a new country there was an appreciation for modernity, 

scrupulous personal cleanliness and the necessary innovations; plumbing, modern skin care products 

and advertising were all new; cleanliness became a symbol of progress.  America as a young and multi 

cultural society had no inherited class system, and Ashenburg asserts that cleanliness was a 

‘democratic’ way to mark civility and status.  John Leeds a household budget researcher in 1917 took 

this even further linking cleanliness with democracy: “Many people do not sufficiently realize the 

extent to which the increase in cleanliness of home and person contributes toward the growth of 

democracy… Cleanliness is not only next to Godliness, but it is essential to the establishment of the 

Brotherhood of Man.” (Leeds, 1917 in Cowan, 1983, p.169).  The understanding of hygiene and the 

success of controlling infection during the Civil War further embedded cleaning habits in a high 

proportion of soldiers, who returned home and entrenched personal hygiene even further into their 

everyday practice and communities.  “Being clean was seen as progressive and civic minded, and by 

the last decades of the century, cleanliness had become firmly linked not only to godliness but also to 

the American way” (Ashenburg, 2007, p. 201).  

American cleanliness accelerated even further after the Second World War when women who had 

been cajoled into the wartime workforce were persuaded go back to domestic cleaning duties to free 

jobs for returning servicemen (Frank, Ziebarth, & Field, 1980).  Domestic chores were given 
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‘attractive’ contemporary meaning through labelling, a housewife as an “accountant, doctor, 

nutritionist, childcare specialist and informed consumer amongst other roles” (Diller, 1999, p. 387); 

menial domestic labour kept women from participating in the paid labour force.  Diller views 

domestic routines trending towards excessive for everyday needs: “expectations and standards of 

cleanliness in the home rose to compulsive levels” (Diller, 1999, p. 387).  Adhering to the new 

standards required full time application, and/or hired help, further establishing domestic and 

personal cleanliness as a mark of status “meeting, and at the same time, creating expectations” 

(Shove, 2003a, p. 34).  The renewed emphasis on superfluous household chores resulted in escalation 

of cleanliness standards, ingraining the link to social distinction.  

A further accelerator of cleanliness, the universal human emotion, disgust, is a biological reaction 

associated with class distinction systems.  Disgust socially marginalises those unable to adhere to the 

escalating demand for both status driven cleanliness and also basic sanitation.  Curtis and Biran found 

that bodily secretions topped the list of disgust across five continents, leading to the conclusion that 

disgust is an instinctive sensation, inbuilt to avert ingestion of harmful matter.  Psychologist S. Miller 

concurs stating “[t]he more we feel that something dangerous to us has the potential to enter us, the 

more likely disgust will occur” (S. B. Miller, 2004, p. 56).  Miller and Curtis & Biran agree on the 

biological protective function of disgust to keep out malicious bacteria.  W. Miller explores cultural 

layers of disgust, arguing that disgust is due to experience and acquired attitudes.  He supports the 

view that disgust is socially constructed, referring to it as “pure aesthetic taste” (W. I. Miller, 1997, p. 

169).  W. Miller refers to disgust as a lens through which to view other groups or classes, citing 

Charles Darwin’s disgust of a near naked Papua New Guinean touching his food, and the returned 

disgust registered on the Papua New Guinean’s face observing Darwin eating cold preserved meat; 

both Darwin and the Papua New Guinean utilising disgust to establish social boundaries.  A balanced 

view would see disgust being firstly natural and instinctual to avoid ingesting harmful substances, and 

secondly nurtured by cultural appropriations to enforce cleanliness conventions and social structures.  

Cleaning, accelerated by the various factors discussed above, rose to current levels in the latter half of 

the 20th century, presenting a clean countenance, became a given, and a source of stigma if not 

adhered to.  The middle-classes differentiated themselves increasingly from the lower classes through 

cleanliness (Hoy, 1995).  Ger & Yenicioglu also note the 1950’s American psyche associating 

cleanliness with being respectable, socially responsible and healthy (Ger & Yenicioglu, 2004); notions 

of cleanliness being laden with symbolic, ritual and moral significance (Shove, 2003a, p. 179).  

Controlling impurity becomes a focus of spiritual endeavour (Douglas, 1999, p. 146), communicated 

through both clothing and the body.  Cleanliness and social structures are very much linked, with 

emphasis on the visual and olfactory appearance for cultural acceptance in developed social 

environments.  

 

Alternative cleanliness discourse: bodies and clothes 

Current western cleanliness practices have a cultural rather than hygiene imperative.  Examining 

history shows that there have been, and still are, many cultures that do not wash on a daily basis, 

with little or no ill effect.  In the Himalayas bathing is a yearly ritual, and while by western standards, 
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olfactory senses may be affronted, the Himalayans do not experienced social disadvantage, as yearly 

washing was culturally appropriate (George, 1954).  As development progresses in various nations, 

cleaning has become heavily subscribed: “Standards of cleanliness have increased markedly during 

the twentieth century” (Cowan, 1983, p. 89).  To be clean is a symbol of “modernity, civilization, 

respectability, and a distance from poverty” (Ger & Yenicioglu, 2004, p. 3).  Personal hygiene is a 

predominantly symbolic matter, bearing little relation to science: the fashion for cleanliness is 

important “in signifying respectability, rather than any explicit association between washing, health 

and hygiene” (Shove, 2003a, p. 99).  This association is emphasised and exploited by stakeholders 

who exist to make money from selling products that address cleanliness requirements.  “Body odour 

understandings have become ‘institutionalised’ into these practices through powerful commercial 

interests, such as soap and cosmetic manufacturers, who make money from generating feelings of 

disgust in association with bodily fluids and smells” (Strengers, 2009, p. 98), resulting in what Diller 

describes as “fetishisation of hygiene” and “paranoid” cleaning (Diller, 1999, p. 387).  Accelerated 

cleaning practices are “continually entrenching and establishing new benchmarks for smell, hygiene 

and presentability” (Strengers, 2009, p. 8).  Cleaning practices are a function of cultural rather than 

sanitation dictates.  

Wearing unwashed clothes does not threaten health.  A Canadian student, Josh Le, wore the same 

pair of jeans for over a year without washing them and found that “bacteria growth was virtually the 

same from the jeans after 15 months with no washing, compared to two weeks after being washed” 

(Betkowski, 2011).  The jeans were tested by University of Alberta Professor of textile science, Rachel 

McQueen, who swabbed various areas of the jeans as well as testing water used to wash the jeans.  

Her analysis demonstrated counts of between 8,000 and 10,000 colony-forming units per square 

centimetre in the crotch area of the jeans, with less on the back and front, leading her to conclude 

that bacteria growth on unwashed clothing reaches a plateau that is not harmful to human health 

(Betkowski, 2011).  

Extreme sanitation and reduced childhood infections in developed nations have been linked to the 

increase of allergic disease, an effect referred to as the “Hygiene Hypothesis” (Romagnani, 2004; 

Schaub, 2006; Strachan, 1989; Yazdanbakhsh, Kremsner, & van Ree, 2002).  The hygiene hypothesis 

was first put forward in the late 1980’s, by Stratchan, who, in a statistical analysis of British families, 

found a inverse relationship between family size and incidence of hay fever and eczema (Strachan, 

1989).  The hygiene hypothesis is contingent on many factors including family size, birth order, 

exposure to other children and animals (Yazdanbakhsh et al., 2002), and is highly contested, yet 

prevails in modern medical literature.  Investigation continues into the incidence of allergy reduction 

by living in a less hygienic environment (Schaub, 2006).  

Aside from possibly being dangerous to human immune systems, excessive cleaning is also taxing on 

environmental systems, draining water and energy, consuming and regurgitating chemicals.  There is 

a disconnect between the desire to being clean and to protect the environment, yet both are valued 

in developed societies.  "We are concerned about the environment, but we avoid thinking very much 

about the gallons of clean hot water we use every day and the toxins in our cleansers that we pour 

down the drain.  Living up to our hygienic standards takes huge amounts of energy” (Ashenburg, 

2007, p. 294).  We live in a “‘wear once and wash’ culture...  This habit is shockingly wasteful in terms 

of water, detergents and energy” (Reay, 2009, p. 46).  In some cases of cultural dictates, people 
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adhere to extreme standards of cleanliness or risk being pitied, ridiculed or excluded from social 

activities; the fear of ostracisation fuelling resource intensive cleaning regimes.  

 

Subverting clean culture 

Throughout history there have been many artistic subcultures that forge identity in opposition to 

prevailing social norms.  Inner city bohemians, beat poets and rock stars have used dirt and 

dishevelment to symbolise their rejection of mainstream society and portray nonchalance and 

rebellion.  Being dirty can symbolise wealth, and an enviable lifestyle through visible signs of desirable 

activities like mountain climbing, skiing or gardening.  Those that use dirt as a symbol of nonchalance 

are self-assured about social status; insecurity demands conformity.  Ger and Yenicioglu examined 

Dadaists in the early 1900’s, reporting that the critical movement acted to subvert the use of 

cleanliness as a definition of social structure.  “In their effort to sweep all divisions away Dadaists blur 

the boundary between cleanliness and dirtiness, liberating individuals from the structures of social 

life” (Ger & Yenicioglu, 2004).  As being environmentally aware becomes socially desirable, evidence 

of water and energy saving become conspicuous symbols of eco values.  This can be witnessed in the 

rising number of obviously expensive, yet dirty, cars in inner city Melbourne.  By driving a dirty car, 

people are able to communicate their commitment to water saving; gaining socially valuable 

environmental credibility and also inferring an adventurous lifestyle.  This trend towards dirtiness is 

also visible in other global cities.   

New York Fashion reports on a rising ‘dirtified class’, profiling several high profile low washers 

including CEOs, authors and law-school student Blake Johnson, who is quoted as stating that “Right 

now it’s cool to appear like you don’t care about what you look like, you have to invest time, and 

often money, into making it look like you’ve done neither” (Odell, 2010).  Being dirty can symbolise 

freedom from social anxiety, pro-environmental values, an adventurous lifestyle and in niche cases is 

culturally desirable.  

The development of cleaning regimes, and associated cultural meaning, are of limited use in 

predicting cleanliness directions, but the variation of practices suggests that personal cleaning does 

not merely follow contemporary theories of sanitation and hygiene (Shove, 2003b, p. 407).  Over time 

weekly cleaning regimes have escalated to daily routines (Shove, 2003a, p. 79).  As cleanliness 

practices crescendo toward ever more frequent body and clothes washing, they consume escalating 

volumes water and energy (Gram-Hanssen, 2007, p. 15).  Reducing washing habits requires an 

understanding of not only the physical sanitation and hygiene, but also social influences: 

“expectations and practices change, at different rates, in differing directions, with consequences for 

the consumption of environmentally critical resources like energy and water” (Shove, 2003a, p. 16).  

Social practices, like laundering, are fluid both constantly recruiting and defecting populations, with 

the potential for a net shift towards low resource practices (Shove, 2011).  Bathing and class are still 

associated and must be considered in facilitating social change towards washing less.  The changing 

standards of cleanliness through history provide hope for a shift away from increasing washing, with 

associated resource savings.  However, in Australia “[o]ur limited understanding of comfort and 

cleanliness practices severely restricts our ability to develop strategies which reduce their resource 
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intensity”  (Strengers, 2009, p. 52).  Viewing laundry routines as a social practice provides opportunity 

to understand the creation, acceptance and circulation of resource consuming activities, and a 

framework of social practices will be used for this research, extrapolated in section 2.9 Transitioning 

fashion towards sustainability: a social practice approach.  

 

2. 8 DESIGN TO INFLUENCE USE  

Objects contain inherent knowledge on their use; designers can embed triggers in artefacts to enable 

preferred courses of action.  Within the fashion system designers hold considerable influence, and 

can enable pro-environmental behaviour in users, by embodying knowledge and behaviours within 

garments.  Practices emerge and circulate through society in association with objects (like garments), 

skills and motivations (Reckwitz, 2002), so designed objects can act as an intervention point in shifting 

practices.  Objects do have some influence on how they will be used “The types of clothes people 

wear, the number they own, and the fabrics of which they are made are vitally important in shaping 

ideas about what needs washing and when” (Shove, 2003b, p. 401).  Although somewhat self 

determining, objects are still subject to collective conventions; ideas and ways of doing are developed 

in the context of fellow citizens, situational and cultural factors (Spaargaren, 2011, p. 814).  

Understanding motivations and routines around cleanliness are important in shifting social practices: 

“If new patterns of laundering are to take hold, peoples’ habits have to change.”  (Shove, 2003a, p. 

139).  Designers can draw from the these ideas of objects, skills, motivations and cultural context, to 

understand how meaning can best be embodied in objects in shaping the way that actions are formed 

and circulated within a community.  Using design strategies like stain and odour resistance and care 

labelling, users can be guided to wash less and save critical environmental resources, providing 

cultural context is considered.  Garment makers have the opportunity to address habits and laundry 

routines through garment design, with the potential to reduce inconspicuous consumption of water, 

energy and chemicals implicated in laundering.   

Designing garments for reduced laundering has far reaching benefits, with the potential to influence 

practices on a systems level.  Using garment design as an intervention point communicates directly 

with a user at the moment of action, influencing the way that a garment will be used, and the amount 

of resources that will be consumed during maintenance.  For example, care labels are an effective 

intervention, informing the user about preferred actions at the moment of washing.  Laundry is not 

isolated from other everyday practices: there is potential for wider environmental gains.  If 

sustainable practices can be integrated in laundry they can also be amplified to other everyday 

practices.  “The environmental impacts of clothes laundry are complex and far-reaching.  They have 

knock on effects on many different levels” (Rigby, 2010, p. 6).  Influencing garment maintenance 

through object intervention to address inconspicuous consumption embedded in laundry routines, 

has the potential to conserve resources in other everyday practices.  

Technological interventions further minimise the environmental impact of laundering.  There have 

been many technological advances in laundering equipment, including horizontal axis machines (front 

loader), faster spinning to reduce drying time, low temperature soaps, energy efficiency ratings and 
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other technical innovations (Easter, 2007, pp. 94-104).  As with garment innovations these require 

users to invest in new technologies and adopt different pro-environmental laundry practices.  

There are many design strategies from objects to systems that can be used in transforming practices.  

Utilising a combination of design and communication strategies is most effective in creating garments 

that enable default low washing practices.  If patterns of practice can be prompted through everyday 

objects, individual skills, behaviours and motivations, they gather momentum and advance towards 

pro-environmental collective conventions.  The concern here is that without mindful engagement and 

understanding, habits have the potential to oscillate, or even provide the justification for 

unsustainable rebound behaviour (Greening, Greene, & Difiglio, 2000).  Without addressing the 

plethora of implications of engaging people with pro-environmental practices, fashion design that 

enables low washing is evidently a valuable design strategy with energy and water saving potential.  

The role of garment design as a point of intervention to change social practices is most valuable when 

in synergy with skills and motivations.  This requires information and communication surrounding the 

‘object of knowledge’ to engage users towards to object’s pro-environmental potential.  Designing 

garments that encourage low-washing behaviour has limited influence when considered independent 

of cultural context.  

 

Examples of design approaches  

The integration of garment cleanliness with other cultural factors means that this resource consuming 

practice is not easy to isolate or change.  “Cleanliness has become a touchstone of domestic life since 

advertisers convinced us that our shirts must always be "whiter than white", our sheets should 

forever smell of spring flowers, and that to be dressed in freshly laundered clothes at all times is a 

badge of success.” (Reay, 2009, p. 46).  “Clothes laundry is a commonplace activity in most 

households in the UK.  Wearing unclean clothes is a social taboo.  Yet behind this everyday routine 

there are some major resource, pollution and social problems.” (Rigby, 2010, p. 4).  There is resource 

saving potential to be achieved by reducing the impact of garment maintenance; “The biggest gains in 

environmental performance for many fashion and textile pieces can be made by tackling the impact 

arising from their washing and drying” (Fletcher, 2008, p. 76).  Some designers have addressed 

clothing maintenance through low wash garments aimed to change laundering practice.  However, 

people may still perform laundry practices, not because of odour or visible dirt, but because of 

habitual routines.  The following examples build a case that innovations in low wash garments work 

best when integrated with the provision of skills and motivations to change users’ habits.  

A technical approach shows that physical aspects of objects do have a role in shaping behaviour.  

Aprons have been used for centuries to protect a wearer’s clothes.  They have been used in domestic 

and industrial settings to prevent dirt from coming in contact with external clothes, reducing the need 

for washing.  Aprons are an effective way to prevent garments from getting dirty if a wearer is 

exposed to potentially dirty situations such as cooking or factory work.  They still, require the 

participation of a wearer, who needs to recognise the potential of getting dirty in order to choose to 

put on an apron.   
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Using a scientific product approach, New Zealand's AgResearch have developed an anti-bacterial and 

anti-odour wool jersey.  The fabric is designed for a variety of garments from casual to evening wear.  

The manufacturers claim that the fabric has permanent antibacterial and anti-odour properties that 

does not leach toxic chemicals, and is machine washable.  Anti-bacterial translates as anti-odour, as 

metabolising bacteria produce odour, which is a common reason for washing clothes.  Garments 

made using this fabric resist developing odours and need laundering less than traditional fabrics, if 

stains are avoided.  The concern with anti-bacterial finishes is that resistant strains of bacteria may 

develop, negatively impacting the health industry, where anti-bacterial textiles are imperative for 

sterile patient care.  Anti-bacterial fabric has been developed by many different textile technologists 

and is already available in the market place, for example anti-bacterial socks.  This intervention can be 

successful if implemented with a knowledge campaign encouraging users to extend periods between 

washes.  Even though technical advances negate physical needs for washing, it is still up to the user to 

exploit low-washing qualities.   

Devenney's Wine Stain Dress is designed to make people question the given attitudes to cleanliness 

and to slow laundry routines (Fletcher, 2008, p. 87).  The print of the fabric is inspired by wine stains, 

with expressive splashes of reds, browns and pinks.  The complexity of the print is added to by any 

additional stains accrued by the wearer, increasing visual interest, connection and embodying 

memories.  This approach challenges the accepted norm that clean clothes have the highest value.  

Engaging owners in mindful wearing provides the catalyst for questioning attitudes towards 

cleanliness, enabling people to reconsider laundry practices, with exciting potential.   

British retailer Marks and Spencer use communication to promote pro-environmental laundry 

practices; 70% of their garments' care labels carry the text 'Think Climate - Wash at 30°C'.  Lowering 

washing temperature to 30°C saves around 40% energy per wash, according to the Energy Saving 

Trust (Marks&Spencer, 2012).  To address customer concerns that low washing temperatures does 

not clean as effectively, Marks and Spencer commissioned independent testing to ascertain minimum 

temperature requirements for effective washing.  The findings from these tests were incorporated 

into their communication strategy: “there's no significant reduction in performance for everyday 

loads, which guarantees a clean conscience.”  More recently they have added gels developed to wash 

at 15°C to their product range.  The information tags inside garments provide an effective way to 

deliver pro-environmental skills and motivations, straight to the user at the point of action, provided 

that a user does adhere to care labels   

Rigby is further exploring ways of delivering pro-environmental laundry skills to garments users 

(Rigby, 2010).  Researching from a design perspective she considers existing garments that require 

infrequent laundering, and creates new garments that respond to this knowledge.  Rigby has 

collected images and descriptions of existing garments from everyday British people’s wardrobes to 

create design features taxonomy that enable extended wearing between washes.  She found that the 

least laundered garments incorporate a combination of design features, but was able to separate 

features into eight distinct categories: odour resistance, fibre type, opening details, dark colour, 

required laundering method, use and function, positioning and fit and design.  Using a combination of 

these design features Rigby created eight garments and is currently testing these in the wardrobes of 

eight everyday people in the United Kingdom.  She hopes to discover more about the way garments 

designed intentionally for low wash, are actually washed.  Throughout her research, Rigby’s design 
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approach looks at the physicality of garments and incorporates features to act as triggers encouraging 

pro-environmental behaviour.  

Internationally stocked, Swedish denim company, Nudie, have had a significant social impact on 

denim washing practice.  They subscribe to slow fashion and use environmentally better materials 

such as organic cotton.  Their big contribution to sustainability however, derives through their no 

wash philosophy.  Taking their sphere of influence beyond their product, they recommend a non-

washing period of six months when first breaking in a new pair of jeans.  Beginning from an aesthetic 

imperative, customers are educated at point of purchase in not washing the jeans, utilising retail 

education infrastructure, activating the system around the jeans to transfer washing skills to enable 

low washing, and coincidently pro-environmental practice.   

One of the reasons Nudie have been so successful in recruiting populations to the practice of no-wash 

is the enabling cultural context they have established.  A classic example of a niche innovation, Nudie 

enables a transition to low washing via building up internal momentum through learning, 

performance and support from powerful groups.  In changing the landscape and applying pressure to 

the regime it creates an opportunity for the niche to compete with the existing regime (Geels and 

Schot, 2007, p. 400) in (Shove & Walker, 2010).  By aligning these processes Nudie are bringing 

marginalised non-washing practices into the mainstream.  Internal momentum comes from Nudie 

staff who are proficient in promoting the skills of not washing.  Nudie also utilise culturally powerful 

figures, like musicians and skaters to promote their low wash culture.  The Nudie website has a 

gallery dedicated to displaying jeans that have not been washed, privileging worn jeans as objects of 

aspiration.  The ‘coolth’ transferred through the brand to the low wash practise applies pressure to 

the existent high wash regime.  No-wash jeans are growing into a global phenomena competing with 

existing washing practices to generate significant water, energy and chemical savings.  Motivations, as 

well as skills and objects (Reckwitz, 2002) provide the settings for practices, and Nudie bring the three 

areas together, successfully engendering low washing behaviour across the international denim 

community, evidence that niche practices can recruit widespread adoption.  

These examples provide insight into the ways designers are able to ‘hack’ existing ways of cleaning.  

From the examined case studies it is evident that combining objects with communication campaigns 

is most effective in engaging users towards environmentally conscious garment maintenance habits, 

rather than purely designing objects for low wash.  No matter how well a garment is designed for low 

wash, the user will wash it anyway if they are in the routine of washing.  “Maintenance is often the 

most energy demanding stage during clothes’ lifecycle.  Therefore a shift towards more sustainable 

washing habits has great potential to reduce the consumption of energy, water and detergents.”  

(Laitala et al., 2012, p. 228).  To gain deeper understanding of the way people interact with objects, 

and the way meaning is made around changing practices towards sustainability, further research is 

needed.  Design approaches are important but have limited effect if consideration of social structure 

is not incorporated into efforts towards pro-environmental garment maintenance.  Enabling 

sustainable behaviour is contingent on understanding collective conventions surrounding object use.  

The development of cleanliness; the way sense is made between individuals, communities and 

objects provides insight into the way practices can be shaped towards everyday sustainability.   
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2. 9 TRANSITIONING FASHION TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY: A SOCIAL PRACTICE 

APPROACH  

Social practice theory provides a useful set of concepts to understand and analyse transitioning 

everyday life towards sustainability.  This body of literature examines the way practices form, 

proliferate, persist and disappear.  Everyday practices are a function of a myriad of factors, including 

body, mind, things, knowledge, discourse, structure and agency (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 250).  These 

components interact through performance, reproduction and routine to form a social practice 

(Strengers, 2009, p. 38).  Social practices theory sees lifestyles as more important than technical eco-

efficiencies in facing challenges of climate change "[i]f there is to be any effective response, new 

forms of living, working and playing will have to take hold across all sectors of society.” (Shove, 2010, 

p. 1273).  Interactions of living, working and playing form daily routines: “the often repeated, in-

bodied, unconscious doings and sayings, which are part of broader social practices” (Gram-Hanssen, 

2008, p. 1187).  In contrast to individual rational behaviour approaches, social practice theory 

concentrates on the construction and transformation of ‘collective conventions’ (Shove, 2003b, p. 

395).  Social and cultural aspects are fundamental in the use phase of sustainable consumption 

(Gram-Hanssen, 2008, p. 1188).  Practices are constantly evolving: containing “the seeds of constant 

change” (Warde, 2005, p. 141); “everyday life is by no means stable” (Strengers, 2009, p. 37); “we 

change our routines all the time” (Gram-Hanssen, 2008, p. 1181).  The transient nature of everyday 

life provides flexibility in consumption of resources used by social practices: “As practices are 

modified and introduced, so too is the resource consumption required to maintain them” (Strengers, 

2009, p. 37).  Understanding context, components, emergence and transformation of practices can 

provide insights into shifting collective conventions towards sustainability.  These views of everyday 

life are useful in developing a conceptual framework for understanding and analysing laundry 

practices.  Considering routine laundering as a consequence of collective conventions provides fertile 

ground for generating effective interventions.   

Social practice theories acknowledge objects and their inherent design features as triggers to 
encourage desired behaviour: “[i]f the material things change, the routines also have to change”  
(Gram-Hanssen, 2008, p. 1181 ).  From this understanding it is tempting to design low wash garments 
to leverage behaviour towards washing less, however “objects as crucial elements of practices do not 
figure in isolation” (Spaargaren, 2011, p. 817).  Objects as intervention points are most effective when 
supported by efforts to provide users with know-how and motivations as conjectured by section 2.8 
Design to influence use.  Designers have an influential role within production and consumption 
systems; however consumers ultimately determine acceptance of a product, process, or system 
(Fletcher, 2008; Jackson, 2004, p. iii; Stø, Throne-Holst, Standbakken, & Vittersø, 2008).  “Customers 
cannot usually be dictated to by producers of goods and services; most innovations fail, more new 
functions and designs are rejected than adopted” (Warde, 2005, p. 141).  People do not develop ideas 
and ways of doing autonomously, but together with fellow citizens, objects, situational and cultural 
factors which form the context for behaviour (Spaargaren, 2011, p. 814).  The structural aspects of 
practices related to cleanliness are more relevant than focusing on individual behaviour (Gram-
Hanssen, 2007, p. 16).  Considering people as acting within the framework of their cultural 
environment is essential for design towards reducing inconspicuous consumption implicated in 
laundering.  Notwithstanding the object embedded with skills and motivations, it is evident that 
shifting structures and collective conventions is more important than designing object interventions 
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in enabling pro-environmental practices.  Understanding collective conventions surrounding the use 
of objects is vital, and thus social practices are used to frame this research into the use phase of 
fashion.  

For the purposes of this research, social practices are conceptualised as triple tiered, consisting of 
collective conventions, routine and inconspicuous consumption.  At the top, collective conventions 
are shared accepted ways of doing, encompassing materiality, skills, images and cultural context, and 
pervade all aspects of life (Shove & Pantzar, 2005; Strengers, 2009, p. 36).  Second tiered, routines are 
a function of collective convention, the automated carrying-out of accepted ways of doing. And finally 
inconspicuous consumption is a function of routines, the resources consumed as a matter of course. 
These three tiers are inter-active and simultaneous, changing across time and location. There is 
potential in intervening into collective conventions to change routine and reduce inconspicuous 
consumption. Understanding collective conventions as determining routines provide sustainability 
potential: by initiating conventions that generate pro-environmental routines, inconspicuous 
consumption can be disrupted.   

 

2. 10 INCONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION 

Resources consumed in the course of performing routine social practices are often less visible than 
their status driven counterparts; ‘conspicuous consumption’ as noted by (Veblen, 2010 [1925]).  
These everyday, ordinary actions form a major share of resource consumption (Gram-Hanssen, 2008, 
p. 1182; Jackson, 2004, p. 13; Pink, 2011, p. 117; Strengers, 2009, p. 37; Strengers & Maller, 2012).  
Routines in everyday life help automate decisions: “Our everyday lives are full of repetitive actions...  
decisions about all these routine activities are generally taken with very little conscious thought” 
(Jackson, 2004, p. 65).  Habitual action eases debilitating decision making: “routines establish a secure 
and liveable everyday life, where we are not compelled to do the overwhelming task of reflecting on 
every single act” (Gram-Hanssen, 2008, p. 1182), although Warde stresses that practices are not 
entirely automated “[p]erformance in a familiar practice is often neither fully conscious nor 
reflective” (Warde, 2005, p. 140), and Røpke adds that people are far from passive “slaves” of routine 
(Røpke, 2009, p. 2491).  Routines can be beneficial, allowing effortless navigation through necessary 
yet mundane actions and freeing cognitive energy for more important decisions (Jackson, 2004, p. 
65).  The familiarity of routines hides resource consumption, “the ordinary, unspectacular dimensions 
of daily life...  have become, to a great extent, routine, habitual and, therefore, inconspicuous 
practices of consumption” (Allon & Sofoulis, 2006, p. 47).  The lack of reflexivity in routines poses a 
barrier for the inclusion of environmental considerations in carrying out daily life (Røpke, 2009, p. 
2496).  Routines, while easing the navigation of daily life, conceal consumption linked with practices.   

Habitual laundry routines harbour the consumption of water, energy and chemicals.  “People wash 

clothes because they are accustomed to doing so.  Routine and a sense of appropriate performance 

constitutes a further motivation and for those in the way of changing their sheets every two weeks or 

every six months, such periodicity has a momentum of its own: they simply have to wash”  (Shove, 

2003a, p.  126).  Laundry is performed as a matter of course, differently by everyone, yet all more or 

less unthinkingly, as noted by columnist John Thwaites: “I have never given any thought to simply 

washing less.  Sometimes clothes are thrown in the washer simply because it’s that time of the week” 

(Thwaites, 2012, p. 12).  The inconspicuous consumption of resources, like water and energy, through 
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laundry routines provides the potential to reduce resource intensity of garment use.  It also opens up 

deeper understandings of ways to disrupt inconspicuous consumption by transitioning daily routines 

towards sustainability, which may offer insights to parallel disciplines.  Exploring lowering resource 

intensity of laundry practice, while not addressing theoretical analysis of inconspicuous consumption, 

may provide useful in giving insight into intervening in daily life.  Closing the gap between basic 

sanitation and cleanliness practices, explored in section 2.7, promises significant resource savings, but 

requires an intervention into accepted ways of doing to engage populations in alternative low 

washing routines. 

 

2. 11 INTERVENTIONS  

Intervening in social practices is complicated and unpredictable, but useful in reversing unsustainable 

paradigms.  Interventions vary in approach, from national public awareness campaigns to friends 

sharing ways of doing.  Designed interventions are useful in overcoming barriers and promoting 

desired behaviours, however they are ongoing and volatile, and outcomes are hard to predict 

(Jackson, 2004, p. 119).  Interventions are like intersecting and overlapping ripples in a wider pond of 

practices: “[n]ot one moment of intervention, but an ongoing sequence in which adjustments are 

made as environmental conditions change, these changes being, in part, the outcome of previous 

interventions” (Shove & Walker, 2010, p. 475).  Planned interventions contend with a variety of 

factors that shape outcomes: “beyond a certain degree of complexity, it becomes virtually impossible 

to establish meaningful correlations between variables or to identify causal influences” (Jackson, 

2004, p. 23).  The complexity of human behaviours and motivations makes it difficult to speculate on 

the impact of interventions on behaviour (Jackson, 2004, p. 119).  All would-be-influencers can do is 

cast informed ‘impulses’ then measure the waves to try and understand the best leverage points to 

direct the next intervention.  Systems theorists have complex ways to explain outcomes of 

interventions, yet the area remains ‘slithery’ (Meadows, 1999, p. 19).  As more cases are added to the 

body of knowledge, designing future interventions becomes more informed so that interrelating and 

far-reaching outcomes become more predictable.  

Approaches to interventions range from ‘whatever works’ to ‘active participation’.  The ‘whatever 

works’ approach is often used by marketers as a low investment way to elicit desired behaviours from 

momentary incentives rather than mindful long-term engagement.  This seems to be an efficient way 

of engaging otherwise busy individuals in sustainable practices.  Setting up pro-environmental social 

norms have, for example, been shown to shape behaviour towards sustainable goals (Goldstein, 

Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008), however perseverance of behaviour once incentives are removed is 

questionable.  Mindful and participatory engagement is required to ensure long-term commitment to 

desired courses of action (Martin & Henrichs, 2010, p. 10).   

Engaging deeply in practices requires investment in not only educating, but also motivating change.  

In increasingly time-poor lives people may become overwhelmed by information and unresponsive to 

efforts.  While generalising can be problematic, Warde argues we should presume that the majority 

of “persons confront moments of consumption neither as sovereign choosers nor as dupes” (Warde, 
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2005, p. 146): people intersect the structure/agency continuum at different points.  The plethora of 

considerations that influence persons including “personal motivation, collective practice, peer 

pressure, habit, subjective norm, and social context” are key to shaping practices and determining the 

success of interventions (Jackson, 2004, p. 4).  Without finding a conclusive answer to the level of 

engagement required for lasting pro-environmental practice motivation, it is evident that further case 

studies will be useful in building a robust understanding of interventions.  Future interventions can be 

analysed to draw inferences on the level of engagement required for lasting change in the complex, 

evolving spheres of social practice.   
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Chapter 3  

Research Design 

Methodology, method, instruments, techniques, validity 
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3 THE RESEARCH DESIGN 

3. 1 INTRODUCTION 

This study was designed to explore how social practices can be changed through intervening into 

everyday routines.  To achieve this a group of people were engaged to participate in the altered 

practice of not washing their jeans to save water, energy and chemicals.  As identified in section 2.6 

Environmental impact of fashion use, garment maintenance has the greatest impact during the life 

cycle of apparel, particularly if clothes are laundered in hot water and dried in clothes dryers.  As 

explored in section 2.7 Fashion, clothing use and cleanliness, cleanliness has changed dramatically 

over the past two-hundred years due to both technical and social factors.  One way to address the 

consumption of resources consumed during garment maintenance is to reorient cleanliness 

expectations to use less water, energy and chemicals.  Reorientation of laundry behaviour is 

dependent on an understanding of the way social practices form, propagate, persist and decline.  This 

study was designed to explore how people experience washing less, alternative practices that emerge 

and how people make sense of changing their washing practice in the context of living more 

sustainably.  

This chapter outlines the research design for the study, which includes an interpretive methodology, 

an action-research intervention method and in-depth interviewing and surveying techniques.  

Interpretive research aims to understand subjective human experiences, providing the overarching 

methodology for this study.  The method of intervening in social practices by immersing people in 

changed behaviour and collecting reflections on their experience, aims to understand their lived 

experiences.  By drawing on their personal insights, an understanding of how people make sense of 

changed routines, what they see as important and how they construct future intentions is built.  To 

this end themes that addressed the research objective were identified and mapped to guide the data 

collection, in adding to knowledge of changing laundry practice.  Individual face-to-face interviews 

between the researcher and jean wearing immersion participants were undertaken to collect the lived 

experiences.  Surveys were carried out, asking jean wearers in Melbourne about their current jean 

laundry practice as a backdrop to the altered practice.  The overarching research methodology, 

methods and techniques were integrated to structure efforts towards understanding current and 

alternative laundry practice, and the collective conventions and social order of laundry practice. 

Data was gathered in order to identify laundry practices, and more specifically to see what happens 

when people wash less, what alternative practices participants adopt, and the social constructs that 

shape cleaning practices.  An added methodological outcome was insights into the effect of 

intervening in resource consuming social practices.  The sample of participants was drawn from 

Melbourne and while a range of ages, occupations and lifestyles was sought, the participants were 

mainly urban and already open to the idea of washing less.   
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3. 2 THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Interpretive research methodology was used in this study to explore how people experience washing 

less to save water, energy and chemicals.  Interpretive research was useful in understanding the 

subjective world of participant experience: ‘‘a systematic search for deep understanding of the ways 

in which persons subjectively experience the social world’’ (Hultgren, 1989, p.  41) in (Bhaduri & Ha-

Brookshire, 2011, p. 138).  To this end, the interpretive approach searches for interpretation, sense 

making, and social interaction as the basis for knowledge (Willig & Stainton Rogers, 2008).  

Interpretivist researchers consider the myriad of human behaviour too complex to be encapsulated by 

quantitative measurement, generalisation and prediction (Robottom, 1993).  Rather than seeking to 

test a hypothesis or make generalisations, interpretative research allows ideas, themes or principles to 

emerge.  

The study required participants to change their everyday washing practices, and then studied their 

experience in order elicit an understanding around changing routines.  The imposed regime of not 

washing elicited changes in practice; these changes and accompanied sense-making provide insights 

into ways that alternative meanings develop around the adoption of sustainability initiatives in daily 

life.  The objective was to obtain ideas, themes or principles around behaviour change towards a low 

wash lifestyle, as reflected on and reported back by the participants.  Responses were sought to 

represent the participants’ overall physical and emotional experience, their alternative laundry 

practices, and how they made sense of washing less to save water, energy and chemicals.  Reasons to 

wash and barriers to washing less were considered at the research design stage, as well as ways to 

gather data on the uptake of washing less in other areas of the wardrobe.  The sphere of influence of 

the participants through their social networks was also designed into data collection, with the 

intention of understanding and amplifying practices of washing less by a broader community.  

The interpretative approach provided opportunities for participants to immerse in an experience of 

adhering to a regime of washing less and engage as a community with the each other in order to build 

a set of shared ideas (Spaargaren, 2011).  It also invited participants to reflect on their experience of 

washing less and offered them the opportunity to transfer the practice tested with the jeans to other 

garments and to wider social networks.  Accordingly, the people who wore the jeans were not 

considered subjects, but rather participants, who drove the direction and knowledge generated by the 

research.  The task of the interpretivist research is “to capture what people say and do, as a product of 

how they interpret the complexity of the world, to understand events from the viewpoints of the 

participants” (Burns, 2000, p. 11).  The data and interpretation of data, as implied, is subjective, 

utilising the values of both the researcher and participants in shaping the research process and 

findings, thus results are illuminating rather than deterministic (Luckins, 2011, p. 96).  The intention of 

interpretive research is to collect daily experiences in order to interpret how actions are shaped by 

cultural constructs, along with the ways people make sense of social signals, and narratives built 

around practice.  This uses what Law terms “deliberate imprecision”, to know the indistinct without 

pinning it down (Law, 2004, p. 3).  In understanding the complexity of relationships between culture 

and behaviour, meaning emerges from the interpretation.  As the researcher is embedded in the 

methodology any outcomes will reflect the ideas and preconceptions that the researcher brings to the 

study.  Consequentially, the chapter will proceed in the ‘first person’ to acknowledge my role as 
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participant, interpreter and author of the research.  Measures to avoid contamination of the truth and 

validity of the study are discussed later in this chapter.  

 

3. 3 THE RESEARCH METHOD 

I chose jeans as the case garment to explore the way fashion artefacts are used, for a variety of 

reasons.  Considering the entire use phase of garments poses problems of scale, with many 

wardrobes having flexible boundaries, constant turn over, and discrepant frequencies of use between 

favourite and dormant clothes, so the universal garment, jeans, both narrowed the scope and levelled 

the field.  Jeans are worn by a wide cross section of society, traversing boundaries of age, ethnicity, 

location and income.  Observations in international public places often show over half the people 

wearing the iconic denim trousers (D. Miller, 2010).  They have a wide range of reasons for wearing, 

including the practical and the symbolic.  For manual labourers, for example, the robustness of the 

fabric holds significant appeal.  Views about what jeans symbolise include sometimes contrary 

opinions: jeans facilitate ‘fitting in’ socially, jeans are an act of rebellion against the mainstream, jeans 

make a fashion statement, jeans make a statement of anti-fashion, and jeans casualise other 

garments.  Jeans also signify questioning accepted societal norms such as formal attire at work, 

transferred in this case, to current washing habits.  Because of their breadth of appeal it was likely the 

study could attract a wide range of participants.  Jeans are already on the cusp of social acceptance 

for not washing, through premium denim labels such as Nudie and Levi’s promoting ‘no wash care’, 

presenting participants with a more socially comfortable experience.  Physically, the twill weave of 

jeans is durable; tightly packed threads form a closed surface, making it hard for dirt particles to 

penetrate.  The variety of situations and people that jeans are socially relevant to, and their 

connotations of rebellion combined with their emerging association for not washing make them the 

ideal baseline garment from which to explore laundering less.  

Once I chose jeans as the base garment, I drew on my personal experience, informal conversations 

with jean retailers and manufacturers and read denim literature (D. Miller, 2010; Secrest, 2006; 

Sullivan, 2006) to establish a baseline of current jeans practice.  I surveyed jean-wearing people on 

the street to delve further into jeans wearing and maintenance, and consulted blogs and web 

comments to explore how everyday people used jeans.  The survey included questions about the 

jeans that respondents were wearing, the frequency and size of washing loads, pre-emptors of 

washing and attitudes towards not washing.  The web comments provided a variety of firsthand 

accounts of the different ways people currently care for jeans.  The third phase of research was 

concerned with how people construct meaning around washing jeans by submitting them to a regime 

of washing less.  I asked a group of participants to wear jeans at least five days a week without 

washing them over a three month period, and then interviewed them about their experience, which 

gave me insights into how changed washing behaviour is constructed.  An autobiography, reporting 

on the lived experience, was drawn from the participant interviews.  The autobiography presented an 

avenue for me to understand the ways in which the participants made sense and gave meaning to 

their experiences (Minichiello, Aroni, & Hays, 2008).  I also participated in the study as a participant 

observer (Fetterman, 2010). 
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This inductive three stage multi-modal research method allowed a progressively deeper probing into 

laundry, starting with establishing current practice, then intervening to impose changed practices on 

a group and exploring social normality regarding laundry routines.  This research was useful in 

gathering many different views on laundry behaviour in order to build a descriptive and indicative 

picture of how real people use clothes, and how established practices of use can be shifted.  The 

intervention study, imposing an alternate course of actions on participants, was used to observe their 

social experience, and to see how sense was constructed around the altered behaviour.  The purpose 

was to understand changing experiences and attitudes of individuals in their daily lives, how they 

assign meaning and draw on previous events to interpret their lived experience.  This method relies 

on descriptive biographies of the participants.  An empirical, first hand view was achieved by 

immersing myself in the alternative practice.  Borrowing from the discipline of ethnography, 

traditionally used to study people, ethnic groups and material and social culture (Fetterman, 2010), I 

also played the role of participant and observer, wearing the jeans without washing alongside the 

participants.  The multi-modal arsenal of methods are oriented towards qualitative research.  

Qualitative research has emerged as a prevalent approach in social sciences owing to the perceived 

shortcomings of quantitative research in describing the richness and complexity of social phenomena 

(Creswell, 2009).  The lived experience of the participants was central to the research; an emphasis 

was placed on understanding how they made sense of the behaviour through their involvement in 

changing it.  The multi-modal approach also operates to triangulate data, to ensure findings are 

indicative.  Qualitative research builds a holistic picture using multiple methods that focus on, and 

interact with the real world (Creswell, 2009, p. 2).  In this study the multiple methods of participant 

observation, immersion and interview, surveys and web articles were triangulated with the aim of 

building a holistic picture of how washing less is interpreted in the real world.   

Immersing myself in the altered experience, the close contact via social media between the 

participants, and the nature of in-depth interviewing set the scene for a collaborative relationship 

between all of the jeans wearers.  The participants experienced the wearing of unwashed jeans, 

reflected and reported back on their experience, and created meaning from the experience in the 

context of social interactions.  My role was to draw forth as much information about the experience as 

possible, then interpret the data.  It is a collaborative approach; both participant wearers and I 

interacted with one another to build shared meaning.  I sought clarification and depth to construct a 

wider application of the reported experience.  There was also scope for me to bring a subjective view 

to the narrative as an influence.  “In the collection of stories (via interviews), interaction is not only 

helping individuals to reflect and give form and structure to their lives but also helping researchers 

begin to draw on their own experience” (Roberts, 2002) in (Luckins, 2011, p. 99).  Participants’ 

subjective account of their experience, illustrated with anecdotes, formed the basis to my 

understanding of changing laundering practices.  
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3. 4 THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS & TECHNIQUES 

The following section explores the research instruments and techniques that were used to investigate 

how people can save laundry resources through changed practice.  To gain a triangulated insight into 

laundry behaviour a range of research tools were used.  This section outlines the ways that surveys, 

in-depth interviewing, social media, auto-ethnography and harvesting web articles and comments are 

utilised in exploring laundry practice, the interaction between methods, and the advantages and 

disadvantages of each approach.  

 

Surveys 

Surveys were used to gather quick, easily comparable information on current laundry practices.  

Surveys were administered face to face in Melbourne tourist destination, Federation Square.  Multiple 

choice questions and Leichardt scales were used on the survey to gather information within 

predetermined confines, and while this does not allow for the respondent to express their 

individuality, results can be easily compared to build a surface level description of a situation.  Surveys 

are fraught as respondents tend to give ‘desirable’ answers rather than truthful ones, so when 

verbally introducing a survey to respondents I used a pre-considered impartial introduction to 

maximise neutrality.  Another consideration is sample size.  Given time and resource constraints of 

this thesis, only two-hundred and sixty-three surveys were completed.  Although not extensive in 

describing Australian jean wearers, the results offer some insight into jean wearing and washing 

behaviour.  The survey group were used as a baseline from which to compare the experience of the 

group who participated in the behaviour intervention study.  

 

Practice based research: behaviour intervention 

Practice Based Research refers to a study undertaken with the aim to gain new knowledge by means 

of practice.  It often falls within the general area of action research, usually discussed in the context of 

creative practice, see (Candy, 2006; Scrivener & Chapman, 2004).  In this study, I used practice-based 

research in the context of inconspicuous consumption intervention.  I assembled a group of 

participants and immersed them in a practice that was contrary to the norms established by the 

previous survey of jean wearers on the street.  The practice intervention approach also draws on the 

discipline of ethnography, used to study cultural groups, however ethnography explores cultures in 

their original settings.  In this study I imposed a set of changed practices on the group, and then 

documented the experience as a participant observer.  I expected the alternative practice to be 

socially challenging, so the cultural cues experienced by the participants could be used to inspire 

altered practice for saving laundry resources and to uncover the extent to which social constructs 

motivate laundry practice. 
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In-depth interviewing 

Information about laundry practices of the participants’ and their self-reported experience of not 

washing was gathered through interviews.  Reviewing their own experience, participants showed 

differing levels of self awareness, and this method offered some useful insight into how participants 

saw their own practices (Hitchings, 2011).   During the interview process I engaged with an alternative 

approach to gathering information, very much influenced by Minichiello’s In-Depth Interviewing and 

Hitching’s People can talk about their practices (Hitchings, 2011; Minichiello et al., 2008).  I 

heightened my attentiveness to contradictions, or other subtle indications of below the surface 

meanings.  During the interviews I was often surprised at how self-reflective and critical participants 

were of their own experience, their own practices, and their understandings of broader cultural 

perceptions of cleanliness.    

In-depth interviews proved to be well-suited to this study: extracting the participants’ definitions and 

interpretations of laundry behaviour, their experience during the immersion, their behaviour towards 

laundry and their perceptions of collective conventions governing laundry practice.  In-depth 

interviews are also suited to investigating reasons to wash, reasons not to wash and barriers to 

washing less.  I conducted the interviews face to face, as conversations with each participant, to gain 

an understanding of their perspective (Minichiello et al., 2008, p. 111).  Interviews as a qualitative 

tool, are useful in providing a unique insight to the ‘motives, meanings, actions and reactions of 

people in the context of their daily lives.”  (Minichiello et al., 2008, p. 60).  This insight derives from 

the individual’s interpretation of social constructs and their application in everyday situations.  The 

participants interpretation is highly valued as it provided insights into everyday people and their views 

of, and contribution to, the research question, enabling me to uncover new ideas and knowledge 

(Minichiello et al., 2008, p. 93).  In this study I saw the participants as partners in developing new 

understanding about intervening into laundry practices, and gave their accounts due consideration.  

My role in the interviews was to be a vessel for information to pass through; listening for meaning, 

interpreting and checking back with the participant, to co-create understanding and knowledge.  This 

was subject to the interaction between participant and me; both perspectives are used to build new 

understanding of laundry practice  

The relationship between the participants and myself was crucial to gaining the best information; 

rapport and trust are defining elements of this (Minichiello et al., 2008).  Openness and politeness are 

critical to establishing rapport.  Mindful of this I attempted to be friendly, clear and responded 

promptly to emails, phone calls and gave my full attention during the face to face interviews.  The 

participants gave their time to the study and this was gratefully acknowledged in the tone of all 

communications.  My credibility and ethics were also important in gaining participant trust; I provided 

the participants with as much knowledge as possible at all points of contact, especially the briefing, 

and made sure they received a Plain Language Statement and signed a Consent Form (developed with 

The University of Melbourne ethics committee, Appendix 1, Appendix 2).  The participants’ 

understanding of the context for the research provided purpose and direction to their role in the data 

collection.  An introductory briefing session helped them to appreciate why we were wearing the 

jeans without washing them, and also helped establish rapport and collegiality between members of 

the group, setting the collaborative tone of the study.  
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Minichiello and Luckins provided key guidelines for my interviewing style.  Luckins proposes that 

listening techniques are of equal importance to questioning (Luckins, 2011, p. 101) and Minichiello 

that interviewers must know when to be silent, when to question, when to ask for more information 

and when to move on (Minichiello et al., 2008).  Successful interviewers need high emotional 

intelligence, an honest and engaging manner and a deep interest in the subject area and participant, I 

was aware of this, incorporating these elements in my interviewing style.  I kept a constant vigil for 

incomplete answers and gaps in the story and avoided showing judgement, approval or disapproval, 

to elicit untainted responses.  During the interviews I spoke as little as possible, allowing the 

participants to elaborate their experience with minimal interruption.  If participants ran out of things 

to say I would look confused, provide an example from my experience, or ask a question.  I 

incorporated Miniciello’s advice to appear unsure of what questions to ask, to signal my willingness to 

learn from the participant (Minichiello et al., 2008, p. 85).  I tried to read the body language and go 

deeper into themes they enjoyed discussing.  Questioning was structured around the key themes 

aimed to answer the research question, but was also sensitive to the individual as each participant 

has an area of expertise and by following their trajectory, extra layers of information were uncovered.  

I enjoyed this process, and felt a connection with each participant, the interviews were relaxed and 

engaging, and this was reflected in the depth and richness of the interview transcripts.   

As well as the depth of the interview transcripts, there was support and encouragement amongst 

participants lending to the spirit of collaboration.  During the interview the participants all seemed 

relaxed, we had good eye contact, there was plenty of laughing and smiling and open body language.  

The successful development of rapport is further evidenced in respondents divulging intimate views; 

one discussed openly the smell of her own period; respondents with international backgrounds 

frankly discussed the differences between their own culture and Australian culture; other 

interviewees discussed the smell of partners; and another of taking dirty pillowcases travelling to 

remind them of home.  Letting the participants speak freely worked well in most instances although in 

some cases participants talked in circles and ended up contradicting themselves.  In one interview the 

respondent said that smelling was good when it was ‘rock and roll’, then later referred to a friend’s 

partner as ‘stinky’.  This was an opportunity to ask her for clarity on her perception of body odour.  

Any conflicting responses were noted as areas to analyse further in exploring tensions in social 

discourses on cleaning.   

I let the interviews came to a natural conclusion.  Because of the scheduling I was able to extend or 

finish early as each interview covered all the themes to saturation.  Some interviews finished in forty-

five minutes, while others went for an hour and a half.  I made an effort to follow up any new 

information, strength, or area of expertise hinted at by participants.  With parents we covered family 

themes and how children affected laundry, people who were conscious of sustainability reflected on 

how they felt their actions impacted on the environment, while older people shared memories of 

changing cleanliness in their lifetime.  Each interview covered all the themes in as great depth as each 

participant was able to offer.   

Using interviews did concern me on some levels: I was dubious about the representational aspect of 

speaking to people about their own experiences and accepting their comments and insights at face 

value. During the interviews I urged participants to be critically reflective of their practices and to 

discuss different elements that had influenced them performing laundry.  This line of enquiry is 
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supported by Wilks who contends that “Social rules, predispositions, common sense and even 

embodied feelings can all change when they are brought out of the habitus, into the daily world of 

speech, debate, manipulation, and argument” (Wilk, 2002, p. 10).  Because of their immersion in non-

washing practices the participants had a heightened sensitivity to cultural influences that re-enforce 

their existing practices, and they were able to provide some reflections on interpreting, applying and 

repeating what they guessed to be normal levels of cleanliness that caused their previous cleanliness 

practices to solidify.  Contrary to Wilks’ suggestion above, however, I suspect collective conventions 

are deep, unpredictable and very strong, and observed my participants’ struggle to engage fully with 

concepts on the periphery of consciousness, like collective conventions.  It was difficult for 

participants to pinpoint what collective conventions were, what they meant in their own lives or 

illustrate them with stories from their experience.  Moments of contrast did help in eliciting reflection 

on collective conventions: during then interviews I provided a different example, like historical 

cleanliness expectations (Vigarello, 1988), to give participants a reference point to compare to their 

own experience and encourage them to become more self aware and critically reflective.  Even 

though engaging people to reflect on their own practice is inexact, it does provide exciting 

possibilities in understanding laundering conventions. I found that people are generally unaware of 

collective conventions in everyday life, yet that collective conventions attract strong adherence, an 

insight I address fully in the concluding chapter. 

 

Personal observation diary 

During the study I kept a diary of my experiences and observations.  Entries showed an experiential 

arc and helped me remember the way I felt at different stages during the wearing. By the end I had 

forty-four entries totalling nearly 3500 words, and reading back over these provided insight into my 

observations of physical and social experience, illustrating each observation with stories, and applied 

situations.  

 

Social media 

Social media is a recent phenomenon that has become widely used in contemporary society.  

Facebook, a leading social media platform launched in 2004, now has seven-hundred and fifty million 

active users with over ten million from Australia (Facebook, 2011).  Australian users are split equally 

between male and female users and have a fairly even age distribution between 14-54, with just 

under half of users coming from the 18-35 age group (Gonzalez, 2011).  Online networks now play a 

significant role in the way people from internet enabled communities see and make sense of the 

world.  Social networks are rapidly becoming a valuable tool in researching behaviour, helping to 

facilitate generation of shared meaning and knowledge through online discussion, and providing a 

textural transcript of the thought progression and experiential arc of users.  

In this study I set up a private facebook group under ‘Chatham House Rules’: participants were free to 

use the information received, but neither the identity nor affiliation of the participants could be 
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revealed.  The participants shared their experiences as they happened, acting as both a diary and also 

a way to see what others were doing and reflect and comment on each others’ experience without 

personal risk.  An element of online social networking is the construction of a desired image, rather 

than accurate reflection of self.  There is the possibility that participants were concerned of others’ 

judgement and may have filtered their experience to make themselves socially pleasing.  Another 

aspect of the facebook methods is the group environment ‘contaminating’ their opinions as they 

influenced each other.  In the real world a person’s world view is very much influenced by their 

community, this is critical in the formation of social practices, so I felt it far more useful to reflect it in 

our micro environment, rather than aim for ‘uncontaminated’ experiences.  When I briefed the 

participants I told them the facebook group would be the tool for documenting their experience; in 

actuality they used it for self expression and as a sense making tool.  Content posted included photos 

of the jeans, outfits, comments on stains, requests for advice on stain removal, policing each others’ 

use of water or energy, comments on friends’ reactions, alternative cleaning techniques and 

discussions of the best methods, links to articles on not washing jeans and even a flow chart of when 

to put clothes in the laundry basket (Appendix 3, facebook transcript).  This shared discussion 

generated a rich understanding of the way a group makes sense of behaviour and how practices form 

and gain social acceptance.  Even though the experiences weren’t ‘representational of reality’ or 

‘pure’ from a scientific point of view, social networking yielded a deep understanding of the 

community centred experience.   

 

Web article harvesting 

Not washing jeans is a highly discussed topic on the internet, so I added articles and reader comments 

to my data set as an international layer of insight into everyday people.  The results from an internet 

search on ‘not washing jeans’ were added to my NVivo database and coded into the themes explored 

in the interviews.  This information was easily accessible and provided a range of views from an 

international audience on the topic.  One web article, posted by Melbourne blogger (McPherson, 

2011) was particularly insightful.  After hearing about my research she asked each of the people she 

photographed during the course of a year how often they washed their clothes.  Other articles 

included “How To Clean Your Jeans Without Water (In the Freezer!)” on Re-Nest (90 comments), and 

“Distressed Denim: College Student Wears Same Jeans For 15 Months” on ABC News, (10 comments) 

and “Jeans: why you don’t need to wash them this year” on MamaMia, (100 comments).  The 

anonymity of the internet can lead to relaxed self censoring with radical stances adopted, and there is 

often hot debate over topics so many angles of a situation can be explored.  As comments cannot be 

linked to specific people this research tool was considered only as an interesting, superficial layer to 

the deeper cultural probing of interviews and surveys.  The comments showed a wide range of views 

from disgust, to complete acceptability.  They reinforced the survey findings, with the weight of 

opinion towards disgust, providing a point of balance to the immersive behaviour participants’ 

predisposition to not washing.  

Towards the completion of my thesis The Herald Sun ran an article on my research (Appendix 4).  This 

was picked up by the international news media syndicates generating discussion on not washing jeans 

from many countries including England, France, America, Sweden, Hungary, Vietnam and India 
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including thousands of comments.  These comments are very interesting in furthering the 

understanding of the way people perceive not washing in a sustainable context, however due to time 

restrictions have been relegated to a future research study, rather than incorporated at the last 

minute to this thesis.  

 

3. 5 RESEARCH PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

This section describes the elements of the research method, instruments and techniques, and 

outlines the design of the study investigating what motivates laundry behaviour.  Considerations also 

include ethics, selection and recruitment of participants, setting up the behavioural intervention, data 

collection, transcription and analysis.  Truth and validity are considered as important elements to 

drawing conclusive results.  This section reflects on these elements of process management in 

investigating laundry practice.  

 

Ethics of the study 

Prior to commencing this study, I sought and was granted ethical approval from The University of 

Melbourne, Faculty of Architecture Building and Planning Ethics Committee.  The ethics application 

included an outline of the study highlighting any possible ethical issues, participant confidentiality and 

informed consent.  I prepared a Plain Language Statement and Consent Form for both the survey and 

behaviour intervention (Appendix 1, 2).  Part of the consent form included an option for participants 

to include a pseudonym, and photos were to be from the neck down to ensure participant anonymity. 

The consent process included obtaining consent to record the interview, and a photograph, with 

respondents able to do either, both or none.  Participants were clearly informed that they were free 

to withdraw from the survey, interview or photo at any stage.  The participants of the immersive 

behaviour study were also given the opportunity to review their interview transcripts to avoid 

misrepresentation.  Issues of data storage were also defined as part of the ethics process.  I kept the 

interview files, transcriptions, surveys and photos on a password protected computer, with the hard 

copies in my swipe card protected office.   

 

The sample groups 

To investigate laundry practice via surveys and immersive behaviour the participants needed to meet 

only basic criteria.  I wanted to elicit as varied respondents as possible to ensure that blind spots were 

minimised, so the only selection criteria was that respondent wore jeans.   
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Survey sample 

The aim of the survey sample was to find out everyday people’s laundry practices.  I selected 

Federation Square, in central Melbourne, a popular meeting place and tourist destination, as the 

spatial locus of my survey.  The survey was only administered to people wearing jeans; there were no 

other qualifiers so I was able to gather responses from a variety of everyday people.   

I developed and piloted the first survey in March 2011 and analysed the results using excel, survey 

monkey and SPSS to reveal which software best suited the study.  I also adjusted the survey slightly at 

this stage to include feedback and allow for ease of analysis.  I then took this final survey (Appendix 5) 

to Federation Square in Melbourne and applied it to people wearing jeans.  I enlisted friends to help 

administer the surveys, and I inducted each surveyor one on one, including ethics and informed 

consent explanation and a role-play of the interview to ensure standardisation of application.  We 

collected two hundred and sixty-three surveys over the weekend of 13th and 14th of August 2011.  The 

sample of respondents was concentrated in Melbourne with some responses from other Australian 

cities.  Just over 50% of respondents were in the 18-30 year old category.  Interestingly this was the 

age range of the surveyors.  We found that people who looked similar to us, i.e. young and urban, 

were more likely to answer the survey.  I entered the two hundred and sixty-three completed surveys 

into SPSS software system and stored the hard copies and consent forms in my secure office. 
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Intervention sample  

The aim of the immersive behaviour study was to intervene with changed jean laundering rules and 

explore the social reaction of participants, as well as document alternative laundry practice.  Nobody 

Jeans provided customised jeans, helping to legitimise the study by transferring goodwill from their 

established brand to my research.  The jeans they provided retail at AUD200 acting as an incentive to 

participate in the study7

The thirty-five were invited for a fitting.  Thirty-one turned up to try on the jeans and were selected as 

the final sample group.  The thirty-one, who tried the jeans, also attended the jeans collection and 

induction session, participated in the study, final interview and group debrief, with a 100% completion 

rate, although two of the participants took a month off during the study for health reasons, and one 

participant had to wear the jeans less than the agreed five days due to a new job.  The Expression of 

Interest stated that “The study will be conducted over three months and that participants must wear 

jeans five days a week during the research period”, so applicants were aware that they were not able 

to wash their jeans using traditional laundry practice.  This introduced a particular bias, as only people 

who were already willing to not wash their jeans for three months were attracted to participate.  

.  To attract a wide range of participants I called on my network including 

magazines and on-line journals, as well as friends who are fashion editors and writers.  A press release 

was distributed to selected contacts with an Expression of Interest form, photographs and information 

on my research (Appendix 6).  The call for Expressions of Interest was published in six popular 

newspapers and websites (Appendix 7) attracting over a hundred and fifty emails, and seventy-nine 

valid completed Expression of Interest forms.  A selection matrix based on genders, ages, locations 

and careers was used to select a variety of participants to provide a diverse and purposeful sample.  

From the seventy-nine a shortlist of thirty-five were chosen based on the matrix criteria.   

The final group consisted of a range of occupations including a librarian, a mechanic, a festival 

producer a high school teacher, a comedian (see Appendix 8 for full list).  The group had sixteen males 

and sixteen females, (including myself).  The youngest was eighteen, the oldest fifty-six with a median 

age of thirty-two.  

I inducted the thirty-one confirmed participants in a one hour welcome session.  At the session the 

personalised jeans were distributed and participants were provided with information on the 

sustainable fashion background to the study.  I also distributed information about other jean wearers, 

like Josh Le, who do not wash.  Wesley Hartwell, Creative Director at Nobody Jeans gave styling advice 

and Nicky Furkert, a medical scientist at the Royal Melbourne Hospital Microbiology Department, 

provided information on bacteria.  Participants who were unable to attend this initial briefing session 

were personally briefed by me the next day.  Part of the enabling process for deviating from the 

collective convention of cleanliness as revealed by my surveys, was legitimising the desired practice 

through the use of stories about others, like Josh Le, who did not wash his jeans.  The participants felt 

more comfortable when they saw precedents of the desired courses of action, and had a cultural 

reference to begin the construction of their own narratives around not washing their jeans. 

                                                                 
7 After Nobody was Dirty: an olfactory exhibition, March 2012 the jeans were returned to their 
wearers 
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I kept a record of who was contributing the Facebook page and sent out emails during the three 

months to keep the participants engaged with the study.  The final interviews took place between day 

ninety and the end of the third month, and all participants were interviewed either at a place of their 

choice, or at The University of Melbourne (for a list of guided themes see Appendix 9).  We had a final 

debriefing session with all the participants in the same room wearing the jeans as the final formal 

point of contact for the study, before the jeans were handed back.  

To ensure that all participants completed each stage of the research I developed a spreadsheet to 

track every event in the research process, including induction, final interview and transcript approval.  

Participants were communicated with via email, mobile, and facebook, I used a friendly and 

professional tone at all points of contact.   

The intervention proved to be valuable and interesting way to explore the social practice of laundry.  

In other behaviour studies current behaviour and intention are studied, in my research alternative 

practices were explored as well as the meaning that formed around new routines.  Behaviour studies 

conducted at universities often attract a high proportion of psychology students.  My sample was 

purposeful rather than ‘random’ but eschewed this typical bias and was inclusive of a wide 

representation of different psychographics.  The immersive study also allowed our micro community 

to engage in sense making, which proved interesting in understanding intervening in social practices.  

 

Shifting collective conventions 

At the time of submission the jeans from the study are on display at the National Gallery of Victoria, 

see image below and Appendix 13.  This has prompted Australian and international interest in laundry 

and resource consumption, including news paper articles, opinion pieces from Australian journalists 

and radio discussion of not washing jeans and engagement with ideas of resource saving through 

shifting cultural standards of cleanliness.  This was unintended in the research design, but embraced 

as providing community review of the research propositions.  An outcome of the community 

engagement with the research has lead to greater depth and understanding of collective conventions 

that adds strength to the discussion.  
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Data analysis 

When the interviews and debrief session were transcribed I mapped the key ideas visually, (see 

diagram below).  I used this map of ideas to create themes to describe the knowledge that was 

emerging.  Three key themes identified were experience, behaviour, and socio-cultural constructs.  I 

drafted further sub-themes under each of the main themes.  The themes were then used to code the 

interviews, web articles and images using NVivo data analysis software.  The aim of the data coding 

was to gather relevant data to build a picture that described each theme and shed light on the 

research question.  NVivo enabled me to organise comments into themes, while retaining links to the 

original position in the transcripts, which was useful if I needed to clarify the context of a comment at 

a later stage.  NVivo can be used to analyse data in much greater depth, but for the purposes of this 

research I used it more for its data collating and organising function.  

 

 

Truth and validity 

Using three phases of data collection and multiple methods offered me a multi faceted understanding 

of jeans wearing and washing behaviour.  Creswell argues that using a variety of methods often brings 

out a more complete understanding and reduces potential research design flaws (Creswell, 2009), 

however when research uses more than one method it becomes more vulnerable to criticism as 

‘superficial’ in each approach.  In this particular instance of laundry routines, and proposition that 

people wash due to collective conventions, I deemed the multiple method approach as a strength of 

this research, and ensured any findings or hunches I had could be triangulated and substantiated.   
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The sample accessed for this study had some limitations.  Conducting the study in Melbourne placed 

geographic and cultural limitations on the study.  As I am also living in Melbourne there was the 

potential for blind spots.  Behaviour that we took for granted, may have needed more information and 

explanation for those not from Melbourne.  The surveys in Federation Square, a well known tourist 

destination, attracting respondents from across Australia reduced this risk, as did the inclusion of 

comments from international web articles.  These two aspects are superficial, but provided some 

indication of any inconsistencies between Melbourne and a wider population.  The data collected was 

from a privileged segment of the global population, internet enabled and socially mobile.  Comments 

and web articles are from internet enabled communities.  I was unable to easily access responses 

outside of this demographic.  The means I chose to attract participants, social media and fashion news 

articles, were more likely to attract socially connected people who actively seek new experiences, 

potentially early adopters.  While early adopters are radical compared to mainstream people, ideas 

are usually tested and approved or rejected by this influential group, before propagating to a wider 

population (Gladwell, 2000).  Considering the list of participant occupations reveals that they are 

mainly urban dwelling, further narrowing the applicability of outcomes. 

Gathering data via surveys is fraught as there is a gap between intention and action.  To elicit the most 

truthful responses, we introduced the surveys in neutral language and read questions verbatim so 

that each respondent received a standardised interview experience.  The questions in the survey were 

tailored to be non-leading with multiple choice questions and Leichardt scales.   

Similar problems arise with in-depth interviewing; respondents may give desirable responses and say 

one thing one day and something else entirely on a different day.  The facebook group was helpful in 

gathering data over the entire timeframe of the study, thus ironing out any fluctuations in opinion.  

Gathering thirty-one interviews helped to balance any inconsistencies, the wider response base more 

likely to provide a range of responses that help to eliminate contradictions.   

The collaborative relationship between the participants and myself was a further strength of the 

research approach.  That participants understood the context of the research and their respect of the 

study enabled them to overcome shyness to provide me with truthful representation of their 

experience, including socially taboo reflections, for example bodily secretions, interesting on 

gathering real world understanding. 

The continual exchange of opinions and information between the participants and me during the data 

collection gave us a chance to reflect on each others’ opinions, and made the opinions more 

consensual.  Problems with consensus type information can arise, as neutral understanding is only 

available to uninvolved outsiders.  Insiders can miss important information or assume common 

knowledge, leaving unexplained gaps (Fetterman, 2010).  There is also the threat that a vocal minority 

will represent the group, so in the group debriefing I actively encouraged participation and comment 

from everyone.  For this fundamentally interpretive research, the benefits gained from group sense-

making added to the knowledge built, I sought to mitigate the threat of missing important details by 

comparing the study with international comments.  Furthermore I presented the work in progress at a 

variety of conferences and research days, where I received comments and questions on my work that 

helped to distinguish any unexplained gaps (for an example of a presentation see Appendix 10). 
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3. 6 POTENTIAL AND LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH DESIGN 

The research design, including overarching methodology, and the specific research methods, data 

analysis and various administration issues have been outlined in this chapter.  The interpretive 

methodology has been adopted to understand how people make sense of alternative laundry 

practice.  A three phase approach, engaging various resources to cross reference and build a 

multifaceted view of current laundry practices, including instruments of personal experience, surveys 

and the intervention study were all utilised in the research design.  Rigorous administration of the 

research process ensured smooth work flow, full participation and kept the research on track.  

Methods for recording, storing and analysis the data were all built into the research design and 

helped to maintain continuity and full involvement.  Preliminary analysis of data gathered through the 

research process was used to inform subsequent discussions on laundry practice allowing ideas, 

themes and principles emerge.  

The research design has advantages and disadvantages, but was chosen for its potential to elicit the 

most useful contribution to my research proposition.  Weaknesses came from the informants in the 

study being a globally privileged sample, socially mobile and internet enabled.  The tools used to elicit 

information from the informants (the survey and interview), inherently encourage respondents to 

give ‘desirable’ rather than truthful responses.  One of the greatest challenges in considering 

respondents’ interviews is the inherently normative nature of the study. Participants were aware that 

not washing was desirable and this had a strong influence on how they experienced the intervention, 

and their responses.  This was very much in my mind as I considered the results, and I made sure to 

temper any inferences on the reported ‘easiness’ of changing laundry practice with the knowledge 

that participants may have been biased in this thinking.  Strengths stem from the multi modal 

approach, and shared sense-making component.  The multi modal approach provided a holistic view 

of laundry behaviour, and helped to even out any gaps.  The most valuable element of the research 

was the immersive behaviour phase, going beyond intention, into interventions in practice.  All the 

elements worked together in the context of the study, illuminating the way people experience 

changing social practices towards living more sustainably.  

Considering the data and the myriad of themes that emerged from the research it was apparent that 

the information could be structured tripartite into experience, practice, and cultural constructs.  The 

results and discussion chapters follow this structure; Experience charting the how the wearers felt 

during the study; Practice exploring current and alternative laundry practice through the immersion 

and surveys; Cultural constructs draws on the experience of the participants, but also a wider 

discourse of cleanliness to explore collective conventions and other motivators of laundry practice.  
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Chapter 4  

Experience 

Physical, olfactory, emotional 
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4 EXPERIENCE 

This chapter describes the experience of the wearers, charting the results of the wearing study 

through the participants’ reports.  The chapter has been subdivided into physical, olfactory and 

emotional experience.  By describing the participants’ experience during the three month wearing 

trial, the foundation is laid for discussion into the themes of laundry practice, and cultural motivators 

for behaviour in later chapters.  The majority of the quotes come from the interviews conducted at 

the conclusion of the study; quotes taken from facebook, personal diary or email are noted as such.  

From the sample, thirty reported a positive experience at the conclusion of the study, while one did 

not enjoy the process.  Almost half of the respondents, unprompted, signalled their intention to 

continue not washing.  When asked, the other half varied between, ‘maybe’ and ‘they would wash 

just to see what happened’.  The facebook page showed a fluctuation in attitude from the 

participants with different obstacles or rough patches during the study.  Exploring the concept of 

rough patches in the interviews revealed a hurdle that more than half of the respondents 

experienced, a period when it was undesirable to wear the jeans, that came then went between the 

three to six week mark.   

Everyone who participated in the study completed a final interview, including the two participants 

who took a month off during the study due to illness, and one who had to reduce the number of days 

after five weeks due to a job change.  These three completed the final interview and their 

transcriptions are included in the data analysis.  Almost all wearers completed the minimum five day 

a week requirement.  Around a third of the participants wore the jeans more than five days a week, 

while four including myself wore them every day.  Participants tried a range of alternative low water, 

energy and chemical laundry methods; one participant immersed his jeans in bath water, but none of 

the participants washed the jeans traditionally, either in a washing machine or basin, during the three 

months.  The fact that no participant resorted to traditional laundering illustrates that not washing 

was easy to implement in the daily lives of the participants, signalling the potential of reducing 

laundry in the wider population to save significant resources.  The alternative practices experimented 

with by the group will be explored in greater depth in the Practice discussion chapter.  

Reflecting back on the experience the majority of participants communicated a sense of anti-climax.  

The expectation proved much more disgusting than the actuality with all apart from one participant 

finding the experience easy.  One even felt he was not contributing sufficiently to the study and went 

for a jog in the jeans to try and make them dirtier.  The ease of the experience possibly reflects the 

recruitment process, as signalled in the Research design chapter.  Alerting respondents to the non 

washing nature of the study before application ruled out any high frequency washers, participants 

were already open-minded to not washing, as flagged in the research design validity.  Bre “This 

experiment may not have been that far from me.”  Dave “It’s probably not much of a change for me, 

not washing my jeans.”  The participant who felt challenged by the study was working seven different 

jobs during the wearing period and had very little spare time, which may have influenced her 

experience, she later communicated via email “This experiment caught me at a very silly time last 

year.  All of a sudden I went from sitting in front of a computer all day and night, to working seven 
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jobs.  I flipped between at least three very different roles on any given day.  The jeans' filth were a 

grafted reminder of my over commitment, and the resentment was probably a major contributor to 

our relationship breakdown.  I have joked that I would just burn them [when the experiment is 

finished], but I kinda like them too much to burn them.  It's a funny relationship, a love hate.  After a 

while the stink didn't matter.  It was the emotional haul of ground hog day.  They really did feel like 

shackles some days.”  Overall the group found wearing the same pair of jeans five days per week 

without washing for three months in the words of one of the participants, Jeremiah, “no big issue”.  

The study followed an experiential arc from enthusiastic through boredom and disgust to the end 

point of no big deal.  Even though the participants relayed a positive experience at the three month 

interview, the temporal distinction was captured through facebook and my personal diary.  Part of 

the rough patch was boredom with wearing the same garment, rather than the disgust, and this 

seemed more pointed for the women, who wanted to wear a variety of outfits.   

Aside from boredom, gender also affected disgust.  Male participants were more likely to engage 

easily with a low wash lifestyle.  Age made no difference between the participants.  Both the oldest 

and youngest participants had similar experiences.  Gender played a role in some of the differences; 

female participants were worried about smelling of female organs or menstruation.  The entire 

sample had an urban lifestyle, so there was no comparison between an urban versus a rural 

experience.  

 

4. 1 PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE 

The physical experience of wearing the jeans was fairly steady during the study.  There were no 

reports of physical discomfort or unpleasant sensations.  Participants described being in the jeans as 

comforting, but this was more emotional and is explored in further depth in the coming section, 

Cultural constructs.  The physical characteristics of the jeans factored prominently in the physical 

experience of wearing.  

There were some general similarities of the physical appearance of the jeans reported during the 

wearing study.  The aesthetic appearance of the jeans as they developed a worn patina helped to 

shape the experience.  Stains also played a role in the physicality of the jeans; many of the 

participants spoke about spilling food on the jeans, including avocado, ice-cream, souvlaki, jam, 

chocolate, flour, tuna, beer, gum and peppermint tea.  Other substances like paint and mud were also 

dropped on the jeans but food was by far the most frequent.  Stains were mainly on the thighs and 

knees, some wiping marks formed on the back pocket area.  Stains tended to wear off after a few 

days, or were removed by spot cleaning, or scratching.  Some participants left the stains to wear off 

while others actively spot-cleaned the jeans.  Participants also spoke about ‘sacrificing’ other 

garments or wearing protective clothing like aprons, while they did high risk activities like gardening 

or cooking, the idea of sacrificing is explored in the Practice discussion chapter.  Changing behaviour 

to avoid stains, like not wiping hands on jeans, was another approach reported by respondents.  
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The natural fading and creasing of the jeans was described as visually pleasing.  Participants reported 

a satisfaction in the creases at the knees and wallet marks in the pockets.  At the briefing, Wesley 

Hartwell, Creative Director at Nobody Jeans, discussed whiskering and creasing as culturally desirable 

and this may have influenced participants to want that experience.  At the debrief session 

participants compared creases, and during the interviews creases and markings were proudly 

displayed.  

Another aspect of the physical experience was the look of the denim fabric.  Not washing fabric 

reduces wear so it tends to look newer, which is not contradictory to the desire for personalised 

creases.  Unwashed denim wears in ‘whiskers’, but washing redistributes the dye to worn areas, so 

not washing keeps denim looking newer, and also intensifies creasing.  This was evident in the exit 

photos (Appendix 10) with the fabric looking fresh and minor whiskering starting.  The inner thighs 

proved the weak point in the women’s jeans, with wearing, and in two cases tearing, occurring 

around the two month mark.  Both rode bikes and this may have been a factor.  The women’s jeans 

were cut much tighter to the body, and the extra stress this causes may have been a factor in the 

fabric wearing through.  The fabric of the women’s jeans was of 72% cotton and 28% elastane while 

the men’s jeans were 98% cotton and 2% elastane, the fibre difference may have also been a factor.  

Apart from the inner thigh, the women’s’ jeans still looked relatively new at the end of the study and 

the men’s jeans looked brand new.  Halfway through, one of the participants, Jenny, commented on 

facebook “I reckon the Nobody Jeans we are all wearing for 3 months, sans washing, are made of a 

very modern, bullet proof denim, I can't make mine look dirty! It's space age denim for sure!”  

Another, Steve, who works in a denim store, said “They look brand new because you don’t wash them 

or do anything else to them.” 

A way of gauging the level of challenge felt by participants in this study was their expression of 

intention to wash.  Thirteen of the group unsolicited indicated that they would be happy to keep 

going with the study and continue not washing.  Bill “I'd be happy to wear them for another three 

months.”  Macca “I'd happily keep going to tell you the truth, for a while longer.”  Emily “even now I 

could go another couple of months without washing them.”  Erin “In the last few weeks I felt like I 

could just keep wearing them indefinitely.”  Nate “I wouldn't mind not washing them ever.”  Steve “I 

would have liked to carry it on for longer.  I'd like to take it further and push the envelope even more, 

this hasn't pushed me out of my comfort zone.”  These responses show the participants’ positive 

frame of mind at the end of the three month wearing period.  

 

4. 2 OLFACTORY EXPERIENCE 

The intangibility of smell as a sense drew responses beyond physical descriptions of the immediate 

experience, requiring the use of heuristics, stories and metaphors to communicate the participants’ 

olfactory experience.  The conversations traversed what the jeans smelled like, accelerators of smell, 

the trajectory of smell and how the smell contributed to the wearing experience.  Smell is not easily 

measureable so is subject to preconceptions of how and when jeans should smell, perhaps influencing 

how smell was reported.  
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The participants described general smell as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ to them.  Many of the participants 

described the jeans as ‘not smelling bad’ the particular phrasing conveying their anticipation of 

unpleasant odour, and their surprise that the jeans’ smell did not reach the anticipated levels.  During 

the one on one interview we smelled each others’ jeans; some scents discussed when smelling the 

participants’ jeans were forest floor, egg shells, caramel, grass, sour milk, mushrooms, bread and 

desert flowers.   

The trajectory of smell was described by some participants as getting worse and worse and by others 

as plateauing or becoming cyclical.  The most common experience was the smell getting worse until a 

certain point, then levelling off, and responding to environmental factors such as temperature.  Dave 

K said “For that first month they get smellier and smellier and smellier.”  Luke “I think they reached 

equilibrium.  I reckon honestly if you wear your jeans for three days they're not gonna smell any 

worse than three months down the track.”  Steve “I think the jeans can't smell any worse.  You can't 

get them any dirtier then what they already are, it's like salt; you can only dissolve a certain amount 

of salt in water before the water can’t take any more in.  It's the same with jeans and smells and 

bacteria, you can only put so much in there, it can't get any worse, it can't hold any more.” 

Smell was reported as depending on the activity of the wearer, spilling of substances on them and 

temperature of both the body and the environment.  The study was conducted during Melbourne 

Autumn when the average temperature ranges between 25⁰C max and 15⁰C min in March through to 

18⁰C max and 9⁰C min in May ("Climate statistics for Australian locations," 2011), during the study 

about a third of the participants travelled to different places including New York (cold) and Bali (hot).  

Smell also seemed to get worse as stress increased: from my personal observation diary “because I 

was putting in very long days and was slightly stressed they smell quite bodyish.”  Spilling substances 

on the jeans either contributed to the smell, or was undetectable.  Gavin “I did have a few beer spills, 

but there's no beer smells on them.”  Nicky commented on facebook “I accidently knocked a tin of 

tuna down the back of my jeans.  I have spot cleaned but they remain quite unpleasant.”  

Temperature was also seen to have an influence on smell, Gavin “the first thing in the morning when 

your jeans are cold it's a different smell to the end of the day when they're warm.”  Emily said via 

facebook “Interesting... am in New York and it's freezing cold and snowing.  In fact, so cold that my 

jeans have ceased to have any detectable odour.  At all.” 

Participants described the smell as not being that strong, or just smelling like jeans, except for Angela 

who thought hers were ‘stinky’.  Emily said “mine didn’t really smell.”  Erin “It's sort of a nothing 

smell.”  Gavin “It was unbelievably underwhelmingly not strong.”  Macca “it's not an offensive odour 

at all.”  Michelle “They did have a smell, but I don't think I was uncomfortable with that smell, I felt 

like it wasn't smelly.”  Nicky “If it had been really obvious I wouldn't have been wearing them.”  Simon 

“Even when you stick your nose up to these jeans I don't think they smell bad.”  Chris “I don't think 

they smell too much, or smell at all.”  Dave “They just smelled like jeans to me.”  Bre said “it didn't 

have a strong scent of anything in particular.”  Tim said on facebook “My jeans have only had 2 days 

off in the first month, and unless you press your nose right into them, there is absolutely no 

noticeable smell.”  Angela described them as stinky “Not all the time but you get wafts, like old man.  

It's not a particular scent, it's just bad.” 
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Some took it further, describing the smell as an extension of themselves.  Luke “It smells like there's 

been a human in them, it smells like a person.  For me it makes me happy.”  Alexandra said “They 

don’t smell bad, just worn, slightly grassy and earthy I like that.”  Morgen “They smell like me, I know 

that.  But they don't have a terrible stench.  They don't smell dirty.  They just smell like another part 

of me.”  Nate “They smell like me.  Like...  people smell different...  Not armpit smell, just the 

clothes.”  Tim “I'm so used to the smell now, I smell them and go ‘mmm smells like me.’”   

Difference in smells between genders emerged.  In my diary I wrote about being self conscious about 

smells such as periods and sexual encounters.  Some of the participants also reported being self-

conscious about smelling like period.  Emily said “Around those times I was airing them every day.”  

Liss “every time I got my period, I just wanted to wash my jeans.”  Bre “it's funny during my period, 

I'm really conscious of smelling like it to other people, in the work place especially.”  Erin “I got a little 

bit paranoid at period times, because of the extra stink.”  Boys did not seem to worry as much 

although Dave K and Gavin mentioned being conscious of wee smells on their jeans.  

 

4. 3 EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE 

The participants experienced a range of emotional responses during the study.  A common sentiment 

was of connectedness with the jeans.  Participants described the jeans as an extension of themselves.  

Others described them with a feeling of familiarity.  Anti-climax was an interesting emotion that came 

up a few times, with the experience described as easier than expected.  Negative feelings included 

paranoid thoughts that the jeans were dirty and wondering if they were offensive to others.  There 

was a sense of claustrophobia and boredom with the same garment.  A subgroup of participants 

embraced the denim culture expressing a feeling of superiority and exclusiveness at being part of an 

alternative group.  

 

Familiarity, routine, comfort 

Many of the participants felt not washing became normal during the study, and the routine of not 

washing was described by participants as comforting.  Bre said “oh well it's just normal that I'm 

wearing these jeans all the time and it's fine.”  From my diary “back in the routine of Melbourne, 

jeans are also routine, smell and stains aren't bothering me, neither is very bad.”  Ted via facebook “I 

think wearing the same pair of jeans has become second nature now... and getting used to the idea of 

not washing.  It is really not that hard.”  Matt “they became pretty normal pretty quickly.”  Chris “it 

made them my jeans and because it was this wearing them every day, it was like my uniform.”  Claire 

“The amount of sweat or outside dirt adds to the process of getting to know the garment, maybe 

that's strange but I like that.”  Julianne “they fit so well and I guess they had my scent on them.  They 

did make me feel really comforted.”   
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Home, outer shell, extension of self 

The feelings of familiarity and comfort extended further for some participants, who experienced a 

positive relationship with not washing the jeans.  Bill said “If I washed them I'd feel like I'd washed 

away the history, washed away the essence of them.”  Claire “it makes the jeans part of you which 

you want because jeans are something you wear so often.”  Claire also said in an email “They've just 

started doing that thing where putting them on feels like climbing into your outer shell that's shaped 

exactly like you.”  Luke via facebook “they're starting to meld to my body and smell like me.”  Morgen 

“They just smell like another part of me.”  Dave S “there were certainly a reflection of me; it did help 

me connect with the jeans I guess.”  Liss “It's kind of like you get out of bed, and your bed always 

smells like you, and then you go into your jeans and it smells a little bit like you, it's not like you're still 

in bed but it's a nice transition.”  Simon “There was a sense of when putting the jeans back on, of 

being home.  A familiarity... being in the comfort of our own jeans.”   

 

Anticlimax 

Participants communicated surprise at how easy the wearing immersion was.  Alexandra said “I was 

surprised I got through so easily without washing them.”  Gavin “Not surprised but shock, shocked at 

how clean they were.”  Erin “It was a bit underwhelming.”  Jeremiah “It wasn't a really big issue, in 

the best possible way it just wasn't a big issue.”  Bre “I kept waiting for that period where they would 

be too dirty and I would have to do something, but it just never came.  I never felt like they were 

smelly or visibly dirty enough to do anything about it.  I was quite surprised that three months down 

and I haven't done anything at all.”  Dave “I don't know if it was particularly interesting for me 

wearing, maybe it was just interesting because I found it so easy and normal, I wore them every single 

day for the three months and never really found that they were dirty, and never really found that 

they were too smelly to wear.”  Luke “I was really just business as usual for me.”  Tim “It was a lot 

easier than I thought it would be, I’ve worn mine every day except for two days.” 

 

Paranoia, imagined dirt 

It was not all straightforward; some participants experienced a hurdle, when they felt disgusted, 

bored and unenthusiastic.  The hurdle may have been the jeans reaching smell and dirt saturation, 

but considering some of the comments, and my own experience it appears to be more of a mental 

barrier.  Bill said “At the two month mark I started feeling a bit weird about them, I just had this urge 

to wash them, but then that urge went away.”  Bre “The middle month where I felt like they were not 

clean...  they were fine, they were not visibly dirty, and they weren't even smelly, but they felt dirty 

every day when I put them on.  Once I had assured myself that my paranoia was paranoia and they 

weren't that smelly, I stopped smelling them and stopped thinking about them and felt a lot less 

dirty.”  Emily “The hardest part was about a month in; I kind of had a claustrophobic feeling towards 

the jeans.  I was so sick of wearing them, I had to amp myself up, but by the month of April it went 
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away.”  Dave K “Just soaking them in the water seemed to help a lot.  Part of it’s psychosomatic.”  

Just as interestingly, some participants like Tim and Dave S did not feel a hurdle.  

 

Hurdle, claustrophobia, boredom  

The hurdle elicited a range of responses from participants complaining about the feeling of repression 

and boredom, for most this feeling came and went.  Angela “The third month was almost a write-off; I 

really got to the stage when I hated wearing them.”  From my diary “I feel like the dirt is permeating 

the fabric and getting into my legs, and I'm dreading putting them on tomorrow.  I feel like the chair 

I'm sitting in to write this is contaminated and after I shower I probably won’t sit here again.”  Bre via 

facebook “I'm getting rather claustrophobic and the idea of putting the jeans on each morning is less 

appealing.”  Nicky via facebook “I have a sense of dread about getting dressed today.  The jeans and I, 

we are currently not friends.  We really could do with some space.”  Nicky “I think I just got over it 

and less conscious of the fact I hadn't washed them and thought they didn't need it.  I just stopped 

worrying about it.”  Ted “The first month was hard, I was thinking about washing them, after that I 

didn’t worry about it.”  Emily “It was weird, it came and it went, a couple of weeks of really not 

wanting to do it and then all of a sudden it was gone again.” 

 

Benefits of not washing 

The convenience of not having to wash the jeans was noted as a positive experience.  Alexandra “It 

was really easy not washing, it was great not having that one thing to worry about.”  Emily “I hate 

washing jeans, when you wash them they never come out the same, so with all my jeans I only wash 

them when the absolutely have to be washed.”  Bill “because I'm not washing my jeans every week, 

there's so much more room in the washing machine.”  Tim spoke about his housemate not washing 

“He has a great sense of the mortality of the jeans, he doesn't want to wash them ‘cause he wants 

them to last longer.” 

 

‘Coolth’ of not washing  

A subgroup emerged from the participants who felt that not washing was a symbolic of a cool denim 

aficionado lifestyle.  Dave S said “When you've got ‘denima’ it's the sort of thing that you just know 

you're better if you don't wash jeans.  Arrogance is the attitude I guess.  I'm too cool to wash my 

jeans.  My jeans will be cooler if I don’t wash them.  You're not cool if you wash your jeans.  It's cooler 

not to wash them.”  Luke “Jeans the longer you wear them the better they look.  All the creases are 

where my knees are, the fit is...  you can see where my phone's been, my wallets been, I like them, 

they're worn in.”  Steve “I actually get some feeling of achievement out of it, when they smell, when 

they get real dirty...  I'm proud of them in a way.  The dirtier and the longer I've not washed my jeans I 
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feel like I'm actually achieving something.”  This attitude was also evident on the web forums, 

comments alluding that expensive denim should not be washed. 

 

Barriers to washing less 

There was a difference between the concept of not washing and the actuality of not washing.  From 

the survey Leichardt scale to measure how acceptable or repulsive not washing was, most responses 

fell towards the repulsive end of the scale.  Un-washed jeans were expected to smell, Dave K via 

facebook “Day 1.  Son: ‘a bit stinky’.  Daughter: ‘the cotton is going rotten!’.”  But the jeans never 

developed a socially challenging level of odour, and the participants felt a sense of anti-climax.  Erin 

“It was a bit underwhelming.”  Simon “What I suspected would happen, never actually happened.  My 

concern was bigger than the practical implications.”  Emily A “It kind of made me think, how dirty I 

actually get, as opposed to what I think...  like how dirty I actually am, or how dirty clothes get, as 

opposed to how they actually are.”  This was further confirmed through social reactions of friends 

who were disgusted at the thought of not washing, but found that the ‘dirty’ jeans looked fine.  Erin 

“They were kinda surprised they were so clean I guess, that's when the disbelief set in, like “did you 

really wash them?”  I can't tell.”  Tim “I make people smell my jeans and they were like ‘actually that's 

not so bad. ’”  Leonie “When I told them they were really surprised with a look of horror on their face, 

but going ‘they look really good and you don’t smell!’”  An “I did find it amusing, sometimes when I 

told people they jumped back and went “you're kidding”, but when they looked down they were like 

‘yeah it's not that dirty at all. ’”  Bre via facebook “while their initial reaction to hearing I wouldn't 

wash for 3 months was gross, the actual not washing was not gross or even noticeable to them.”  Ted 

“The actuality is always fine, it's just the idea of education and cleanliness that is very hard for them 

to change.”  Overcoming preconceived ideas of dirt appears to be a far greater challenge than 

actually living a low wash lifestyle.  People perceive not washing as repulsive, even though in practice 

there was no socially challenging visible dirtiness or odour.  To engage populations in low washing the 

perception barrier needs addressing.  
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4.4 EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS 
Physically and sensually wearing unwashed jeans wasn’t challenging.  There was a rough patch that 
some participants experienced at the half way mark, which was described by Dave K as 
‘psychosomatic.’  Visible dirt and odour did not reach anticipated socially challenging levels.  The ease 
of the experience resulted in some participants feeling anti-climactic. Emotionally the unwashed 
jeans became an extension of self.  Benefits of not washing were seen to be saving time and effort, 
and increasing the life span of the jeans. Not washing was also described as cool in denim subculture. 

There was a significant gap between the expectation and actuality of not washing.  Not washing was 
perceived to be ‘gross’, however the experience of not-washing never became overwhelmingly gross, 
suggesting a perception barrier in transitioning towards reduced consumption of resources in laundry 
routines. 
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Chapter 5  

Practice 

Current, alternative, motivation, influence 
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5 PRACTICE 

5. 1 INTRODUCTION 

Practice explores how people do laundry.  Exploring laundry practice is important, as it is the most 

environmental intensive stage in a fashion lifecycle as established in section 2.6, Environmental 

impact of fashion use.  Current and alternative laundry practices are documented using data from 

two-hundred and sixty-three jeans use surveys, information from interviews with participants who 

wore the same jeans without washing them and data from the web articles discussed in chapter 

three, Research design.  Statistics from the surveys give a general idea of the logistics of washing 

jeans, the participant interviews provide deeper insight on performing laundry.  Less tangible aspects 

surrounding laundry practice, including reasons, influences and the way that people make sense of 

laundry, are discussed using information from the interviews with the laundry intervention 

participants.  Current practice and alternative practice are descriptive sections, detailing how laundry 

is practiced.  The subsequent subsections of this chapter, Reasons to wash, Further factors and 

Influences probes further into motivations of laundry practice.   

 

5. 2 DESCRIPTION OF PRACTICE 

Current practice 

A description of current laundry practice was formed using surveys, discussions with wearing 

participants, laundering literature and comments from web articles.  One web article in particular was 

very insightful, posted by street style photographer Lara McPherson, who after hearing about my 

research asked each of the people she photographed during the course of a year how often they 

washed their clothes (McPherson, 2011).  Jeans washing is often implicated in clothes laundering 

practice so the two are discussed together in this section, jeans specific behaviour is identified as 

such.  Establishing current laundry practice provides comparison point for the alternative practices 

that emerged during the wearing study.  

Currently laundry is performed frequently.  British washing machines are used two-hundred and 

seventy-four times per year, and three-hundred and ninety-two times per year in the USA.  Domestic 

laundry accounts for 21% of American domestic water use and 12% of domestic water use in the UK  

(Shove, 2003, p.  117). My surveys revealed that Australian households did an average of 2. 5 loads of 

washing per week, 15% did one load, 21% did two loads, 22% three loads, 17% four loads and 25% did 

five or more loads of laundry per week, see below.  The relationship between loads of washing per 

household and number of persons in household was not significant with a 0. 37 correlation, some big 

households washed infrequently, while some small households did many loads of washing.  High 

laundry rates provide potential for reducing resource consumption through lowering frequency. 
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In deciding when to wash, respondents cited habit as the major precipitator (52%), with 31% citing 

visible dirt, 11% odour, 4% to shrink, 1% other and 1% did not wash, see above. Washing temperature 

was mainly cold, 56% of respondents washing cold (0-30 ⁰C), 30% warm washed (30-60⁰C), only 1% at 

hot (over 60⁰C), and the other 12% weren’t sure what temperature they washed at, see below.  Most 

respondents (64%) line dried, 18% tumble dried and 17% dried on a wire rack, 1% did not wash jeans, 

see below.  The finding that most people cold wash and line dry indicates the energy consumption 

per load is lower than if most people washed hot and tumble dried.  The maintenance of the 

‘average’ Australian jeans, as revealed in the survey, were cold washed and line dried.  This is less 

resource consuming than hot washing and tumble drying, which detracts from the tenets of the 

study, that fashion use has the highest resource consumption across a clothing life cycle.  This reflects 

inherent Life Cycle Analysis variability; jean wearers will all launder their jeans in different ways.  

American users are more likely to tumble dry (Lake, 2012); outcomes of this study may be more 

applicable in the USA.  While starting from a sustainable fashion use imperative, became more about 

understanding motivations and practices.  In this context findings are widely applicable, not just in 

countries where the washing of jeans creates greater environmental impacts. 

 

 

Focussing on jeans, nearly half (45%) of the Australian everyday people surveyed washed their jeans 

every 2-3 wears, 29% washed them every 4-10 wears, 14% more than 10 wears, see below.  Only 11% 

washed their jeans every wear, and only 1% never washed their jeans.  Most (96%) of respondents 
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washed their jeans in a machine, 2% washed by hand, 1% dry-cleaned and 1% did not wash jeans, see 

below.  When washing by machine 6% washed only jeans, 5% small load, 35% medium load and most 

people (51%) reported washing full loads.  

 

There is variety in jean washing frequency, usually precipitated by either routine and/or running out 

of clothes.  Some people washed frequently, a comment from the Web Article ‘How to Freeze Your 

Jeans’: “I am the kind of person who washes everything and anything after wearing it once even if I 

only wore it for a couple hours.”  Some people washed infrequently, from McPherson “I don’t have a 

laundry or live near laundromats so things mostly air out unless I take them home to clean when 

visiting my parents.”  From McPherson “Depending on fabric and item, I don’t wash anything (besides 

my undies!) more than once in two weeks.  I try to air everything as much as possible.”  Routine 

means doing laundry periodically.  Brenton “Three times a week I wash, just a little bit.”  Alexandra 

“My normal washing habits would basically be washing everything once a week.”  Leonie via facebook 

“We're on a fortnightly cycle here, which is how long it generally takes two of us to fill the laundry 

basket and/or run out of underwear.”  The alternative approach was doing laundry when needed.  

Angela “until the pile gets so massive and I have nothing else to wear then I'll wash.”  Emily “once I 

run out of underwear I do laundry.”  Liss “I have 21 pairs of socks, so I wash about every 22 days to be 

honest.”  Simon “when I've run out of undies, which I definitely only wear once, then I may as well do 

everything else as well.  I'll never do a small load in the washing machine, it's always a large load.”  

The difference in approach to laundering habits may be a function of how busy an individual’s lifestyle 

is, it seemed that busy people with unpredictable routines were less likely to do laundry frequently.  

Angela via facebook “maybe it's just people that don't sleep lots.  I've found my friend that don't 

sleep too much (*cough* architects) didn’t wash their jeans ever either!”  There was a range in 

washing practice between short and long periods between washing, prompted by routine and/or 

running out of clothes.   

McPherson’s blog post on Laundry included comments from nineteen of the Melbourne style 

identities she photographed in 2011.  Many of the comments illustrated that her respondents washed 

less frequently than once per wear, which supported findings from my interviews.  Some of the 

comments broke wash frequencies down to garment type, showing that inner items are washed more 

frequently than outer items.  “Tops two full day wears, jeans when they become lose and soft, 

bottoms (pants and skirts) generally 5 full day wears, dry clean only items generally get dry-cleaned 

once a year.”  There were big differences in washing frequencies for different garments, from 
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McPherson “Undies – every wear! T-shirts etc – probably every third wear.  Everything else, probably 

5-10 wears depending what it is.”  Bre “my jumper gets washed maybe once per winter, my bra I'll 

wear maybe 4 days before I wash it and a top maybe a couple of times, undies every wash.”  Ted 

“Things that come into contact with skin I tend to wash more.”  From McPherson “Depending on 

fabric and item.  I don’t wash anything (besides my undies!) more than once in two weeks.  I try to air 

everything as much as possible.”  “3 or 4 wears.”  “Skirts: usually after 3 wears.  I have a lot of pleated 

skirts so I dread having to hand-wash them each time! Tops: 1-2 wears (in the washing machine 

unless made out of silk).  Coats: once a year (dry clean).  I own one pair of jeans which I wash in the 

washing machine every few months.”  “I wash most of my clothes every 3-4 wears.  I have only 

washed my gray top (its wool) once, by hand, and have worn this maybe 30 times.  I have washed my 

cardigan twice, with a machine, and have worn it approximately 35 times.  Jeans, every six weeks or 

so, machine wash.”  “One if they’re wiffy, or ten times if it still smells fresh.”  “About 3 times unless 

it’s been hot or I have dropped food on them.”  “I wash my clothes when they’re dirty or smelly.  

Which is not all that often.”  “I generally will wear things 3-5 times before washing them.”  This 

resonates with Uitdenbogerd et al. ’s finding that the average Dutch garment is worn for between 2. 4 

and 3. 1 days between washings (Fletcher, 2008, p. 76).  Given the variety of frequencies of 

laundering the general consensus from these wardrobe insights, is that washing is performed when 

needed: inner layers after every wear and outer layers less frequently, especially if they are dry-clean 

only.   

There was a strong preference for doing full loads of laundry, this was evident in the interviews and 

also the survey where 51% of respondents reported washing full loads.  Bre “If it's not a full load I 

won’t do it unless I really need to use the clothes.”  Jonathon “I hate doing half loads, usually you can 

find a few things, or towels and add them in.”  Luke “I would never do a small load of washing.”  

Simon “I'll never do a small load in the washing machine, it's always a large load.”  From McPherson 

“only with a full load.”  The strong preference for full loads may reflect public education campaigns 

on saving water, it may be an indication of laziness, or perhaps washing full loads is reported as it is a 

desired behaviour, and at the intersection of convenience and sustainability.   
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Differences types and purposes of garments affect washing routines.  Some participants washed 

according to colour, like Jeremiah explaining the way he sorts laundry into baskets “ones for towels, 

one's for whites, one's for colours”  and Bre “I divide into darks, lights, colours.”  Families seemed to 

do more washing; Dave K said “We've got kids so we do laundry all the time.”  Nicky washed more 

because of her son “It's different in terms of boys, they're pretty dirty.”  Current laundry behaviour 

includes dividing colours, sorting different garments types, children’s clothing also received higher 

frequency of wash.  

 

Alternative practice 

During the study a variety of alternative behaviours were explored by participants.  Engagement with 

alternative practices occurred at different stages, and some techniques were used simultaneously.  

During the briefing participants were encouraged to “be creative”  (Appendix 12 participant briefing) 

and this was somewhat evident in the variety of approaches.  An interesting approach that came 

through strongly, was ‘do nothing’, other approaches were concerned with freshening the jeans.   

One approach well documented on internet chat forums was freezing jeans.  This is purported to kill 

bacteria, although there are also comments to the effect that freezing only temporarily suspends 

bacteria.  In the Josh Le contribution “If the jeans smelled, he might stick them in the freezer 

overnight or let them hang for a few hours.”  Claire “I've occasionally put them in the freezer.”  From 

the group forum “I've tried the freezer thing with a pair of jeans that I didn't wash and I though it 

almost gave them the smell, you've gotta dry them out, that’s my theory.”  Comment on How to 

Freeze your Jeans “The freezer does not kill bacteria, it puts into dormancy, washing gets rid of 

bacteria!”  Comment on How to Freeze your Jeans “Sweat is salty, skin has oils on it (and I have dry 

skin), oils attract dirt.  Freezing isn't going to break down the oils.”  I tried freezing my jeans after a 

month and did not find this method useful for refreshing my jeans or making them smell less.  The 

reason for the profuse discussion of jean freezing was not evident, but the majority of comments 

agree that freezing jeans is not effective.  Freezing also consumes energy, which is contrary to the 

aims of the research; to reduce water, energy and chemical consumption in laundry practice.  

One of the most favourably reviewed alternative practices was airing the jeans, there was near 

consensus that this was the best method for keeping jeans fresh.  Web comment “leaving them inside 

out in direct sunlight for a few hours takes care of it every time.”  Bill “I aired them and I was 

surprised that airing really works really well, it's a wonderful cleaning tool, air.”  Brenton “I hung them 

up on my chair every night so they got aired.”  From my diary “I left my jeans in the sun while I got 

ready, when I put them on they smelled really fresh and I feel fine about it”  and later “my jeans have 

had a few mornings in the sun and are feeling very clean and nice.”  Emily “I aired them quite a lot.”  

Morgen “I was airing mine out every night.”  Jeremiah via facebook “Yuss, it's a sunny day! Jeans on 

the line yall, kill that bacteria.”  Jenny “Every time they got a bit smelly I'd turn them inside out and 

put them in the sun for a day and they were fine.”  Luke “I hang them up by the belt loop on the back, 

sometimes inside out, if I think it needs it at night.  If you fold it up and put it away in the cupboard 

any smells get worse, but if you air them out they get better.”  Michelle “air drying overnight, not 

folding but just hanging them and leaving them as open as possible to catch the air flow.”  Nicky 
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“Airing, airing and more airing, in the night, out the back, making sure they got a real breeze through, 

because the smell dissipated.”  Airing is a simple energy and water efficient technique that is available 

to most people; if airing behaviour can be integrated into daily routine it could be effective in 

promoting multiple wears before washing, reducing laundry resource consumption.  

Participants experimented with applying substances to the jeans, including talcum powder, tee tree 

oil, perfume, and vinegar, to combat odour.  Alexandra “I would just spray a little bit of perfume on 

them.”  Julianne “I'd hang them inside out and spray the crotch with vinegar.”  In the group discussion 

“I poured bicarb-soda all over them then put them in the freezer and it [a stain] totally came out, I 

don’t' know why.”  From my diary “I sprinkled the inside with tee tree oil which made me feel 

cleaner”  and later “Tried sprinkling the inside of my jeans with talcum powder, but this just made me 

feel (and smell) like a granny.”  These creative approaches were tried by the participants who were 

more interested and engaged in the study, there was not one clearly favoured application of 

substance, it was more of an unrepeated novelty approach.   

Stains on the jeans were reported as coming and going, some participants left stains there, or 

scratched them off with fingernails, and others intentionally cleaned spills.  Spot cleaning strategies 

depended somewhat on the type and severity of the stain.  Liss via facebook “I finally got most of the 

gum off my jeans using eucalyptus oil.  It worked well.”  Michelle removed a paint stain with a 

butterknife “I had a butter knife and I started scraping it and it came off fine, it was really easy.  It 

worked like a charm.”  Bre “When I spot cleaned them I didn't spot clean them with a cloth or 

anything.  I just licked my finger or whatever and just wiped if off, or just brushed it off with my 

hand.”  Jeremiah “I was surprised about how the stains disappeared visually.  Motor oil and stuff like 

that.  I'm not sure if it just burrowed through to the skin, but it sort of disappeared.”  The most 

popular method seemed to be just leaving stains to disappear by themselves, which doesn’t consume 

time or cleaning resources.   

Dave K was the only participant to wash his jeans during the study, soaking them in used bath water.  

“I got a bucket of water out of the bath I was in and just tossed my jeans in the bucket of bath water 

over night then dried them on the line the next day... Just soaking them in the water seemed to help 

a lot.  Part of it's psychosomatic.”  This was on the eve of a new job, Dave K discussed washing as part 

of the ritual of preparing for it.  This aligns with Shoves thoughts that "freshness is in essence a state 

of mind: knowing things are clean, people feel good about wearing them"(Shove, 2003b, p. 402).  

Rather than analyse each garment after wearing to determine if it meets social standards, it is easier 

to err on the side of caution and wash.  Knowing garments have been washed gives a sense of 

security, making a wearer socially confident.  

The idea of being careful, avoiding stains came through in many of the interviews.  Macca “I was 

particularly careful not to spill anything on them.”  Tim via facebook “And I have managed to stop 

wiping my hands on them too, so they're still really clean!”  Going further the concept of sacrificing, 

wearing nominated dirty clothes, was also evident for some participants.  Dave K “If I'm doing 

something that's going to hurt them I'll wear something else.”  Emily “I didn't wear them to gigs, I 

would take them off and not wear them to gigs.”  Michelle “If I cooked I was wearing an apron.”  

Nicky via facebook “I'm with you on the apron front.  I'm definitely taking better care of these jeans 

than I might normally.”  When I asked the participants who mentioned aprons, when they last 
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washed them, the answer was often ‘not for a couple of months’, which correlates with my own 

apron which I have never washed, despite wearing it at least weekly.  An alternative laundry practice 

was avoiding dirt; by either being aware of keeping them clean, or sacrificing designated dirty clothes.  

These practices may take planning but have low resource requirements.   

The most unexpected approach was doing nothing: the idea being that wearing the jeans and keeping 

them active made them acceptable to wear.  This was mentioned by many of the participants.  An “I 

didn't air my jeans or anything at all.”  Bre “I was quite surprised that three months down and I 

haven't done anything at all.”  Claire “I'd kinda just take off my jeans and put them on the floor, then 

put them back on the next morning.”  Erin “I'm not sure if there's something in wearing jeans that 

makes them less smelly as well.  Maybe because they get out more.”  Jeremiah “Just the wear and the 

stains and things seemed to fade.  A couple of days ago I got them covered in motor oil and two 

weeks later I wouldn't really see it.”  Tim “Wearing them every day is in a lot of ways better then 

folding them up and putting them in a drawer cause they'll sit there and fester.  Wearing them 

around getting fresh air on them is like an air wash.”  Luke “as long as you keep wearing it, it smells 

fresh.”  Steve “Jeans clean themselves as you're wearing them because they're getting constant 

contact with things.”  Erin spoke about a new housemate who had used the practice of not washing 

throughout her whole wardrobe “She barely washes at all, she always looks impeccable and amazing, 

the dress that she would be wearing would be worn 5 or 6 times before she washed.”  Doing nothing 

made some participants feel self conscious about colleagues knowing they continually wore the same 

jeans, so they alternated the wearing days to give the impression of washing between wears.  Bill “I 

wore them 5 days per week, Monday, Tuesday, Friday Saturday Sunday, to hide the fact from my 

work mates.”  Erin via facebook “Eugenes are getting used to the weekly program: Monday on, 

Tuesday off, Wednesday on, Thursday off, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, on, on, on.”  Macca “I'm 

changing them so the people at work see me in different jeans and probably think that I'd washed 

them.”  This resonates with Gram-Hansen who found that Danish teenagers who did not wash 

clothes, alternated days so that their class mates would assume the clothes were washed between 

wears (Gram-Hanssen, 2007, p. 19).   

Nobody felt dirty: as doing nothing was one of the most popular approaches to reducing laundry 

consumption of water and energy, the fact that the thirty one, participants and I, were comfortable is 

extremely useful in helping to motivate laundry practices towards sustainability.  The jeans didn’t 

become socially challenging in either visible dirt, or detectable odour.  Publicising information on the 

people who did not wash also provides social normalisation.  The limited ill effects of not washing 

jeans also points to over auditing personal bodies, this will be explored in greater depth in Socio–

cultural constructs.  

 

5. 3 CONSIDERATION OF PRACTICE 

By describing current laundry practice, above, the foundation is laid for considering the motivations 

for practice.  Reasons and motivations for washing, as well as reasons for not washing are examined 

with survey results and comments from the wearing participants.  
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Reasons to wash clothes 

Reasons to wash, as indicated by the survey were, habit (52%), visible dirt (31%), odour (11%), to 

shrink (4%), 1% other and 1% did not wash, see p.54.  These reasons were given without qualification 

or explanation due to the nature of the survey instrument.  Participant interviews provided an 

opportunity to explore deeper motivations.  The four main reasons to wash described in interviews 

were: physical reasons, including odour, visible dirt and to shrink them; habit; emotional reasons, 

including freshening and showing affection; and respect for others, a self auditing process.  

Respondents commented on the physical reasons easily.  Emotional reasons were less obvious to 

participants, who acknowledged motivators to wash beyond physical dirt or smell, but found these 

motivators hard to identify or describe.  Habit is a complex reason to wash; ritual is an important part 

of human behaviour, particularly in a multi-cultural secular context which has dispensed with 

religious rituals.  Habit as recognised by 52% of survey respondents, different habits were explored in 

greater depth during the interviews.  The last reason to wash, respect for others, community 

censoring and self auditing, is even more complex and while commented on briefly below, has 

become a topic for discussion in the following chapter on socio-cultural construction.   

 

Physical motivators 

The survey revealed that, after habit, visible dirt was the second most significant reason to wash 

(31%) and odour was the third (11%).  Of all the reasons to wash, physical dirt and smell is the most 

easily comprehendible, and was discussed without too much probing during the interviews.  Chris “If 

it's dirty, if it's a stain on a light coloured top or pants or an obvious mark ...  then I would be inclined 

to wash it.”  Emily “if I’ve spilled something on them, or got sweaty and dirty in them I'll wash them.”  

Luke “My cue to wash them is if stains get that caked in that I start to look like I'm struggling.”  Matt 

“Jeans would get washed more when they are obviously dirty or a bit more stinky, but they don’t 

tend to get stinky anyway.”  Ted on odour “the clothes need to be washed, cause it starts to smell, 

even if it's food, not just underarm smells or hair.  Any smell.”  Participants also spoke about washing 

clothes to restore their shape.  Claire “T-shirts and shirts start to hang differently because they're 

softer.  Once you feel that in them I tend to wash them.”  Comment from the web “Jeans with baggy 

knees and a baggy butt look dirty and worn.”  Julianne “a lot of the time I do it as a substitute for 

ironing.  Most of the times I've washed jeans in my life it was because I wanted them to look crisp.”  

Leonie “That's generally when I wash my jeans as well when they stretch too much.”  Tim “the only 

reason I would wash my jeans is to shrink them back down when they get baggy.”  Washing due to 

physical reasons visible dirt, odour and shrinking was an easily identifiable and broadly discussed 

reason to wash.  
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Habits 

In the survey 52% of respondents cited habit as the main reason to wash, so a deeper understanding 

of habit as a reason to wash was sought during the interviews.  Most interviewees agreed that habit 

was a significant motivator to wash.  Matt “I haven't washed those for a while, maybe I should throw 

them in the wash, rather than they're dirty or stink.”  Alexandra “these work pants that I wear to 

work don’t really need to be cleaned, I'm just doing it out of habit.”  Brenton “It's just a habit that 

people get into and we don't need to wash them.”  Tim “people wash them really regularly cause 

they think they should.”  On self reflection participants were able to identify and critique habit as a 

reason to wash.  Simon liked “getting myself out of an irrational habit.  I like not doing things just 

because they're a habit, or culturally the right thing.  It's funny that it only takes one piece of clothing 

to do that.  You don't have to reformat everyone's whole cultural system and perceptions from this 

laying on, you don't have to say ‘look at all this logic' and this, because it felt internal.  It felt like it was 

my decision based on the clothes, the piece of clothing that I was wearing.”  Habits posed a strong 

reason to wash, and are also useful in everyday life, reducing decision making and conserving effort, 

people can become aware of their own and others’ habits and are open to critiquing habits.  These 

attitudes confirm that habit is a washing motivator; while understanding habit is imprecise, it 

emerged as an undeniable reason to wash, and more insight into formation of habit is discussed in 

the following sections on influence.   

 

Emotional and sensual  

Washing was also performed for emotional reasons; to freshen, remove history, prepare for new 

situations and show affection.  Liss “every time I got my period, I just wanted to wash my jeans.  It 

wasn't that I'd got them dirty, afterwards I was just like...  mmm...  time to be clean.”  Michelle “I 

have to admit there is something nice about fresh laundry.  I actually like that.”  Ted “for me what's 

comforting is picking up fresh towels and smelling the towels they're fluffy clean fresh airy and they 

have a very nice smell, that's comforting to me.”  Dave K speaking about washing his jeans before 

starting a new job said “That really helped to me, made me much more comfortable in my new job.”  

People in relationships and families washed more, Michelle “my mum used to do my washing when I 

was living at home and there was something nice about her washing it and folding it and giving it to 

me.”  There are emotional reasons to wash, but they are less obvious than physical reasons to wash, 

and differ between people.  

 

Community censorship 

Respect for others, community censorship and self auditing emerged as a reason to wash, but was 

not as easy to discuss with participants, and there were some interesting responses.  Jonathan 

“[being dirty and smelly] it’s something that puts others off, it's not considerate.”  Matt “you're not 

rude to people verbally, in the same way I don't like the thought my presence would be rude or 

offensive to other people.”  Ted “clean is not so much to be hygienic but to be very polite.  It's a 
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courtesy.”  Bre “it's almost a common courtesy, not smell bigger than your...  I don't want to sit in a 

four seater opposite you and be able to smell you.”  Community censoring is hard to define, and hard 

for participants to find specific examples of, but seemed to form an underlying motivation to laundry 

practice.  Speaking about her family’s adverse reaction to her taking part in the study Claire said “I 

guess that could be a judgment that I take on board.”  The concept of community censoring was 

explored using narratives during the interviews, and this is analysed further in the next chapter, 

cultural construction.  

 

Reasons not to wash clothes 

Reasons not to wash were less complicated than reasons to wash.  The three main reasons were 

convenience, mortality of clothes, and preserving emotional experiences.  Understanding reasons not 

to wash, and what participants took away from the study could be useful in forming future cultural 

interventions towards washing less.  

 

Convenience 

Convenience of not washing was described as avoiding a chore, saving time and saving money.  

Alexandra “It wasn't hard not washing, it was great I loved it.  It was something you didn't have to 

worry about.”  Bre “you're so rarely home, you actually have to schedule your washing.”  Chris “once 

you wash them and have to wait for them to dry, you can’t wear them for a day.”  Jenny “My black 

silk dresses I wear 4 or 5 times to save on dry cleaning cause I think it's a waste of money, it's 

expensive.”  Liss “Mostly it's laziness.”  Luke “I really try not to wash things.  Also just out of sheer 

laziness, the hassle of having to separate everything out.”  Macca “It's probably more laziness than 

anything else.”  Tim “I'll always leave it as long as I can, I'm always wearing my clothes as much as I 

can, it's a laziness thing.”  Despite laziness usually being seen as a socially undesirable trait, it may be 

construed as an attractive message when advocating alternate washing practices to the community.  

Linking ‘not-washing’ with convenience or providing opportunities for more leisure time might be an 

appealing framing for low-wash practices in a time-poor society.  

 

Longevity 

Longevity provides a reason against washing, some participants described the mortality of their 

clothes and felt that by washing garments less, they would last longer.  Luke “I'm of the belief that the 

more you wash clothes, the more you damage them.”  Angela “you get a lot more wear out of clothes 

if you don’t wash them as much, it's a longevity thing.”  Emily O “It wrecks the fabric too, things will 

get degraded by being laundered.”  Comment from Web Article “It's better not to wash your jeans 

after each wear.  It takes wear and tear on your jeans.  By not washing frequently, you're extending 
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the life of the jeans.”  Erin “It's going to make things last longer if you don’t wash them.”  Washing 

clothes was commonly understood to reduce the lifespan of clothes.  

 

Preserving emotions 

Some participants did not wash to preserve the feel of, or memories attached to, their clothes.  Some 

thought that clothes were not the same when washed.  Some disliked the smell of chemicals, and 

some wanted to preserve good memories.  Emily A “I hate washing jeans, when you wash them they 

never come out the same, so with all my jeans I only wash them when the absolutely have to be 

washed.”  Macca “I also don't wash my jeans very often.  I like the way they feel after you've worn 

them for a long time.”  Nate “When you wash your jeans they're stiff, so they look better not washing 

them.”  Simon “when you wash clothes they become stiff again and sterilised.”  Bill “If I washed them 

I'd feel like I'd washed away the history, washed away the essence of them.”  Erin “You wear them in, 

you put your heart and soul and sweat to wearing them in then they fit all nice, then you have to 

wash them again.”  These participants described their affinity for the tactile, and to some extent, the 

emotional feeling of not washed jeans.  

 

Further factors affecting laundry practice 

Inner outer discrepancy  

An anomaly in the way participants viewed the inner versus the outer layer of clothing affected 

laundry practice.  Some participants saw the body as clean and did not wash intimate items as 

frequently, while others saw the body as dirty and washed intimate items more.  Alexandra “This top 

that I'm wearing now, it's in my armpits, it's not getting worn again until it gets washed, absolutely 

not.  But the singlet I have underneath I'll wear another 3-4 times before I wash it.”  Emily O thought 

inner layers did not need washing because “things that go under other things they don't absorb too 

much smell.”  An and Bre both rarely washed bras as they did not think bras needed washing and that 

furthermore washing misshapes bras shortening their lifespan.  The opposite view that the body is a 

source of dirt was illustrated by an emphasis on washing inner layers more and outer layers less.  

Dave K “I'd wear this shirt heaps of times because I'm wearing it over the top of something else.”  

Jonathan “Jumpers and jackets I don't wash often, but T-shirts get washed.  They're the things that 

take up the BO and sweat.”  Ted “Things that come into contact with skin I tend to wash more.”  

Women were more likely to view the body as clean, perhaps reflecting that female bodies have less 

scent.  The variance in views evidences that participants do think critically about their own wardrobes 

and make choices based on their own observations.  Inner layers are often connected with specific 

areas of the skin, glands that produce most odour, which is a reason to wash.  The differences in the 

way bodies are viewed as either dirty or clean could be useful when investigating gender differences 

in laundry practice.  
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Special needs situations 

The study gave participants licence to engage in low washing behaviour.  The sustainable fashion 

context provided boundaries around behaviour, group support and reporting back co-acted to 

promote the low washing behaviour.  Participants found this useful when needing motivation to 

continue, and in gaining social acceptance for the behaviour.  Chris “It was because I agreed to wear 

them for three months, I found it wasn't a problem.”  Luke “Before people would have gone ‘gross’, 

but now people were like ‘sustainable fashion, okay true you don't have to wash your jeans.’”  

Michelle “Even strangers I have let them smell it but only in the context of ‘this is what I'm doing.’”  

The license of the study was socially enabling for low wash behaviour, to enable social practice 

towards sustainability similar licenses could be used, for example a washing exemption certificate.  

Low washing practice has been enabled in an international social context by the raw denim culture.  

Denim aficionados do not wash their jeans for aesthetic purposes, they want to develop an individual 

worn patina.  This has lead to a culture of people who believe not washing jeans is socially desirable.  

Dave S “When you've got denima it's the sort of thing that you just know you're better if you don't 

wash jeans.  My jeans will be cooler if I don’t wash them.  You're not cool if you wash your jeans.  It's 

cooler not to wash them.”  Steve “I turn my nose up at it, I'm a bit of a snob when it comes to 

washing jeans ‘you're doing it wrong man, what are you doing?’” 

The way participants understand licence and special situations was also apparent in the way the jeans 

were described.  Even though the jeans were basic retail standard, 98% cotton 2% elastane for men 

and 72% cotton 28% elastane for the women, the participants imbued the jeans with special dirty or 

smell repelling qualities.  Dave S “The denim must have been good at repelling dirt or something.”  

Matt “These are different to my other jeans, maybe it's a better quality denim.”  Jenny via facebook “I 

reckon the Nobody Jeans we are all wearing for 3 months, sans washing, are made of a very modern, 

bullet proof denim, I can't make mine look dirty! It's space age denim for sure!”  Instilling the jeans 

with special powers proved to be a compelling need.  ‘Objects of knowledge’ play a significant role in 

the formation and propagation of social practices, interacting with ‘bodily routines of behaviour and 

mental routines of understanding and knowing’ (Reckwitz, 2002, pp. 253, 258).  This understanding 

that people intuitively ascribe meaning to artefacts, can be useful when designing interventions in 

daily lives, providing new knowledge objects (for example low wash jeans), influencing both mental 

and physical routines towards low resource consumption.   

 

Influences 

Washing behaviour is influenced by a variety of factors across the technical and social domains.  

Convenience of laundry facilities influences washing practices, the more convenient, the more likely 

frequent washing is to occur.  Bre spoke about the laundry at her college “The laundry was so far 

away, you just minimised, you had to plan it.”  Matt “Now you don’t have a laundry day, you have a 

laundry second...  I throw it in the washer and hit the button and things just follow from there.”  

Convenience also lead to a disassociation from the cleaning practice, Steve “you walk away and you 

wait for the washing machine to beep, and go back.. It's out of sight out of mind.”  The more 
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convenient the laundry facilities, the less engaged participants felt with cleaning processes and the 

more ingrained and frequent laundry routines were.  

None of the participants nominated TV or advertising as an influence on their laundry practice, yet 

the power of media lies in its subtle ubiquitous nature (Berger, 1972; Forty, 1986).  When questioned 

participants felt that media may have been an influencing factor in washing practice.  Brenton “We 

don't know what we don't know, we only what we've been conditioned.”  Dave K “A couple of years 

ago we put in an internal clothes line in the bathroom, I don’t know if it was from a friend or TV.”  A 

full media discourse analysis is outside the scope this thesis, but could be insightful in understanding 

public constructs of cleanliness and how this shapes laundry practice.  

Family was an unpredictable influence of laundry practice, some participants reported washing the 

way their parents washed, while others said they were different from their parents.  Simon “I grew up 

with mum washing things every week.  At the end of the week it was washing time, let’s be efficient 

and wash as many clothes as possible.  Once you have that culture beat in you by observation.  You 

don’t really question it.  You become complacent with it.”  Conversely Tim reported washing 

completely differently from his mother, even to the pegging out of garments.  Family was not a 

reliable influence on laundry behaviour.  Peers have a greater influence on actions than family 

(Gladwell, 2000).  Established norms across peer, rather than family, groups influence practices.  

 

Influencing 

The jeans study was seen as a starting point for participants in reflecting on wider implications of 

laundry practice, within their own lives, and also influencing others in their social networks.  

Indications that this study had a sphere of influence beyond the participants is evidence that 

participatory studies produce knowledge that is created and shared immediately and fluidly through 

social networks, contrasting traditional hierarchical dissemination of knowledge by the academe, 

primarily through peer refereed journals.   

The concept of not washing, was transferred from the jeans into other areas of some participants’ 

wardrobes.  Bill “It's moved on to my other jeans, the wash cycles have decreased as well.”  Leonie 

“I've started to wear T-shirts for a couple of days in a row and no one’s noticed that either.”  Morgen 

“I found I was washing all my clothes far less.”  Emily A “a lot of stuff I'd just fold and put back, like air, 

rather than washing them.”  Michelle “I'm not washing things as much.  I think even, whether it's 

wearing things or when I take something off I'm also not just mindlessly throwing it into my laundry 

basket, but thinking I can fold it up and use it again, or air it out, I'm thinking about it more.”  Ted 

“Not washing the jeans...  changed how I look at my other pairs of jeans.  I used to wash them at least 

once a week, but probably wash them once per month now.”  Simon “this has turned into a slippery 

slope with other clothes.”  Nicky “I've stopped washing all of my clothes as a default...  I pretty much 

washed something when I'd worn it once, but I don't do that at all anymore, I've halved, if not more, 

my washing across the board.”  Nearly half of the participants signalled their intention to not wash 

their jeans, or other garments.  Claire “I don't think I'll wash my jeans as often any more full stop.”  

Dave S “I don't see any need to wash them for the next six month or a year I guess.”  Julianne “I'm not 
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washing clothes as much, ever.”  Emily A found that not washing also extended to other areas of her 

cleaning routine: “on my days off I'd potter around and it would get to 4pm and I'd be like ‘oh – I 

haven't showered, I haven't even thought about it’ I guess which is different from normal where, 

even on my days off I'd get up and have a shower.  I was more aware of what I was doing and when I 

was in terms of cleanliness and things like that.”  I had a similar experience, foregoing daily showers 

on home days.  This shows that discriminating choices regarding jean, and general laundering, can 

enter other lifestyle areas, with cumulating savings in energy, water and chemicals.  Participating in 

the study forced the participants to consider how compatible washing less was in everyday life; these 

comments signal the acceptability of not washing.  In the context of this study, aiming to save energy 

and water by washing less, these comments are ‘desirable’, and participants may be trying to give 

correct answers.  This does not discount the comments; to the contrary it suggests that living 

desirably could be a strong influence in washing less to reduce laundry resource consumption.  It 

further suggests that the ‘want’ to be seen acting desirably may help to normalise alternative 

practices.  

The sphere of influence also propagated to wider social networks.  Discussing the study with friends 

provided information to, and feedback from, social networks and this changed laundry practice in a 

broad context.  Bre speaking about her partner “he decided to make it his own challenge and stopped 

washing all of his clothes as well.  Not stopped washing, but now he thinks a lot more.  Every time he 

picks something up, he smells it, and thinks about whether he can wear it again.  He's so proud of 

himself going ‘It's great, I wash so much less now. ’”  Brenton “My son for example is a bit of a neat 

freak, he washes clothes after wearing them once or twice, and he came to me and said ‘I haven't 

washed my jeans for three weeks. ’”  Nicky speaking about her young son asking “‘Mummy does this 

need washing?’ whereas previously he would have just chucked it in the dirty clothes.”  From my 

diary “An acquaintance confided in me that she had postponed washing her jeans for an extra few 

times.  It's exciting to think of the possible circle of influence for the project if someone I've only met 

three times can change their behaviour.”  Also from my diary “my aunt, who has spent the last thirty 

years trying to persuade my uncle to wear his trousers multiple times before washing, called this 

morning to say he had worn the same pair of jeans two days in a row after listening to my spiel at 

Easter lunch.”  Since the study ended and I’ve spoken or written about it I’ve had similar experiences 

of people approaching me and describing their efforts to wash less, although there may be less 

inclination to provide contrary feedback.  I have experienced public resonance with the ideas and 

enthusiasm for the practice.   
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5. 4 PRACTICE INSIGHTS 

By exploring how clothes washing is perceived and performed by everyday people an understanding 

of laundry practice is gained.  This chapter utilised data from surveys, in-depth interviews and web 

articles to build a description of current and alternative laundry practice.  People wash because of 

habit: clothes go from the cupboard, are worn, thrown in the basket or over furniture, sometimes re-

worn, washed and put back in the cupboard.  Currently jeans are worn two to three times before 

washing, washed in a machine (usually in a full load), and line dried.  People ritualise laundry practice, 

sorting into whites, darks and colours, and differentiating between inner and outer garments.  

Washing is also seen as a practice of caring; couples and families wash more frequently.  Possible 

alternative laundry practices were explored by the participants who did not wash their jeans for three 

months.  The most popular alternative method was to just keep wearing the jeans, combined with 

airing between wears and alternating days off.  

In exploring why current and alternative laundry practices exist, reasons, influences and further 

factors are considerations.  Reasons to wash included physical, habitual, and emotional.  Reasons not 

to wash include convenience, longevity, and preserving the feel of clothes.  Laundry practice is 

influenced by access to washing facilities, media, family and social norms.  There was a difference in 

how people viewed inner versus outer layers of clothes, males were more likely to wash inner layers 

more frequently.  The concept of washing less proved to be worse than the actuality of washing less.  

The licence granted by the study acted as a social enabler motivating participants to embrace the low 

washing behaviour.  

Concepts of not washing extended beyond the three months and specific pair of jeans.  Low washing 

behaviour was transferred to other garments in participants’ wardrobes, also extending into social 

networks.  The sphere of influence of this study granted shows that individual behaviours, developed 

in a social context, had impact beyond the no wash experiment, providing a possible starting point for 

change towards a resource light laundry lifestyle, highlighting the way information and meaning is 

created and shared fluidly through a group.  Understanding the experience of these participants in 

reducing laundry is useful in considering a shift towards low water and energy intensive cleaning 

practices.  
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Chapter 6  

Socio cultural constructs of cleanliness 

Perception of cleanliness, sense making, social behaviour, community censoring, self 

auditing 
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6 SOCIO CULTURAL CONSTRUCTS OF CLEANLINESS 

6. 1 INTRODUCTION 

A multitude of influences acting on laundry practices emerged from the intervention interviews.  By 

considering the insights shared by participants on cleanliness, an understanding of why people wash 

emerges.  The experience of the participants, who wore the jeans in their cultural settings, provides 

insight into social motivations that shape behaviour.  Exploring laundry practice also provides an 

entry point to understanding the interaction between collective conventions, social practices and 

individual actions.  These insights into group dynamics regarding laundry practice, cleanliness and 

conventions are analysed in this chapter.  Participants discussed cleanliness and smell as being 

integral to washing practice, so smell is considered as part of the discourse on cleanliness in this 

section.  Socio cultural constructs, what people see as accepted ways of doing, are an important 

instigator of behaviour; in the thirty-one interviews and four web article forums the phrase “other 

people” was used 1,652 times, alluding to the susceptibility of individuals to collective conventions.  

Individuals care how peers act, tempering actions based on their understanding of accepted ways of 

doing.  This subjective understanding of smell, cleanliness and collective cleaning conventions 

provides interesting insights into the way everyday people view these concepts and how their 

interpretations shape their practices.  By understanding the particular social practice of washing 

clothes, effective interventions can be designed to transform routines to consume less energy, water 

and chemicals.   

Socio-cultural constructs seemed far more important than design or education interventions.    

Achieving what they perceived to be conventional standards of public self-presentation, emerged as a 

dominant force for participants’ practice.  What people perceived to be normal or desirable had the 

most bearing on how they acted in their daily lives.  There are some who want to distinguish 

themselves through conspicuous consumption but people mainly form practices in the context of 

their community and other immediate points of reference, including broader discourse in traditional 

media, and increasingly new media like facebook and twitter.  These constructs and their attendant 

practices are responsible for vast quantities of resource consumption. 

 

6. 2 PERCEPTION OF CLEANLINESS 

Cleanliness of the body emerged as a strong theme in the interviews; body smell became a topic of 

many of the conversations.  Smelling was seen from different angles, with sometimes contradictory 

views.  Physical factors were described as affecting body smell, different people, activities, 

environment and diets were all seen as having a role in shaping a person’s smell.  Describing the 

nature of smell and making sense of different aspects of smell provided a narrative of cleanliness.   
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Factors perceived to affect body smell 

Interviews showed that people considered diet to impact on smell.  Julianne “if you drink more water 

your scent is less.”  Jonathan “It's probably spices.  They really get into the system.”  Ted “I think BO is 

quite attached to how you eat and sometimes I noticed it myself as well.  If you eat too heavy meats 

and cheeses and dairy, you have stronger BO then if you have vegetarian, even in your saliva and 

urine and your sweat it all changes, because there's a lot more toxins in that kind of stuff and you 

have to get rid of it.  It's absolutely attached to what you eat.”   

Ambient temperature was considered to impact on the level of smell: cooler weather subdued smells 

while hot weather increased smell.  Emily O via facebook “Interesting... am in New York and it's 

freezing cold and snowing.  In fact, so cold that my jeans have ceased to have any detectable odour.  

At all.”  From my diary “I think the cooler weather is making the jeans smell less.”  Emily O “at the end 

of a day on a hot summer’s day he is noticeably smelly.”  Hot weather was almost seen as license to 

smell.  Macca “I went to Dubai which is probably the hottest place in the world and I stank, but I 

didn't care.” 

Gender was seen as being an important factor in smell.  Dave K speaking about his children “The 

smells are gendered too which I think makes sense.  That happens after puberty, but there's parts of 

it that's there before puberty.”  This physicality could also be entrenched culturally, Nate “I think boys 

get away with smelling more, more.” 

There was also a strong sense that people have individual smells.  Chris “We do have unique smells 

which comes across.”  Michelle “It's funny how everyone's got different smell.”  An “people smell 

different in different situations.”  Bre “some people smell more than others and it's certainly not 

related to cleanliness.”  Alexandra “I would say everybody's smells are different.  I do believe some 

people just smell nicer than others.”  Steve “I think that some people have a nice natural body scent 

and some people don't.  In my experience, some people's smell puts you off, and some people's can 

be an attractive thing.”  Although there was not consensus, Ted “I don't think there's such a thing as 

the smell of the person.” 

 

Nature of body smell 

Smells were described as acting in various ways.  Strong smells were reported to fade over time.  

Ambient environment, including smell and temperature, was reported as influencing the level of 

smell: if steady conditions prevailed smell was seen to plateau.  The interaction between body and 

garments were seen as having a role in smell.   

Smells dissipate.  Alexandra “it would fade and disappear eventually.”  Bill “I was surprised the 

smelled disappeared without washing.”  Smell also lingers.  Jeremiah “It's the last thing when you 

die.”  Jenny “When my dad died I kept one of his jumpers for six years.  I kept it and kept it.  In the 
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end I picked it up to go to the op-shop and I could still smell Dad on it.”  If kept in stable conditions, 

like constant wear, smell eventually levels off after reaching saturation.  Macca “I think pong 

definitely plateaus.”  Simon “They plateaued, they've been like this for the last month or so, I don’t 

think they ever smelled bad.”  Chris “I think that they reached a steady state.”  With clothing, the 

steady state was seen as desirable, Luke “it's gonna smell nice once it's got a person inside it.”  Smells 

stand out in contrast to the surrounding smells, Bill “The senses you pick up are the ones which are 

the most foreign to you, that stand out the most in a place.”  Garments’ age impacts the strength of 

the smell, Gavin “The newer the garment the less ponginess it picks up but the older it gets the more 

susceptible it is.”  Smells were described by some as contagious, Jenny “You get smells off other 

people.”  Smell was seen as being airborne and transferrable.  Chris “An odour is these molecules of 

bacteria and they can be transferred, airborne and touch, things like that.”  Liss “when you smell, 

you're smelling atoms of things, so when you sit next to someone in the toilet stall and you smell it, 

you're physically getting their poo in the follicles of your nose.”  Luke “I'm paranoid about bacteria 

from your feet or that kind of thing touching other things.  I don't know if that’s a valid fear.  I don't 

know if smells are contagious, but maybe if there's a damp environment maybe it is contagious.”  

These comments show smell as having specific characteristics: fading, lingering, plateauing, 

contrasting and contagion.  

 

Connotations of body smell 

Participants linked smell and bodies with dirt.  Erin “I can't decouple the idea of smelling and 

cleanliness.  Smelling equals dirty to me.  That's it.  I don't think there's much getting around that.”  

Liss “I associate smelling dirty with having gross tendencies.”  Ted “there's nothing clean that comes 

out of the body.  Everything that comes out of the body is not clean, so it needs to be washed.”  There 

was also an emotional protestation that things should be dirty, reflecting the survey finding that not 

washing is perceived as repulsive.  Alexandra “It just smells dirty to me.”  Morgen “The expected 

reaction [to not washing] is to be disgusted.”  Comments from the web “but my jeans get actually 

dirty, not just dirty feeling, so not washing is not an option.”  Conversely there was a reported 

connotation with smell and masculinity, Jenny “real men don’t use deodorant.”  Also a portrayal of 

dirty without actually being dirty, Emily O “People are carefully dishevelled.”  Traditionally cleanliness 

has been linked with godliness and dirty with the lower classes with terms such as the ‘great 

unwashed’ denigrating people of lower social class, which goes some way in explaining the emotional 

linkage of smell and dirt with disgust.  That niche groups, like web millionaires and artists who express 

themselves through careful dishevelment seem to suggest that being clean is passé.  Now that 

showering is highly accessible there is less social prestige attached with cleanliness.   
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6. 3 SENSE MAKING 

Significance of being clean 

The significance of being clean is hard to pinpoint, but contains connotations of being in control, 

taking care of yourself and family, and status, while being dirty is linked with laziness and moral 

corruption.  Ted “there are some Japanese people that we visit, and their house is very clean, very 

nice.  To guests it communicates that the female housewife is looking after everything.”  An “it always 

happens in movies, the man would go to work and the wife would adjust his tie right before he goes 

out, but if he was going to get a divorce, he starts looking messier and messier, by the end you would 

see him as a raving lunatic with his hair everywhere and his shirt missing buttons.”  Angela “There's a 

general societal thing of not wanting to be dirty; not wanting to show people you can't keep yourself 

clean.  We're not hunters and gatherers anymore.”  Erin “The cleaner you are the richer you are.”  

Ted “If you want to be in a particular social class you have to smell a particular way, smelling bad is 

attached to lower social class.  They work and they sweat at work so it's a lower social class to have to 

work, eat bad food, all that sort of stuff, so smelling in a negative way, foul, not nice, is attached to 

poor, uneducated.”  Claire “class status affects how much dirt you have around you.  Upper classes 

have fewer dirty people, have fewer dirty areas.  All sorts of crime and all sorts of language, dirty 

language, is linked with lower class status.”  Ted “There's a whole culture of dirty, which is linked to 

sexy, which is linked to wild, which is linked to all that sort of stuff.”  Culturally being clean has 

positive connotations, while being dirty has negative, apart from the ‘carefully dishevelled’ niche.  

Controlled amounts of dirt are strengthening.  Jenny “it was good to let the kids eat dirt ’cause it 

strengthens their immune system.”  Jonathan “a bit of bacteria is good for you, so you shouldn't run 

for the doctor.”  These attitudes are aligned with the Hygiene Hypothesis, children exposed to more 

dirt have better immune systems (Strachan, 1989).  They also show that the concept of dirty 

transgresses the body and garments proving hard to differentiate from the wider environment.  

When participants spoke about dirt it seemed to apply to a wider concept of dirty rather than just 

dirty bodies or clothes.   

 

Smell and territory 

Smell has a spatial element.  There is a personal radius surrounding the body that decreases with 

intimacy, and also a smell space within a home environment.  An “Everyone has a sort of personal 

space bubble and there are some people I don't feel comfortable with, I don't know them well 

enough, it seems a bit intimate letting someone sniff you.”  Claire “People mind the BOs of people 

they like and know less, than strangers.  There's an intimacy in it.”  Bill “you feel like you're not at 

your house, you feel like it's someone's house, like when animals mark their territory.  When you go 

to someone else’s territory you smell them.”  Ted “Just like when you go house hunting and nobody’s 

there, but you know who lives inside.”  Personal smell is a subtle extension of self, surrounding the 

body, clothes and also the home.  
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Cultural smells 

Standards of smelling differ across ethnic groups, both culturally and physically.  Gavin “people from 

other cultures have different rules.  Other cultures have different levels of what is perceived to be 

socially acceptable in terms of cleanliness and hygiene.”  Ted “In Asia every body's noisy, you got 

smells everywhere.”  Jonathan “Some of the spices that Indians eat affect how they smell.  It's 

probably spices.  They really get into the system.”  Ted “Indian people have a particular smell, in the 

culture they don't recognise it, when they're transplanted it’s a problem.”  Nate “It's bad to say but 

Caucasian people, the smell can be stronger then Asian people, but it's sexy.  Asian people smell, 

men’s smell is like, kind of weird.”  Ted “In the mind of my [East Asian] parents, they think that 

western people got more BO.”  Bill “Teenage boys are fantastic sources of smell; we have a few 

different cultures in Sunshine, you can smell [school] classes as well, and if you go into a class room 

you can tell which class is in it.  It may have a higher percentage of African boys, I'm not sure why 

they smell more, but they have a massive scent.  They can be washing every day, but they have a 

smell around themselves.”  Cultural approaches to smell were also seen as extending into regional 

attitudes.  Matt “Anglos being uptight and fastidious, they'd be sniffy, literally, about people who 

smell, people like Greeks and Italians, from warmer climates where you sweat a lot more, who 

stereotypically are more relaxed may be less uptight about how people smell.”  These comments all 

allude to a cultural normalisation of smell, different cultures have different standards. 

 

Attract, repulse 

There was strong discourse around smell and attraction, personal smell has a significant impact on 

interpersonal interactions.  Nicky “BO is profoundly important in terms of our reaction to people and 

physical attraction.  Smell's really important to me.  What somebody smells like is the most 

fundamental biology at work.”  Claire “I do think that people can appreciate a certain amount of BO.  

Pheromones are a big part of how people interact.”  Luke “People just have really distinctive smells.”  

Steve “some people's smell puts you off, and some people's can be an attractive thing.”  Nate “When 

two people smell, when they blend in like that, I think that's when you know you're in love.”  Body 

smell could also be a deal breaker, Liss “at work the other day there was a guy who came up to the 

bar and I was like he's kinda hot, but then I was like he smells dirty, like a hippy gross, and he wasn't 

attractive anymore.”  Nicky “I've not picked a guy up, I've not taken them home ‘cause I couldn't cope 

with the smell.  I just don't go there.  It's really unattractive.”  Personal smell was seen as an 

underlying biological influence of interpersonal relationships.   

 

Questioning cleanliness 

A critical view towards accepted notions of cleanliness was expressed by some participants.  Matt 

“Society tells us clean and new is good because it sells more product.”  From a web comment “We 

wash our clothes way too often, and I think it is more to the benefit the people who sell and service 

the appliances, the detergent/fabric softener/bleach companies, not to mention the water and 
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electric companies than it is to ourselves.”  Michelle “there are all these ads on TV that are all about 

smell and all about getting rid of bad smells and making them more floral, I guess advertising is trying 

to tell us there are certain types of smell that aren't good.”  Claire “There's still this social standard 

that comes from somewhere...  other abstract ideas that aren’t actually your body.  It's just from 

perception.”  Morgen “everyone thinks you need to wash everything all of the time.  You need to be 

super clean.  If you wear something it's dirty and has to be cleaned.  But it's not reality.”  Luke “The 

less you wash your clothes, the less you wash yourself, the less you use masking agents the less the 

smell is.”  This possibly reflects the participants’ immersion in not cleaning: during the study they 

were mindfully engaged in washing less so had heightened awareness of cleanliness conventions, and 

therefore able to be critical.  

 

Longing for smell 

Questioning cleanliness spilled over into acknowledging the importance of smell and embracing the 

individuality of personal smell.  Jenny “It's forboden to smell unless you smell like the new Beyonce 

Kate Moss perfume.  We're losing the real us.”  Morgen “most people I would associate with some 

form of chemical product.  You don't have a lot of natural smells, the smell of people, these days.”  

Jeremiah “It's nice to smell people, what they actually smell like.”  Matt “the smell of another person 

is a good thing.”  Nate “The scent is like your identity.”  Chris “I think more individuality is needed, 

you don't want to look the same and smell the same, it’s what makes people different so it's 

important to embrace that.”   

 

6. 4 SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR  

Unacceptable smelling 

Inflicting, or being inflicted with, personal smells is regarded as socially unacceptable.  Measures 

against offending included washing and avoiding being in a smelling vicinity.  Macca “if someone 

stinky sits next to you on the train it's not nice.  It personally affects you and you get upset.”  Liss “If 

you smell on public transport I will not sit next to you, I don’t like it, it’s gross, you're in public you've 

gotta not smell.”  Bill “It's offensive to other people.  If you go to someone’s house and you're sitting 

at close quarters and your feet really stink, it's offensive.  People don't want their personal space 

invaded by other smells, like cigarette smoke and stuff; keep your smells to yourself.”  Emily O “at the 

end of a day on a hot summer’s day he is noticeably smelly and girls noticeably will not get close to 

him.”  Bill “I get to work and it's hot, I'm careful not hanging around people, keeping a bigger area.”  

Dave K “I avoided properly talking to people.”  From my diary “I think the jeans do smell like bodies 

and I've been trying not to get too close to people.”  People want others in their peer group to smell 

socially acceptable.  Jonathan speaking about his brother “His house can really smell.  I don't like the 

smell...  if he's going to have people over I help him clean it up.”  Strangers or socially senior people 

can make individuals self conscious of their smellier friends.  Claire describing a situation with a dirty 
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friend “We invited her to a party... realising through those people, that what we didn't mind, had a 

social impact.  We felt a lot more self-conscious about the fact that she was dirty.  Quite a lot of 

people commented on it.”  If the surrounding cultural environment changes there is the opportunity 

to reflect this in an individuals’ practice.  Ted “travelling through Daram Sala in North India, most 

people don't wash.  I felt weird washing so I just didn't wash.  It was perfectly fine, if you were clean 

you really stood out and I don't like to feel like I'm standing out.”  People gauge and adhere to 

collective conventions of personal cleanliness, if there is concern that smelling thresholds have been 

crossed, engaging in social interactions becomes a source of embarrassment and to be avoided.  

 

Tolerances: when smell is acceptable 

Smelling is more acceptable around people that individuals are familiar with.  Bre “I'm really lax 

around friends and people I trust.”  Claire “People mind the BOs of people they like and know less, 

than strangers.”  Angela “In terms of people I know, I've got a higher tolerance to [their] smell and 

cleanliness.”  Gavin “Is it a chicken and egg situation? Am I comfortable around people who pong of 

human sweat smell, or because I'm comfortable around them they don’t care as much?”  Personal 

smells are more acceptable in special situations, like at the gym or during exam block, especially when 

there are others in the social group performing the same levels of personal smell.  Erin “Yeah 

everyone stinks at some points, especially if you go to the gym...”  An “A couple of friends around 

exam time when they're stressed they start to let things go.”  Chris “If you're a bit conscious that 

you're a bit smelly but then you smell your friend and they're smelly as well you think ‘oh they're in 

the same boat and it's okay to smell because they smell too.’”  Cultural standards of smelling are 

subject to norming situations.  Ted “My initial reaction [to not washing jeans] was a bit of a shock, but 

after I knew other people did it, I was a bit more comfortable.”  Smell can be more tolerable in close 

personal relationships, special circumstances and when the prevailing customs allow for stronger 

smell.  

Smell is more acceptable in private environments, in intimate situations smell can become a catalyst 

for closeness.  Chris speaking about his partner “Obviously the nature of our relationship, I'm in the 

position to get quite close and smell her.”  Dave K “It's more an association of being part of a family, a 

connected sort of feeling.”  Alexandra “my sister, she just had a baby and was making an effort not to 

wear perfumes and scented deodorants because she did not want to confuse her baby with smell.  

She wanted him to know what she smelled like.” 

 

Public presentation 

Being clean is an important part of being ready for new or challenging situations, dirt and smell is 

carefully managed as part of projecting a desired image.  Jonathan “I'm definitely clean around 

others, going out to other places, socially.”  Matt “If I was at home then I would just put anything on, 

it wouldn't really matter, but if I'm going to be at uni or somewhere else I would prefer to wear things 

that don't smell.  You want to present yourself in a certain way and you don’t want to offend other 
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people.”  Bre “I can't smell like that.  I can't be at work and smell rank.  I was very conscious of that.”  

Ted “having to meet people on a day to day basis that you probably don’t know where you'll be 

judged on your appearance and smell...  if you're clean I don't think you offend anybody.  If you are 

dirty you never know who you are offending.”  Luke “You wouldn't wear a shirt that you hadn't 

washed for a couple of days to your wedding.  You want something pretty fresh and clean.”  Smell 

and dirt can be managed to present an image of nonchalance.  Emily O describing ‘carefully 

dishevelled’ friends “they look dirty from afar, but spend longer in the bath room than most of the 

girls I know.  They spend a lot of time making themselves look like they don’t spend any time.”  

Managing dirt and smell to project a desired image is a common social practice.  Desirable cleanliness 

profiles change between social networks, however there is a common understanding of the meaning 

of cleanliness, for example, dishevelled and arty, groomed and businesslike.  If new norms of 

cleanliness are established, this may be a simple way to motivate behaviour towards resource light 

lifestyles.  

 

6. 5 COMMUNITY CENSORING 

Social cues 

There was a range of social cues noticed by participants from covert to overt that made them 

consider their cleaning practices.  Differences in signals were based on confidence and relationship 

between giver and receiver.  Claire “It's different with people that you're intimate with or close to, 

and people you don't know.”  Jeremiah “Obviously how well you know them the less open you'd be.  

If they were a really good friend you'd just tell them outright.  The further away, you just wouldn't 

mention at all.  It'd just be impolite.”  The confidence of a wearer also affects social acceptance of 

personal smell.  Erin “If you were self conscious and hyper aware, then that's not really their fault for 

judging you that way cause you're the one that's acting self consciously.”  Pondering the different 

reactions to her not washing her jeans, Bre said “There’s a whole different range of ways of framing it 

that will be received differently.”  This coincided with my experience; I found that people were much 

more receptive to confident statements of not washing than to apologetic explanations.  

 

Overt cues 

Overt cues are performed in correspondence with levels of personal smell; subtle signals like physical 

removal from a marginally smelly environment, through to obvious signals, such as addressing the 

offending person.  Subtle signals for the most part go undetected; however the interviews revealed a 

few instances where overt cues had been received.  An speaking about halitosis “what one friend 

does, she has a box of mints and she offers them and [taking one] is not really a choice.  I would never 

say anything though.”  Ted via facebook “got a confused look from one and a flared nostril disgusted 

look from the other.”  Angela “More than likely I'll get up and move away cause it makes me really 

uncomfortable.”  Julianne “one day at work where a co-worker was ostentatiously spraying perfume 
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near me, quite aggressively actually.  I realised I had invaded her nasal space.”  It is possible that there 

are sub-conscious signals that senders are unaware of, that are detected and interpreted enforcing 

undefinable cleanliness standards.  

In more extreme cases of people being socially offensive with their BO, they were addressed, usually 

by females or in a work environment.  Claire speaking about a friend with body odour “Quite a lot of 

people commented on it.  People engaged in conversation with her really briefly, then noticing and 

moving on from that conversation: not wanting to talk because they had to be in the range of her 

fairly intense BO.”  Luke “If you got caught in the lift with him, he smelled like garbage.  He had to be 

taken aside and told look, there have been some complaints about your smell.”  Gavin “she smells like 

BO, girls have pulled her aside and said something.”  Nicky “There was a guy at work and we found 

out he had never laundered his trousers, he'd been wearing them for months if not years without 

thinking about cleaning them.  Someone said something to him, told him to dry clean or do 

something about them.”  Most participants agreed that being told you smell would be socially 

embarrassing.  If they were confident of not smelling, being teased about the concept of smelling was 

not seen as embarrassing.  Ted via facebook “Just got ewwed by a few friends on not washing my 

jeans.”  Michelle “Some people would tease just to be funny I guess, I don't think they really thought 

it was gross.” 

Culturally different standards of accepted smell level resulted in a segregated mentality towards 

people with socially challenging body odour.  Jenny “There was one Dutch woman in town, a book 

keeper, she smoked and never had a bath.  She stank, she was a Euro, and it’s just how she grew up.  

She had her eye on this dress in the shop and every three days she'd come in and try it on.  So after a 

while we used to hide the dress.  She just made it smellier and smellier.”  Ted “People have a 

particular smell, in their culture they don't recognise it, but when they're transplanted it’s a 

problem.”  Nate “My cousin in Beijing, she was there living in a dorm with a bunch of other girls and 

one girl from the country, she never really takes a whole shower.  Brush brush soap soap.  She just 

had a wet towel, tap tap, tap tap.  Something like that when she was sweating.  The school forced 

her...  they gave her a full refund to leave the school, cause she just didn't shower.” 

The effect of social cues depends on the relationship between the giver and receiver.  Liss via 

facebook “everything is going well, they sorta smell but as a boy at work said ‘In a sweet girl stink 

kinda way’ which I'll assume is good.”  Intended recipients need to be attuned to social cues: 

emotionally intelligent recipients will receive signals much more easily than oblivious offenders.  

Insinuating actions such as nose wrinkling or avoiding eye contact can be interpreted in different 

ways.  Sometimes supposed receivers can be completely oblivious to overt cues, or can be overly 

sensitive even to subtle cues.  Chris “if you're conscious of it and you know that they know and give 

you that look, maybe it's worse, because rather than coming out and telling you how they feel about 

it, the imagination is worse, invariably you're going to think a lot worse then what they're thinking.” 
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Covert cues 

Politeness and embarrassment keeps people from openly commenting on personal smells.  Jonathan 

“Most people would be too polite.”  Gavin speaking about a smelly friend “every care is taken by the 

person who is affected to prevent the perpetrator from knowing.  It may be perceived as rude.”  Erin 

“I think people are really polite in Melbourne, the old tram BO thing, people sort of just tolerate, they 

dislike it, they turn away from it, but they tolerate it a lot.”  People who smell can be subject to subtle 

social discrimination, like being avoided.  Gavin “It actually stops people on a personal level.  If we all 

jump in the car people look at each other and try and get in first to not sit next to her.”  Smelly people 

can also become the target of gossip.  Emily O “if there was someone that absolutely does reek, you'd 

never say it to his face but as soon as you left...”  Erin “They'll bitch about it later with their friends.”  

Gavin “Everyone knows: people speak about it behind her back.”  The lack of clear standards or 

communication around cleanliness leads to insecurity.  Nicky “Nobody said anything, they did kind of 

walk around and said ‘no you don't smell’.”  Alexandra did pre-emptive perfume sprays just in-case 

“You ask someone else to see if you smell, but they say no.  Every now and then I'd get the perfume 

out.”  An “if I started not bothering looking really dirty and unclean then maybe people might want to 

cut off their relationship with me.”  People are also motivated by unintended social cues.  An “If I see 

someone dressed sloppily it reinforces the idea that it's not the image I want to set.”  Steve “sitting 

next to someone on public transport that doesn't smell very good, it makes me want to smell good.”  

Because smell and dirt is not easily commented on and social cues unclear, sometimes unintended 

and open to different interpretations, social cues that motivate cleaning remain elusive.  People 

second guess social expectations to avoid smelling undesirable and becoming the subject of subtle 

social discrimination.  

 

Learned cleanliness 

Cleanliness is taught from early childhood, influenced by parents and peer groups.  Nicky speaking 

about her young son “I teach him that it's important to have a sense of occasion, take pride in his 

appearance.  I've noticed other kids at [my son’s] school, the state of their clothes, whether they're 

washed or unwashed, my mum bought me up that way.  She would point out stains on other kids.”  

Ted “I remember my [East Asian] parents saying ‘why do New Zealand people...  they sort of smell’”  

Morgen “At my primary school if kids smelt a bit funny they did get teased.”   

Teenage years are formative in developing, understanding and managing personal smell.  Luke 

“People start to grow and go through puberty.  People's smells change and as a young person you're 

not thinking of it, but someone might come up to you at school and say mate you need to shave, 

maybe need to get some deodorant on there.”  Jeremiah “Most teenagers smell like shit.”  Bill “Boys 

are embarrassed so they bring cans of deodorant and they spray themselves between class.”  Bre 

“teenage girls are so paranoid about standing out from the crowd that you just don't [smell] it's a 

mortifying thought.”  Changing body odour in teenage years draws reflection on, and 

experimentation with observed cleaning practices, fuelling the adoption of cleanliness conventions 

and practices used in later years.  
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Enforcers 

Females were seen as the enforcers of cleanliness.  Simon “if anyone is going to mention anything it'll 

be my sisters.”  Jonathan “I guess I'd be told by females if I haven't had a shower and done a work 

out.”  Ted “Smell gets commented on a lot.  If you are hanging out with your friends and they pick up 

a particular smell, more so if you hang around with female friends.”  Even if it was enforcing different 

standards: Chris “I just remember his mum saying ‘we actually don't have a shower every night’”.  

Luke “I told these girls at work that I never washed my hair.  I used to wash it but only once a month.  

It feels about as dirty after three days as a month in.  But I felt self conscious that I'd said this and 

they'd gone “oh!”  so if I had a day when my head smelled people would attribute it to that so I 

started washing my hair more even though I still don’t believe it's necessary.  I just got into the habit 

of it; I wash it once a week now.”  Morgen though it could be a power play “Some people almost sort 

of want you to be paranoid...  want you to be worried that you smell.”  Perceived female traits of 

caring and gossiping were seen to support the role of females as cleanliness enforcer.  

 

Norming situations 

The interviews revealed that people are susceptible to prevailing norms.  Determining, and then 

following expectations was a strong motivator for cleanliness practices.  In this scenario, the collective 

conventions of not washing jeans established during the participant briefing session, made 

participants much more comfortable in pursuing a low wash lifestyle.  Ted “I was shocked to find I 

was one of the only people that washed quite often, there was a lot of people who seemed to have 

‘It's fine, I don't wash you know. ’ In my culture there's nothing you don't wash.  Everything needs to 

be washed.  My initial reaction was a bit of a shock, but after I knew how other people did it I was a 

bit more comfortable.”  This resonates with social psychologists Goldstein, Cialdini, & Griskevicius 

whose work explores motivating behaviour towards sustainable lifestyles.  They found that norming 

messages are more effective than sustainability messages in behaviour outcomes (Cialdini, 2003; 

Goldstein et al., 2008).  While most of the participants aligned their personal behaviour with their 

understanding of established norms, there was one or two who constructed their behaviour in 

contrast with norms.  Simon liked “Getting myself out of an irrational habit.  I like not doing things 

because they're a habit, or culturally the right thing.”  Steve enjoyed “Being able to shock people and 

get people to think outside the square of their normal day to day life.”  For confident individuals, like 

Simon and Steve, having a point of difference in their life gave deeper meaning to actions, which was 

enjoyable for them.  To shape social practices towards sustainability, norming messages can be highly 

influential; there is also the potential to tap into social innovators who enjoy taking on extra meaning 

in daily routines.  The tension between mindful engagement and collective conventions in motivating 

sustainable living and, the role of early adopters in forming collective conventions poses new 

research questions requiring further investigation. 
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Towards clean 

Community censoring motivates people to be clean through signals such as providing examples of 

desired standards.  Ted “You go to work, people are work are usually quite clean.”  Tim “People see 

other people doing things and copy.”  From my diary “I was walking in the park when a sweaty hairy 

man came jogging towards me, I was expecting him to smell like BO but when he got closer he 

actually smelled very little and of ‘ocean breeze’.  I thought it was a bit weird at the time but it was 

such a small thing that I didn't really pay attention.  I think it is the layering of such subtle signals 

(even sweaty men smell good) that builds the culture of cleanliness.”  Guessing social norms also 

motivates cleaning behaviour, Erin “You're expected to smell either like a flower or a fruit, girls are 

anyway.  Boys are meant to smell like oceans or forests.”  Depending on how the observer interprets 

social examples and expectations of cleanliness, they may adjust their cleaning practices accordingly.  

 

Toward low-wash 

Living the low-wash lifestyle provided participants with firsthand experience of not washing.  Not 

encountering social discrimination, allowed participants to evaluate the usefulness of not washing in 

their own lives, providing motivation to reduce laundry.  Dave K “no-one's noticed or cared, no-one’s 

ever said that they noticed the smell, or noticed I was wearing the same jeans every day.”  Julianne 

“I'm not washing clothes as much, ever.”  Nicky “I think I've probably at least a third to a half down on 

what I was washing.”  There was also positive reinforcement from social networks.  Emily A “A lot of 

the boys who have Nudies were like ‘Yep I've never washed my Nudies.’”  Morgen “I have had a lot of 

people who have admitted to me that they maybe don't wash their clothes as much as, I suppose, is 

expected from society.  The expected reaction is to be disgusted.”  Testing social reactions to washing 

less provided ‘proof’ that not washing jeans is not socially disadvantageous, this information provided 

powerful in decreasing washing frequency.  Ted “after I knew how other people did it I was a bit more 

comfortable.”  People are scared of social ostracism, if a particular practice, like not washing jeans, is 

proven to be socially acceptable, it becomes more attractive to people.  Enabling participants to 

experience and evaluate not washing was pivotal to their acceptance of the proposed low-washing 

collective convention.  As participants created their own alternative practices and meaning, they had 

stronger affinity for those practices, suggesting endurance of the low-wash collective convention 

formed in this study. 
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6. 6 SELF AUDITING 

Accelerated cleanliness 

Cultural expectations of cleanliness are not explicit, yet people have an intangible sense of a ‘right’ 

way of doing laundry, and presenting the self to others (Pink, 2005, p. 288) and feel embarrassed to 

wear clothes smelling of body odour (Laitala et al., 2012, p. 234).  Feedback and social cues can be 

hard to communicate and harder to receive: leaving individuals to double guess expectations, then 

construct behaviour on perceptions of ‘normal’ cleaning practice.  Emily O “We don't have good 

mechanisms in place for knowing what can and should be washed.”  Alexandra “no-one's said 

anything to me, I'm not sure if they're just being polite and if they think you stink, or whether it's just 

my own thing...”  Chris “Even a look and then your imagination runs wild...”  Angela “It's just me being 

conscious of the smell.  It was probably not affecting anyone else and no-one else could smell it.”  

Claire “The image of cleanliness and dirt that we have is refracted from several different areas that 

we self enforce, being seen as disruptive and marginalised.”  Alexandra “Deciding what other people 

expect of you and making sure you conform to that without knowing what they really do expect from 

you.”  Because cleaning standards are hidden, individuals must interpret ambiguous social signals to 

obtain feedback to moderate their cleaning practices.  Not knowing how personal cleaning is socially 

received motivates individuals to amplify personal practice, exceeding minimum standards to avoid 

social discomfort, which reinforces accelerated cleaning, and associated resource consumption, back 

to those networks.  

Social discomfort is experienced when people suspect they are infringing cleanliness standards, and 

being judged by others.  Dave S “I feel a bit uncomfortable if I think I smell too bad to be around other 

people.  You'd feel like people were looking at you funny.”  Dave K avoided speaking to people at a 

conference because he was self-conscious of smelling.    Being judged is a concern of smelling, Ted 

“you'll be judged on your appearance and smell.”  Erin “... to be judged on your presentation and you 

couldn't avoid it and it could be detrimental.”  Morgen “They always worry what other people think 

of them.  They don't want to be judged, they don't want people to laugh about them or talk about 

them so a lot of the things they do are because of that.”  Bre “My standard is to look professional...  I 

only want my work to be judged, I don't want to wear things or do things that would give you an 

opportunity to think of me in a certain way.”  I also experienced social discomfort when I needed my 

computer fixed during menstruation, when I was conscious of a heightened personal smell due to the 

jeans and period.  I found it hard to communicate with the IT technician who came to fix my 

computer, because I was occupied with worrying that he could smell me, and what he would think.  

Paranoia of inflicting personal smells on others inhibits social interactions: avoiding social 

awkwardness motivates self auditing, and accelerates personal cleanliness.  

To avoid social discomfort people self audit their cleanliness image, going above and beyond 

minimum social expectations.  Angela “I have double standards for myself.  I have to present myself 

clean and tidy, hair nice and face nice.”  Bill “I'm more concerned with my smell, I don't care about 

how other people smell.  I’m more concerned with how I smell and how other people feel.”  Erin 

spoke about being “hyper vigilant”  so as not to be gross.  After being accosted by female colleagues 

at work, Luke increased his personal cleaning “I started washing my hair more even though I still don’t 
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believe it's necessary.”  These water and energy intensive practices are performed in self enforcing 

cycles, every ‘above and beyond’ cleaning practice is absorbed and reflected, normalising overly high 

levels of cleanliness.  

 

Self assured smelling 

Increasing cycles of cleanliness are tempered by individuals’ critical attitude to community censoring, 

taking personal observations into account.  Michelle “I think because I knew that they didn't smell I 

wasn't really that conscious of it.”  Macca “I'm not that bad [smelly] unless I get nervous or do a lot of 

physical activity.”  Gavin “Yeah I'm fine, if I know I'm pongy I'm usually the first one to say.”  Nicky 

“the residual odour and paranoia peaked after about six or seven weeks then you just stopped 

worrying about it and it just faded away.”  Ted via facebook “I think wearing the same pair of jeans 

has become second nature now... and getting use to the idea of not washing.  It is really not that 

hard.”  Steve “I've never felt self conscious about wearing jeans I haven’t washed.”  People are not 

dupes of cultural standards, neither are they completely free of expectations.  It is natural for people 

to compare themselves against others: adopting collective conventions of acceptable ways of doing 

makes navigating the choices of daily life easier.  People are able to critically reflect on their personal 

needs and adjust practices accordingly.  

 

6. 7 CLEAN MEANING 

Resource consuming cleaning practices are performed to conform to perceived cultural expectations, 

influenced by a myriad of intangible collective conventions.  Moral associations with cleanliness 

seemed less of an issue than avoiding social embarrassment, although the constituents of social 

embarrassment are hard to define.  Ensuring personal cleanliness remains below intangible offensive 

levels, stimulates overzealous cleaning with the associated accelerated resource consumption.  In 

describing their own practices, participants referenced ‘other people’ 1,652 times in the course of the 

thirty-one interviews indicating individual actions are beholden to group understandings.  A finding 

which is further substantiated through the work of laundry anthropologist, Pink: “Laundry practices, 

like identities, are formed intersubjectively and are comparative, both for anthropologists and for the 

subject, who compares her or his practices with those of others.”(Pink, 2005, p. 287).  Individuals do 

respond differently to collective conventions, some are sensitive to expectations and follow structure, 

while others show more agency, curating an array of ideas to frame their actions.  Collective 

conventions are constantly changing: as soon as individuals feel they understand what is expected, 

they are interpreting accepted ways of doing to suit their lifestyle and reflecting this back to the 

community, contributing to the group made meaning.  “As with laundering, what matters is how the 

constituent elements of discourse operate together, and how individuals position their own routines 

in terms of a range of rationales, these being arguments that justify and at the same time provide a 

guide for practice” (Shove, 2003b, p. 408).  Group meanings can be used to censor deviations from 

accepted practices, such as washing less.  Group-perceptions are interpreted by individuals to self 
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audit public presentation.  The plethora of influences active in cleaning practices make individual 

motivations indistinguishable, however some of the forces described by the participants in the 

intervention study give an understanding on the interaction between the collective conventions and 

practice.   

In this intervention it is not possible to eliminate or isolate any of the myriad of impulses acting on 

participants.  On the whole, people construct conventions on cleanliness from the multitude of 

information and collective standards to reinforce preconceived ideas or desired courses of action.  

However when an alternative to the dominant discourse is communicated, for example this 

intervention, people allocate cognitive energy to consider new information and show agency in 

adopting and propagating alternative practices throughout their other practices and social networks.  

Endurance of desired routines can be strengthened by allowing participants to form alternative 

practices as solutions to problems, like water and energy consumption in laundry routines.  Self-

created practices and meanings have the potential to strengthen peoples’ affinity for pro-

environmental practices.  This poses questions around enabling community formed solutions, and the 

interaction between mindful engagement and shifting collective conventions.  The participant 

interviews illustrate adherence to collective conventions, yet at the same time the ability, and 

interest, in reflecting on their practices to improve outcomes.   

Shifting collective conventions requires the active engagement of at least a few.  Ways to shift 

collective conventions include communication in public spaces, for example media and cultural 

displays.  This study was interactive with the world outside the academe, exhibited at The National 

Gallery of Victoria, and discussed in news papers, radio and television, which led to mindful 

engagement.  Some observers from the public realm reflected on the ideas of over laundering and 

resource consumption, and communicated this with me.  This shows active engagement with ideas.  

When the immediacy of the media attention and public discussion recedes, a subconscious lowering 

of the need to wash will, hopefully, remain.  Mindful engagement can lead to a shift in collective 

conventions.  This process is complex: mindful engagement and collective conventions are 

simultaneous and interactive, both required in interrupting inconspicuous consumption. 
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Chapter 7  

Nobody was dirty 

Ideas, contributions, relevance, limitations and future directions 
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7 NOBODY WAS DIRTY  

7. 1 INTRODUCTION 

This research aimed to create more knowledge and understanding around sustainable use of fashion.  

In surveying the current dialogue on sustainable fashion, the use phase was found to have a 

disproportionate environmental impact, consuming water, energy and chemicals, yet is under 

represented in literature.  In exploring further the use phase of fashion it became apparent that 

people were washing, not because of physical reasons but intangible constructs, and this then 

became the focus of the study.  Social practices, an emerging theory area, provide a valuable 

framework for understanding the way that people use fashion objects in daily life, and the social 

meaning that surround these practices.  The results not only present insight into sustainable fashion 

use, but also populate social practice theory with data.  The use of garments’ main environmental 

impacts arises from washing and drying, aligning with a wider discussion of everyday inconspicuous 

consumption: routinised ways of doing that conceal the use of environmentally critical resources.  

This empirical investigation provides an example of intervening in inconspicuous consumption, 

enabling alternative low resource practises to emerge and illuminating the social meaning arising 

around alternative pro-environmental routines.  Wearing unwashed jeans was not physically 

challenging in terms of dirt and odour, there is a discrepancy between the perception and actuality of 

not washing.  This further signifies the importance of cultural discourses, meanings and expectations: 

collective conventions in water and energy intense practices.  Shaping collective conventions holds 

potential to reduce resource consumption.  

 

7. 2 KEY CONTRIBUTIONS 

Surveying, documenting and intervening into laundering provides a hitherto indeterminate view of 

current laundry practice and cleanliness expectations.  Laundry and cleaning practices are dynamic: 

standards have changed dramatically during history, and there are vast differences between cultural 

groups and geographic locations.  Amongst the variety of approaches to laundering clothes, the 

dominant courses of laundering actions are formed with reference to perceived collective 

conventions.  People wash because of habit as the laundry survey demonstrated, and subsequent 

interviews confirmed.  Clothes cycle through the cupboard, wear, the laundry basket, re-wear, 

machines, lines and back in the cupboard, without much mindful engagement.  The speed of the cycle 

varies, depending on the individual, their routine, cleanliness needs, lifestyle and quantity of apparel.  

The practice intervention utilised in this study enabled alternative laundry practices to emerge, the 

most popular of which was to just keep wearing the jeans, followed by airing between wears and 

wearing on alternating days.  Unwashed clothes are expected to become ‘gross’, however the level of 

dirtiness and odour never became physically or socially challenging, signalling a perception barrier in 

recruiting populations to low washing practices.  The emergence of alternative practices and 
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associated meanings in this study presents unique insights into the way people interpret social 

discourses and integrate them into their daily life.  

The jeans as ‘object’ were important to the emerging discourse.  Participants imbued the jeans with 

(imagined) special qualities, like dirt resistance, to reinforce their alternative practice.  Objects 

typically play a role in routine with a rich history in the performance of ritual, like religious 

ceremonies.  This pushes objects beyond their ‘non-passive’ understanding (Cowan, 1983, p. 10), into 

receptacles of cultural meaning and reinforcers of practices.  The alternative discourses elicited 

through this study show that ‘objects of knowledge’ can trigger desired courses of actions, helpful in 

entrenching desired social practices.  

Many designed eco-technologies have provided resource saving and pollutant reducing innovations.  

However, as people ultimately perform practices in daily life, a greater understanding of the 

resources required for daily routines poses the new frontier of sustainability efforts.  Cleanliness 

expectations may be one of the barriers for more sustainable behaviour, like lowering the resource 

intensity of laundering (Laitala et al., 2012, p. 236).  The participants in this survey showed the flow of 

intervening through novelty, acceptance, normalisation and propagation of not washing.  The most 

popular alternative methods, doing nothing and airing, indicates that the greatest potential arises 

from shifting washing expectations of the group rather than designing alternative low-wash product 

innovations.  While design innovations are valuable for working toward sustainable goals, this 

research proposes that significant potential lies in changing ideas of social acceptability around daily 

routines for whole communities. 

This intervention hinted that alternative practices could be stimulated through engaging a group in 

mindful practice, and that by doing so collective conventions can be redefined.  Providing information 

through the recruitment process, briefing and social media, stimulated and supported the desired 

behaviour: the ‘license’ granted by the study allowed participants social impunity to defy collective 

conventions.   This was achieved with the help of social enabling narratives of other people, like Josh 

Le, performing the desired alternative practices and routines.  The participants formed new meaning 

around washing less, and were willing to change their lifestyles for sustainability, this transferred to 

other areas of their wardrobes and social networks.  The ease of practice change for participants was 

a reflection of the high level of effort invested into the intervention; it would not be an easy task to 

engage entire populations in not washing their jeans.  This study provides a replicable case of the 

emergence and propagation of alternative practices on a small scale and over a short timeframe.  The 

persistence or the disappearance of elicited practices requires further investigation.   

The focus on enabling alternative discourses and practices to emerge highlighted the way people 

made sense of incorporating sustainability into their routines.  When sustainability coincides with 

convenience this presents an attractive way to recruit people to alternative low resource routines.  

Alternative discourses emerged that ascribed meaning to practice, like special qualities of the jeans.  

In this study, not washing was seen by some participants as a form of rebellion to the perceived 

collective convention of washing every wear, while for others convenience and living more 

sustainably emerged to frame and give meaning to the new practices.  The sense and meaning 

formed around practices are important in fostering connection to ensure enduring routines. 
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Deeper acceptance and dedication to alternative routines come from the generation of the low-

resource practices and discourses by practitioners themselves.  People are more likely to adopt long-

term practices that they have developed.  By providing the framework of not using water, energy or 

chemicals, the participants were urged to create their own alternative practice solutions.  Ownership 

produced stronger affiliations with the alternative practice, an inference that needs further 

substantiation through further research into enabling communities to form practices in response to 

limitations.  The research indicated that enabling social groups to generate their own practices and 

meaning can create enduring low resource consuming routines.   

The public reception of not washing through the gallery exhibition and media discussion shows the 

timeliness of the research.  Saturated with similar messages of sustainability from the media, the 

public seem to crave different ways of engaging with pro-environmental initiatives.  Concepts of 

changing small actions to affect significant aggregate resource savings resonates with people.  There 

is an intuitive appreciation from the public sphere for exposing and reorienting inconspicuous 

consumption, demonstrated by the acceptance of the research in the media and online comments.  

This supports the relevance and importance of exploring the interruption of inconspicuous 

consumption in greater depth and across more practices.   

Perhaps the most interesting dimension to emerge from this work is the still unresolved picture of 

people’s role in everyday resource consuming practices.  The insights into people and practices 

revealed by this study indicate that individual actions are compelled by collective conventions as 

much as by internal drive, a finding supported by other researchers in the area of sustainable 

consumption.  Anthropologist Pink, also exploring laundering found that  

“Different individuals in the same culture use different sensory metaphors and modalities to 

narrate their everyday experiences and practices verbally and show them visually. They do 

so in ways that illustrate their agency, are constitutive of selves and moralities and ultimately 

contribute to processes by which conventions change.” (Pink, 2005, p. 275).   

Cultural anthropologist, Wilk sees people as general conformers to collective conventions, as he 

describes them: “subtle pressures and social conventions” that are not apparent on the surface level, 

yet still constrain communities within “narrow limits” (Wilk, 2002, p. 9).  He asserts that these can be 

overcome by mindful engagement: “Social rules, predispositions, common sense and even embodied 

feelings can all change when they are brought out of the habitus, into the daily world of speech, 

debate, manipulation, and argument.” (Wilk, 2002, p. 10).  Pink furthermore ascribes people 

transformative ability, suggesting that “…by resisting existing conventions, individuals participate in 

processes of change.” (Pink, 2005, p. 287).   Cowan, however did not experience this, even after 

spending years researching the “social rules and predispositions”(ibid) that construe housework.  She 

struggled to defy collective conventions, which she reveals in a telling postscript to her work, More 

work for mother, in which she argues that modern standards of household maintenance are “out-

dated symbols”, yet finds herself “like a somnambulist walking through the rituals” (Cowan, 1983, p. 

218).  She speculates that these unconscious symbolic rules are all the more potent for their 

unspoken quality.   
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In my own experience of changing my laundry practice, there are garments in my wardrobe that have 

never been washed, and some that are worn many times between laundering.  This leads me to think 

that there is a difference in ‘not washing clothes’ and ‘defying the collective convention of frequent 

laundering.’  Not washing is hidden, but wearing dirty clothes is visible.  Visibility has a role to play in 

changing practices.  A further catalyst is social credibility.  While Cowan was acting in isolation, 

participants in this study had a group to perform the alternative practice with, contributing social 

credibility; along with the narratives of others not washing, and the legitimising university study.  

Cowan may not have seen herself as having enough social credibility until years later when she finally 

stopped washing as much (Cowan, 1983, p. 219), groups offer the catalytic power to accelerate social 

credibility.   

I see the two elements in the ease of adoption of pro-environmental practices: its visibility- how 

easily apparent to fellow citizens; and its social credibility- how a practices fits in with existing socially 

desirable collective conventions, (I consider culturally privileged images like ‘hipster’ or ‘outdoorsy’ to 

be collective conventions).   Visibility may or may not be a useful tool in enabling pro-environmental 

practices, it varies across practices and there is already prolific discussion on visibility changing 

consumption (eg smart metering).  There is exciting potential in social credibility as a tool that can be 

utilised to enable pro-environmental practices.  Information, public engagement, social media and 

cultural events can all lend credibility to desired conventions and conversely can also help to 

marginalise undesired conventions.  Leveraging collective conventions to shape desired pro-

environmental practices, appears to exist in tension between the opposing views of people as 

adherents to collective conventions (Shove, 2011) and being in control of their actions (Wilk, 2002).  I 

see people on a continuum between the two; some community members have more agency than 

others, and can be instigated towards pro-environmental practices, which then propagate to the 

wider community that relies more heavily on collective conventions to inform practice.  

Active engagement of a few can have wide implications. It is not yet clear the extent to which 

changes in niche groups can disseminate and take hold for larger populations, at least to the extent 

required for collective conventions to shift.  In the uptake of new ways of doing, mindful engagement 

and collective conventions intersect.  The duality between mindful engagement and altered collective 

conventions becomes clearer: interventions, like exhibitions or communication campaigns engaged 

early adopters to trial new practices, but it is through interpretation, application and repetition that 

these altered practices become accepted ways of doing, the new collective conventions.  Mindful 

engagement and collective conventions are not dichotomous: interventions mindfully engage early 

adopters, and then alternative practices are normalised through interpretation, application and 

repetition, to become accepted ways of doing.  Momentum for new collective conventions is built 

through repetition, and observing ‘other people’ performing similar routines.  Transparency in routine 

is not common: routines are opaque because they are mundane rather than taboo, and this is one of 

the reasons why inconspicuous consumption is hard to comprehend.  Revealing, changing and 

communicating discourses of cleanliness may prove to be effective in conserving resources, as 

rational engagement of entire populations is not viable.  
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7. 3 METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

Fashion literature shows a proliferation of design and production case studies broadly related to 

sustainability that are not balanced by an understanding of consumption and use.  This study 

addresses the discrepancy, using social practices as a framework for understanding inconspicuous 

consumption of resources in mundane routines.  Interpretive methodology allowed insights, themes 

and principles to emerge; this was useful in tempering the dominant design centred approach to 

sustainability research, and providing an understanding of the subjective domain of human 

experience.  By considering dynamic daily routines, and the objects, skills and motivations around 

which practices are construed, a fresh perspective of the consumption of resources throughout a 

fashion life cycle was gained.   This somewhat satisfies Wilk’s call for the “urgent[ly] need to develop 

some testable models of the ways social, psychological, and communicative practices can naturalize 

new practices and understandings” (Wilk, 2002, p. 11).  This study sets a new precedent of user-

centred explorations of fashion and sustainability.  

Considering social practices as the starting point allowed insights into the way people and 

communities form routine and meaning towards living more sustainably.  The intervention, providing 

constraints around water, energy and chemicals involved in laundering, both enabled and witnessed 

the emergence of alternative cleaning practices, exploring the way sense and meaning is created in 

conjunction with new ways of doing.  The strategy of allowing participant communities to generate 

alternative practices and discourse can be replicated in other inconspicuous consumption practices.  

Enabling alternative practices to emerge has the potential to be a significant and enduring 

sustainability driver in the future.  

Focussing on this instance of laundry practice also provides social practice theory with research data.  

The translation of social practice principles into tangible and replicable real world examples fleshes 

out some of the ideas around ways of doing.  As more studies use social practice frameworks, is it 

applied in different situations, adding robustness and further normalising it as a research approach.  

This study was also useful in understanding how the interviewing tool can be used in exploring social 

practices.  Interviewing could be dismissed as inappropriate because practices are too difficult for 

respondents to discuss due to their implicit nature; condensed as they are into tacit knowledge and 

embodied ways of doing.  However, Hitchings who uses interviewing techniques in social practice 

research, remains adamant that “people can often talk in quite revealing ways about actions they 

may usually take as a matter of course” (Hitchings, 2011, p. 1).  Pink agrees that a researcher and 

participant can (intersubjectively) co-create a useful depiction of practices and experiences (Pink, 

2005, p. 277).  In this study I found, like Pink and Hitchings, that my participants provided insightful 

comments on their own practices, and reflections and interpretation of cultural symbols and social 

narratives, especially when presented with moments of contrast.   This did vary between participants, 

some showed more agency than others in being able to reflect, mediate and negotiate their daily 

lives, reflected in the depth of reflection they were able to provide in their interviews. 

This study models new ways of conducting research in the real world. Co-creating knowledge with 

everyday people mirrors increasing interest in real world applicability of research through strategies 

like community engagement and community review.  To mitigate the vulnerability of the interviews’ 
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representational nature, triangulation with other methods, like surveys, observation and immersion 

of myself in the intervention helped to validate knowledge produced.   The resulting tacit knowledge, 

is invaluable for understanding sustainability problems from new angles, and provides a deeper more 

nuanced understanding which helped me to experience and communicate subtle implications of the 

study through non traditional means, like cultural exhibitions.  Collaborative approaches are 

transformative, engaging participants in creating and disseminating pro-environmental practices.  

This is not only about constructing theoretical future scenarios, but enacting them and forming 

meaning and community around every day sustainability, a dynamic and rewarding research 

approach.  

 

7. 4 RECOMMENDATIONS  

Prioritising efforts towards reducing inconspicuous consumption is needed to invigorate sustainability 

efforts.  Environmental sustainability research needs a greater focus on the way resources are 

consumed during everyday activities.   

Disrupting this one instance of inconspicuous consumption indicated that people are highly 

susceptible to perceived collective conventions.  Even though this study engaged participant in 

mindful immersion in alternative practices, comments and inferences collated from the interviews 

indicate that individual practices are filtered through perceptions of what is normal: mindful 

engagement and collective conventions are simultaneous and interactive.  Providing cultural 

discourses around the normality of desired courses of action can be a strong motivator for pro-

environmental default routines.  This finding needs to be substantiated with further people centric 

studies to ascertain the extent to which social discourses are active in determining practices.   

The mindful/collective duality has implications for the established agency/structure debate, adding 

weight to homo-sociologicus  view of people as cooperative and influenced by environmental 

stimulants and collective conventions, rather than rational, self-interested, homo-economicus 

individuals.  To capitalise on the emergent social understanding of people and practices, collective 

conventions present an intervention point in shifting resource intense practices.  Rather than 

communicating rational resource saving incentives to every single individual, creating discourses of 

resource responsible lifestyles may be more effective in guiding practices.  More research is needed 

on social discourses, they way that people receive messages, the way collective conventions are 

formed, and they way that interpretations shape practices.  The potential in shifting collective 

conventions also demands deeper investigation. 
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7. 5 INTERDISCIPLINARY AND REAL WORLD IMPLICATIONS 

The insights, themes and principles discussed above lead to a range of interdisciplinary implications.  

Of greatest significance, the emphasis on people, collective conventions and social practices in 

approaching issues of sustainability.  This challenges the traditional rational technical approach, 

recognising that design efficiencies are limited by the social contexts that they operate in.  People 

determine how things are used, so reorienting expectations has the greatest resource saving 

potential.  This is useful in deepening efforts towards sustainability, relevant for the many 

stakeholders who contribute to environmental sustainability.   

This thesis privileges a people-centred approach to sustainability by illustrating the way communities 

form expectations and meaning around new pro-environmental practices. Insights that are useful in 

conceptualising the circulation of ideas and practices, and breaking links like ‘social acceptability’ and 

‘washing often’.  This particular study is also significant in its application of social practice concepts, 

showing how interventions into inconspicuous consumption can play out in the real world.  For policy 

makers this work provides impetus and some insights into enabling alternative practices to emerge.  

It gives some indication into how to leverage social discourses and expectations in achieving reduced 

resource consumption.  Designers can also learn from the insights, and create objects to trigger pro-

environmental courses of action, reducing resource intensity over an entire product lifecycle.  The 

people and practices centred approach, modelled in this research, is useful in propelling sustainability 

efforts beyond eco-efficiency.  

 

7. 6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Exploring the expansive, dynamic complex of practices presents particular practical parameters.  Time 

and scale both limited the scope of the empirical investigation, and further research is needed to 

validate the inferences on collective conventions, routines, inconspicuous consumption, interventions 

and endurance contributed by this body of work.  Further long-term work is also needed into 

persistence and disappearance of practices to really understand the way that practices operate in the 

real world, over time.  Focussing future research efforts on the collective conventions that are 

created around alternative practice could provide insights into affecting lasting pro-environmental 

routines.  Of particular interest for future research, the way cleanliness is presented in popular 

discourse, and the interaction between its presentation, interpretation and enactment.  Considering 

imagery of cleanliness in the media, popular culture, public spaces and collective consciousness may 

provide understanding of the ideas, expectations, actions and repetitions that construe practice.  

Exploring the representation of cleanliness in popular culture presents opportunities in leveraging 

discourses for effective interventions that reduce the resource consumption of cleanliness practices.  

A consideration of the way cleanliness is represented could provide insights from which to draw 

policy and communications to create perceptions and expectations that diminish resource-consuming 

practices.  Presenting cultural expectations that are in-line with environmental goals may provide the 

key to enabling enduring sustainable social practices.  
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